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Mr. George P. Nicoletopoulos 
Director, Legal Department 
International Monetary Fund 
Washington, D.C. 20431 

Dear Mr. Nicoletopoulos: 

July 26, 1983 

ORIG: LEG 

CC: MD 

DMD 

MR. FINCH 

MR.SHAALAN 

Thank you very much for your letter of July 22. 

I appreciate you taking time from your busy schedule 
to respond to my letter of March 24, 1983. 

In connection with paragraph 5 of your letter, I 
reiterate my apologies to you and your colleagues for any 
misunderstanding on my part as to proper Fund procedures. As 

· I explained to you on the telephone, we had no alternative 
because Iran did not notify us of its assertion that it had 
received Fund approval for various exchange controls until a 
few days before the hearing was to be held. Thus, there was 
no time for a formal exchange of letters. 

Sincerely, 
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TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

Office Memorandum JUl J ~ 1993 

The Managing Director 

~( f0 . \ 
DATE: July 19, 1983 ) c, t 

if> L,~ 

George P. Nicoletopoulos ,{-ffJl_. ~ 1 cr"t cJ.-vrr; 
l-"o d-' 0-i ~ 

~1; 
Iran 

I have had several talks with Mr. Manavi-Rad, representative 
of the Bank Markazi-Iran, regarding the contents of the reply that 
we are proposing to send to the letter of the law firm Wald, 
Harkrader & Ross. Attached is a draft that reflects my efforts 
to meet Mr. Manavi-Rad's points. After consulting with his authori
ties, however, Mr. Manavi-Rad has presented me this afternoon with 
a request for further changes in paragraph 2 of the draft reply 
which describes briefly the meaning of Article XIV, Section 2 in 
general terms. His authorities would like to take out of the 
proposed reply any reference to the rule that a member that has 
eliminated restrictions cannot reintroduce such restrictions under 
Article XIV. He claims that this is not a direct- answer to the 
questions raised by the law firm. My position is that the letter 
from the law firm does refer to the "reimposition" of exchange 
restrictions under Article XIV and it is necessary to explain that 
under Article XIV a member may'hdapt" restrictions but may not 
reintroduce restrictions that it has eliminated. 

Before returning to Iran, Mr. Manavi-Rad would like to see 
you, and I would expect that he would make another effort to 
eliminate the essence of this paragraph referred to above. I 
strongly believe that this simple reference to what the provisions 
state should be retained and that its elimination would mislead 
the Tribunal. 

cc: The Deputy Managing Director 
Mr. Finch 
Mr. El Selehdar 
Mr. Carter 
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Dear Mr. Griffin: 

This letter is in response to the questions that you have raised in 

your letter of March 24, 1983. 

1. As a preliminary observation to your questions, I should point 

out that a member needs to seek the approval of the Fund only for those 

exchange measures that fall within the definition of Article VIII, Sec.tions 

2(a) and 3 of the Fund's Articles of Agreement, and the maJntenance of 

which is not otherwise authorized by the Articles. Thus, approval is 

not required for exchange measures maintained in accordance with the provi

sions of Article XIV, Section 2, or for exchange controls that are necessary 

to regulate international. capital movements, if. introduced consistently 

with Article VI, Section 3. Whether a particular measure is an exchange 

measure, and whether it is an exchange measure that would be subject to 

approval under Article VIII, ·can only be determined after an examination 

of the particular measure in question and its applica~ion. 

2. Under Article XIV, Section 2 a membe·r may maintain and adapt 

to changing circumstances those exchange restrictions, including multiple 

currency practices and discriminatory currency arrangements, that the 

member had when it joined the Fund. Once a member has eliminated a 

restrictive measure maintained under Article XIV, the measure cannot be 

l 1 
reintroduced under that Article. Any such reintroduction or reapplicat~on 

of the restrictive measure is regarded as a new introduction, subject to 

approval by the Fund in accordance with Article VIII. 
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3. Iran has not sought or received approval · from the Fund 

pursuant to Article VIII since 1974 for the imposition or reimposition 

of any exchange measures that are subject to Fund approval. As noted 

above, whether or not any particular measure is or is not subject to 

approval under Article VIII can only be answered with respect to the 

measure in question. In view of the circumstances of Iran since 1978, 

it has not yet been possible to make this determination in respect of 

that member. 

4. Publication of info~ation regarding a member's exchange con

trols or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report does not 

constitute or indicate Fund approval of such controls .or restrictions. 

The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions, 

which was entitled Annual Report on Exchange Restrictions until 1978, 

contains information on the trade and payments aspects of a member's re

strictive system, as we11 ·as on the member's exchange arrangements. 

This information is published without reference to whether or not any 

particular measure, if subject to Article VIII, has or has not been 

approved. 

5. In this connection, I wish to express our displeasure and -
regret that an earlier informal inquiry by a lawyer with your firm 

along the same lines as the present request was used without our 

knowledge as the basis for an affidavit, submitted by your firm in legal 

proceedings, that attributed certain statements to a member of the Fund's 

staff. While the statements were accurate, this is an unprecedented 

procedure and the affidavit does not constitute an authoritative 
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statement of the Fund's position on the questioned concerned. The 

appropriate course is for a formal request, ~uch as you are now making, 

to be made of the Fund if the intention is that the response is to be 

used in a formal legal proceeding. 

Mr. Joseph P. Griffin 
~ald, Harkrader & Ross 
1300 - 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.-c. 20036 

Sincerely yours, 

George P. Nicoletopoulos 
Director 

Legal Department 
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I I Office Memorandum 

TO : The Managing Di rec tor DATE: July 15, 1983 

FROM : George P. Nicoletopoulos ~ • 
SUBJECT : Iran - Meeting with Mr. Manavi-Rad 

The following notes may be useful in connection with this 
afternoon's meeting with the Iranian representative. 

1. As you know, the Iranian position is that the restrictive 
measures maintained by Iran. are "adaptations to changing circum
stances" of restrictions on current payments that were in effect 

. previously and that, therefore,they are covered by Article XIV and 
do not ·require approval under Article VIII. They point out that, 
while Iran abolished in fact by 1978 its exchange restrictions, 
it did not abrogate the relevant legal provisions on exchange 
control. Our position is that, under the law and practice of the 
Fund, the power to "adapt" exchange restrictions under Article XIV 
exists only in relation to actual restrictions and not the legisla
tion or regulations of a stand-by character under which restrictions 
could be introduced. This understanding of the legal position has 
been adopted by the Fund since the early days of its existence 
and has been followed consistently ever since. Therefore, to 
the extent that the post-1978 Iranian measures are found to involve 
restrictions on current payments or multiple currency practices, 
are subject to approval under Article VIII and, in the absence of 
such approval by the Executive Board, they are maintained incon
sistently with the Fund's Articles. The determination that such 
restrictive measures are subject to Fund approval ·is made, in the 
first instance, by the staff and, in the final analysis, by the 
Board. 

2. Among the topics that are likely to be discussed this afternoon 
is the telex of May 31 from the Governor of Iran's Central Bank 
which has not been answered as yet. In that telex, the Governor 
asserted that he had not received an answer to the questions he 
had raised earlier regarding the disclosure of information on Iranian 
restrictions to the law firm of Wald, Hardraker and Ross. - He takes 
the view that such information is confidential information which, 
pursuant to Rule N-6 of the Fund's Rules, cannot be disclosed 
except with the Managing Director's express authorization. 
Accordingly, he requests that, if the information was released 
without your express authorization and without knowledge that it 
would be incorporated in an affidavit to be used in a legal pro
ceeding, you should communicate this fact to the Iranian-U.S. Cl~ims 
Tribunal, asking the Tribunal to ignore the law firm's affidavit con
taining the information. Our proposed reply is set forth in the 
draft telex in the Attachment to this memorandum. 
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3. Another issue is the proposed response to the letter from the 
law firm, which requests a statement of the Fund's position on the 
same questions as those that were previously raised with, and 
answered informally by, the staff. The contents of the proposed 
reply have been made known to Mr. Salehkhou, although he has not 
been given a copy. The proposed reply does not take a position 
concerning the consistency of the Iranian restrictive measures with 
the Fund's Articles--indeed, it makes clear that "Whether a particular 
measure is an exchange measure, and whether it is an exchange 
measure that would be subject to approval under Article VIII, can 
only be answered after an examination of the particular measure in 
question and its application." What the proposed reply does is to 
answer in a formal way the questions that were answered by the 
staff informally, namely that: 

(a) "Iran has not sought or received approval from the Fund 
since 1974 for the imposition or reimposition of any exchange 
measures that are subject to Fund approval", and 

(b) "Publication of information regarding a member's exchange 
controls or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report 
does not constitute or indicate Fund approval of such controls 
or restrictions." 

The reply also explains that "the power of a member to maintain 
and adapt restrictions relates to the actual applicatiorr .in practice 
of restrictions. Legislation or regulations of a stand-by character 
under which res.trictions are not applied are not regarded as 
restrictio.ns for this purpose." 

4. Our practice has been to submit to the Executive Board for its 
approval requests for a certification regarding the consistency 
of particular exchange measures with the Fund's Articles if the 
certification is to be used in connection with a court proceeding. 
The intention is to follow the same procedure in connection with 
the above-mentioned reply to the law firm, even though that reply 
would not deal with the consistency of the Iranian measures with 
the Fund's Articles. This course of action is not required by our 
practice in such a case, and alternative ways of dealing with it 
could be considered. 

cc: The Deputy Managing Director 
Mr. Finch 
Mr. El Selehdar 
Mr. N. Carter 
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INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 

WASHINGTON , D . C . 20431 JUL 1 5 l983 

DEPUTY MANAGING D IR E CTOR 

MEMJRANDUM 

1b: The M3naging Director 

/:~-. 
Fran: William B. Dale_ 'r.;...liifj_) 
SUbject: Iran--Restrictions 

July 15, 1983 

CABLE ADD RESS 

IN TERFUND 

There is canparati vely little I can say on this topic. Attached 
are: 

1. A copy, dated June 29, 1983, of a draft telex for 
res:EXJnse to Governor Noµrbakhsh in response to his telex 
of May 31, 1983; 

2. A copy, dated June 13, of a draft paper for the Board, in 
versions _that show changes and a clean 0)PY• 

Neither of these drafts has as yet been used because of requests by 
Mr. Salehkhou for rrore time to lCXJk into the issues. I feel that it would not 
be appropriate to send the telex, as well as the Board paper, since they both 
are part of the substantive whole until Mr. Salehkhou has had every chance to 
rrake any representations or argunents he might wish to. 

The first and last paragraph of the telex will now need to be changed. 

I think that fully adequate tilre has nON been given to the Iranians 
and we should proceed (I have recently been approached by both Erb and Dallara 
to express the hope that we will now rrove on the natter) • 

I am assured by Mr. Nicoletopoulos that the reply to the law £inn need 
not be approved by the Board. Indeed, that procedure would be in accordance 
with normal practice, under which factual questions are responded to by the 
staff and reference is made to the Board only when a legal conclusion is drawn 
as to whether a practice is or is not consistent with the Articles. 

Attachrrents 

_J 
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~~ If 
To: Members of the Executive Board g ,1 3 D 
From: The Secretary 

Subject: The Islamic Republic of Iran:- Inquiry under Article VIII, 
Section 2(b) 

A 11/1 . 

It is not proposed to bring the attached memorandum to the 

agenda of the Executive Board for discussion unless an Executive Director 

so request~ by the close of business, Thursday, June 16, 1983. In the 

absence of such a request, the proposed decision will be deemed approved 

by the Executive Board, and will be so recorded in the minutes of the next 

meeting thereafter. 
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~lit~ 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 

Islamic Republic of Iran: Inquiry under Article VIII, Section 2(b) 

Prepared by the Legal Department 

(In consultation with the Exchange and T~ade Relations 
and Middle Eastern Departments) 

Approved by George P. Nicoletopoulos 

~ 1.3, 1983 

A law firm has made certain inquiries with respect to the exchange 
system maintained by Iran; in particular, a written response has been 
requested to the following questions: 

~First, since 1974, has Iran sought or received approval from 
the International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article VIII of 
the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) to impose exchange 
controls or currency restrictions on the making of payments 
for current international transactions, or to engage in or 
permit any of its fiscal agencies to engage in any 
discriminatory currency agreements or multiple currency 
practices; or 2) to reimpose transitional arrangements 
of which Iran availed itself under Article XIV? Second, 
does publication of information regarding a country's 
exchange controls or currency restrictions in the Fund's 
Annual Report constitute or indicate Fund approval of . such 
controls or restrictions?~ 

The entire letter is set out as Attachment A. The "relevant pages of 
the Bank Markazi' s memorial·· and the affidavit by Mary Duffy Becker 
referred to in the second and third paragraphs of this letter have 
not been reproduced, but are available for perusal in the office of 

~ 

the Secretary. b ~ ~~ ·i -e~. ~U-vv~ ~~~- ; r ;.../cJ 
To comply with this reque1 it is proposed that t1i~ draft 

response f ( om the Director of the Legal Department, which is set forth 
as Attachirnt B, be sent to the requesting law firm. The proposed 
responsesAare set forth in paragraphs 2, 3, and .4 of the proposed 
letter, as follows: 

u 
1 

~ 2. Iran has not sought or receiv_ed approv._,£ from the 
1Jl-.~'-f_~,t 

since 1974 for the impositio~of any exchange measures 

are subject to Fund approval. As noted above, whether 

Fund 

that 

or not 
I 

I I 
I 
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any particular measure is or is not subject to approval under 

Article VIII can only be answered with respect to the measure 

in question. 

3. Under Article XIV, Section 2, a member may maintain and adapt 

to changing circumstances those exchange restrictions, including 

multiple currency practices and discriminatory currency arrange

ments, that the member had when it joined the Fund. The Fund has 
. ~Lhi .#au_J~ 

determined by Executive Board decisions taken in January, 194~ f dct'-diJ. 
(see The International Monetary Fund 1945-1965, Volume I: 

--tq_~'-._ a-/ Q_de.ff /lf.'lh,..,... 
Chronicle, pages 2~8-250); _t,hat this power of a membe~ relates to - ---~ 

~ ctua~n~'-~ Pon or regulations o_f a stand-by 

character under which restrictions are not ~~are not 

regarded as restrictions for this purpose. In accordance with the 
Ct/1.iJi: u o.Xi(}-11. 

decisions referred to -above, the ~-Ge-Rleflt of such legislation 

or regulations would constitute the introduction of new 
~"--P-~ct. a 

restrictions. Thus, once a member ha~eliminated or ceased to 

apply a measure, the measure cannot be reintroduced or reapplied 

under Article XIV. Any such reintroduction ?r feapflication of 

~~vic_J~A ~~~~ 
the measure !~subject to approval by the Fund in accoroance with 

Article VIII. 

4. Publication of information regarding a member's exchange 

controls or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report 

does not cons ti_tute or indicate Fund approval of such controls 

or restrictions. The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements 

and Exchange Restrictions, which was entitled Annual Report 
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on Exchange Restrictions until 1978, contains information on 

the trade and payments aspects of a member's restrictive system, 
Cr ' 

I ' 

as well as/\the member's exchange arrangements. _This information 

is published without reference ~o whether or not any particular 

measure, if subject to Article VIII, has or has not been approved.--

It is recommended that the Fund respond in accordance with Attach
ment B, and the following draft decision is proposed for adoption by 
the Exe cut i'7e Board: 

"The Director of the Legal Department is authorized to 

transmit the letter which is set forth as Attachment B 

to EBO/ 83/_/ . " 
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WALD, HARKRADER & ROSS 
lllO Nineteenth Street, N .w. 
Washington, D.C. 2)036-1697 

George P. Nicoletopoulos, Esq. 
Director of the Legal Department 
International Monetary Fund 
7110 19th Street, N.W, Room 8-32) 
Washington, D.C. 2)431 · 

Dear Mr. Nicoletopoulos: 

March 'l4, 1983 

ATTACHMENT A 

This law firm represents a United States corporation with a claim 
against the Islamic Republic of Iran pending before the Iran-U.S. 
Claims Tribunal in The Hague. In our Hearing Memorial filed on 
December 1, 1982, we alleged, in a general manner, that certain Iranian 
exchange controls and currency restrictions are violative of Inter
national Monetary Fund regulations. 

In a late filing, served on us less than a week before our 
February 28, 1983, hearing before the Tribunal, Bank Markazi for the 
first time claimed that exchange restrictions "[had] been approved by 
the International Fund and [had] been advertised in the Fund's [198)] 
Annual Report." We attach relevant pages of Bank Markazi' s memorial 
for your information. Because filings with the Tribunal are not 
public, we request that you use these Iranian documents only for 
confidential in-house purposes. 

Because we only had four working days to prepare a response, and 
given that we were in London preparing witnesses, our only alternative 
was to have one of our Washington attorneys telephone the Exchange 
Control Division at the Fund to confirm our understanding that Bank 
Markazi's arguments were erroneous. Messrs. Hans Flickenschild and 
Peter Quirk of that Division, who were extremely helpful, informed us 
that: (1) Iran had not sought or received Fund approval to impose 
exchange controls or currency restrictions urider Article XIII of the 
Fund's Articles since 1974 (when, to cite the Fund's 1975 Annual 
Report, "exchange restrictions were abolished in principle by Iran"); 
(2) Iran had not sought or received Fund approval to reimpose 
transitional controls or restrictions originally authorized under 
Article XIV; and (3) publication of information regarding a country's 
exchange controls or currency restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report 
does not constitute or indicate approval of such controls or 
restrictions by the Fund. We submitted this information to the 
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Tribunal in the form of an affidavit by Mary Duffy Becker, the 
Washington attorney who contacted Messrs. Flickenschild and Quirk. 
A copy of that affidavit is attached to this letter. 

Now that we have returned to Washington, we would like to con
firm this information through formal channels. Mr. Quirk recommended 
that we ask your · office for a written response to the following 
questions: First, since 1974, has Iran sought or received approval 
from the International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article VIII of 
the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) to impose exchange controls 
or currency restrictions on the making of payments for current inter
national transactions, or to engage in or permit any of its fiscal 
agencies to engage in any discriminatory currency agreements or 
multiple currency practices; or 2) to reimpose transitional arrange
ments of which Iran availed itself under Article XIV? Second, does 
publication of information regarding a country's exchange controls or 
currency restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report constitute or 
indicate Fund approval of such controls or restrictions? 

We thank you in advance for your cooperation. Please call it you 
have any questions (828-16')6). 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Joseph P. Griffin 

Enclosures 
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Dear Mr. Griffin: 

This letter is in response to the questions that you have raised 

in your letter of March 24, 1983. 

1. As a preliminary observation to your questions, I should 

point out that a member needs to seek the approval of the Fund only 

for those exchange measures that fall within the definition of 

Article VIII, Sections 2(a) and 3 of the Fund's Articles of Agreement, 

and the maintenance of which is not otherwise authorized by the 

Articles. Thus, approval is not required for exchange measures 

maintained in accordance with the provisions of Article XIV, Section 2, 

or for exchange controls that are necessary to regulate international 

capital movements, as long as these controls do not restrict payments 

for current transactions or unduly delay transfers of funds to settle 

commitments, as provided by Article VI, Section 3. Whether a par

ticular measure is an exchange measure, and whether it is an exchange 

measure that would be subject to approval under Article VIII, can 
pa,7J j_A:,ll.k:,lL x__ 

o~_!l. be a~sw~re~t~r an examination of th)\measure in question~~ 
~ ~c.. ~0-Lt.~i»l., 

2. 1 fr~n has not sought or received approval from the Fund 

since 1974 for the imposition of any exchange measures that are subject 

to Fund approval. As noted above, whether or not any particular 

measure is or is not subject to approval under Article VIII can only 

be answered with respect to the measure in question. 

3. Under Article XIV, a member may maintain and adapt to 

I 

. I 

I 

. I 

I 

I I 
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changing circumstances those exchange restrictions, including multiple 

currency practices and discriminatory currency arrangements, that the 

member had when it joined the Fund. The Fund has · determined by 

Executive Board decisions taken in January, 1949 (see The International 

Monetary Fund 1945-1965, Volume I: Chronicle, pages 248-250) that 

this power of a member relates to actual restrictions. Legislation 

or regulations of a stand-by character under which restrictions are 

not enforced are not regarded as restrictions for this purpose. In 

accordance with the decisions referred to above, the enforcement of 

such legislation or regulations would constitute the introduction of 

new restrictions. Thus, once a member has eliminated or ceased to 

apply a measure, the measure cannot be reintroduced or reapplied under 

Article XIV. Any suc_h reintroduction or reapplication of the measure 

is subject to approval by the Fund in accordance with Article VIII. 

4. Publication of information regarding a member's exchange 

controls or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report does not 

constitute or indicate Fund approval of such controls or restrictions. 

The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions, 

which was entitled Annual Report on Exchange Restrictions until 1978, 

contains information on the trade and payments aspects of a member's 
(;11._ 

restrictive system, as well a~ the member's exchange arrangements. 

This information is published without reference to whether or not any 

particular measure, if subject to Article VIII, has or has not been 

approved. 
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5. In this connection, 

ATTACHMENT B 

~ Pr /J,,1V1J? i 

our displeasure t~~;· 
I} 

earlier informal inquiry by a lawyer with your firm along the same 

lines as the present request was used without our knowledge as the 

basis for an affidavit, submitted by your firm in legal proceedings, 

that attributed certain statements to a member of the Fund's staff. 
~ i t:a 7{__ 4-d:/ roe/ 

While the statements -were accurate, this is an ~tial procedures The - -~ ~ O.J:1J)jz4-J-u._o--r.~---
~1 course is for a formal request, such as you a.re now making, to 

be made of the Fund if the intention is that the response· is to be 

used in a formal legal proceeding. 

Mr. Joseph P. Griffin 
Wald, Harkrader & Ross 
1300 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Sincerely yours, 

George P. Nicoletopoul.os 
Director 

Legal Department 

) 
I 

I 
I 



To: Hembers of the Executive Board . 

From: The Secretary 

Subject: The Islamic Republic of Iran - Inquiry Under 
Article VIII, Section 2(b) 

! BD /83/170 

June 13, 1983 

It is not proposed to bring tea attached memorandum to the 
agenda of the Executive Board for discussion unless an Executive Director 
so requests by the close of business, Thursday, June 16, 1983. In the 
absence of such a r equest, the propose decision will be deemed approved 
by the Execttnive Board, and will be so recorded in the minutes of the 
next meeting thereafter. 

Att: (1) 

Other Distribuuion: 
Department Heads 
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i 

Islamic Republic of Iran: Inquirt under Article VIII, Section 2(b) 

I 
Prepared by the lLegal Department 

i 
(In consultation with the Exchange and Trade Relations 

and Middle Easttrn Departments) 

Approved by Georg• P. Nicoletopoulos 
I 
I 

June ~• 1983 

I 

A law firm has made certain inq_uiries with respect to the exchange 
system maintained by Iran; in particular, a written response has been 
requested to the following questions: 

First, since 1974, has Iran sought or received approval from 
the International Monetary Fun~ pursuant to Article VIII of 
the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) to impose exchange 
controls or currency restrictions on the making of payments 
for current international transactions, or to engage in or 

_permit any of its fiscal agencies to engage in any 
discriminatory currency agreements or multiple currency 
practices; or 2) to reimpose transitional arrangements 
of which Iran availed itself under Article XIV? Second, 
does publication of information regarding a country's 
exchange controls or currency restrictions in the Fund's· 
Annual Report constitute or indicate Fund approval of such 
controls or restrictions? 

The entire letter is set out as Attachment A. The "relevant pages of 
the Bank Markazi's memorial" and the affidavit by Mary Duffy Becker 
referred to in the second and third paragraphs of this letter have 
not been reproduced, but are available for perusal in the office of 
the Secretary. 

To comply with this request, it is proposed that the draft 
response from the Director of the Legal Department, which is set forth 
as Attachment B, be sent to the requesting law firm. The proposed 
responses to the specific and limited questions posed are set forth in 
paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of the proposed letter, as follows: 

2. Iran has not sought or received approval from the Fund 
since 1974 for the imposition or reimposition of any exchange 
measures that are subject to Fund approval. As noted above, 



l 
L.--·-- whether or -riofany- ·partrciira:r·. 

approval under Article VIII ca 
the measure in question. 

1 asure ii ··or-·u. · not subject to 
only be answered with respect to 

3. Under Article XIV, Section 2, a member may maintain and adapt 
to changing cir01mstances thos exchange restrictions, including 
multiple currency practices an discriminatory currency arrange
ments, that the member had whe it joined the Fund. The Fund has 
determined by Executive Board ecisions taken in January, 1949, 
after long and intensive debate (see The International Monetary 
Fund 1945-1965, Volume I: ChroJicle, pages 248-250), that this 
power of a member to maintain and adapt restrictions relates to 

I the actual application in practice of restric~ions. Legislation 
or regulations of a stand-by character under which restrictions 
are not applied are not regard~d as restrictions for this purpose. 

I In accordance with the decisions referred to above, the application 
of such legislation or regulations would constitute the introduction 
of new restrictions. Thus, once a member has in practice eliminated 
or ceased to apply a measure, the measure cannot be reintrQduced 
or reapplied under Article XIV ~ Any such reintroduction or reap
plication of the measure is regarded as a new introduction, subject 
to approval by the Fund in accQrdance with Article VIII. 

4. Publication of information !regarding a member's exchange 
controls or exchange restrictiqns in the Fund's Annual Report 
does not constitute or indicat~ Fund approval of such controls or 
restrictions. The Annual Repo~t on Exchange Arrangements and 
Exchange Restrictions, which was entitled Annual Report on Exchange 
Restrictions until 1978, contains information on the trade and 
payments aspects of a member's '. restrictive system, as well as on 
the member's exchange arrange~nts. This i .nformation is published 
without reference to whether or not any particular measure, if 
subject to Article VIII, has o~ has not been approved. 

It is recommended that the Fund respond in accordance with Attach
ment B, and the following draft de~sion is proposed for adoption by 
the Executive Board: 

"The Director .of the Legal Department is authorized to 

transmit the letter which is set forth as Attachment B 

to EBD/83/_. 
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WALD, HARKRADER & ROSS 
1300 Nineteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C • . 20036-1697 

George~- Nicoletopoulos, Esq. 
Director of the Legal Department 
International Monetary Fund 
700 19th Street, N.W., Room 8-320 
Washington, D.C. 20431 

Dear Mr. Nicoletopoulos: 

ATI'ACHMENT A 

March 24, 1983 

This law firm represents a United States corporation with a claim 
against the Islamic Republic of Iran pending before the Iran-u.s. 
Claims Tribunal in The Hague. In our Hearing Memorial filed on 
December 1, 1982, we alleged, in a general manner, that certain Iranian 
exchange controls and currency restrictions are violative of Inter
national Monetary Fund regulations. 

In a late filing, served on us less than a week before our 
February 28, 1983, hearing before the Tribunal, Bank Markazi for the 
first time claimed that exchange restrictions "[had] been approved by 
the International Fund and [had] · been advertised in the Fund's [1980) 
Annual Report." We attach relevant pages of Bank Markazi's memorial 
for your information. Because filings with the Tribunal are not 
public, we request that you use these Iranian documents only for 
confidential in-house purposes. 

Because we only had four working days to prepare a response, and 
given that we were in London preparing witnesses, our only alternative 
was to have one of our Washington attorneys telephone the Exchange 
Control Division at the Fund to confirm our understanding that Bank 
Markazi's arguments were erroneous. Messrs. Hans Flickenschild and 
Peter Quirk of that Division, who were extremely helpful, informed us 
that: (1) Iran had not sought or received Fund approval to impose 
exchange controls or currency restrictions under Article XIII of the 
Fund's Articles since 1974 (when, to cite the Fund's 1975 Annual 
Report, "exchange restrictions were abolished in principle by Iran'"); 
(2) Iran had not sought or received Fund approval to reimpose 
transitional controls or restrictions originally authorized under 
Article XIV; and (3) publication of information regarding a country's 
exchange controls or currency restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report 
does not constitute or indicate approval of such controls or · 
restrictions by the Fund. We sutmitted this information to the 
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Tribunal in the form of an affidavit by Mary Duffy Becker, the 
Washington attorney who contacted Messrs. Flickenschild and Quirk. 
A copy of that affidavit is attached to this letter. 

Now that we have returned to Washington, we would like to con
firm this information through formal channels. Mr. Quirk recommended 
that we ask your office for a written response to the following 
questions: First, since 1974, has Iran sought or received approval 
from the International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article VIII of 
the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) to impose exchange controls 
or currency restrictions on the making of payments for current inter
national transactions, or to engage in or permit any of its fiscal 
agencies to engage in any discriminatory currency agreements or 
multiple currency practices; or 2) to reimpose transitional arrange
ments of which Iran availed itself under Article XIV? Second, does 
publication of information regarding a country's exchange controls or 
currency restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report constitute or 
indicate Fund approval of such controls or restrictions? 

We thank you in advance for your cooperation. Please call if you 
have any questions (828-1606). 

Sincerely yours,_ 

(Signed) Joseph P. Griffin 

Enclosures 
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Dear Mr. Griffin: 

This letter is in response to the questions that you have raised 

in your letter of March 24, 1983. 

1. As a preliminary observation to your questions., I should 

point out that a member needs to seek the approval of the Fund only 

for those exchange measures that fall within the definition of 

Article VIII, Sections 2(a) and 3 of the Fund's Articles of Agreement, 

and the maintenance of which is not otherwise authorized by the 

Articles. Thus, approval is not required for exchange measures 

maintained in accordance with the provisions of Article XIV, Section 2, 

or for exchange controls that are necessary to regulate international 

capital movements, as long as these controls do not restrict payments 

for current transactions or unduly delay transfers of funds to settle 

canmitments, as provided by Article VI, Section 3. Whether a par

ticular measure is an exchange measure, and whether it is an exchange 

measure that would be subject to approval under Article VIII, can 

only be answered after an examination of the particular measure in 

question and its application. 

2. Iran has not sought or received approval from the Fund since 

1974 for the imposition or reimposition of any exchange measures that 

are subject to Fund approval. As noted above, whether or not any 

particular measure is or is not subject to approval under Article VIII 

can only be answered with respect to the measure in question. 
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3. Under Article XIV, Section 2 a member may maintain and adapt · 

to changing circumstances those exchange restrictions, including multiple 

currency practices and discriminatory currency arrangements, that the 

member had when it joined the Fund. The Fund has determined by Executive 

Board decisions taken in January, 1949, after long and intensive debate 

(see The International Monetary Fund 1945-1965, Volume I: Chronicle, 

pages 248-250), that this power of a member to maintain and adapt 

restrictions relates to the actual application in practice of restrictions. 

Legislation or regulations of a stand-by character under which restrictions 

are not applied are not regarded as restrictions for this purpose. 

In accordance with the decisions referred to above, the application of 

such legislation or regulations would constitute the introduction of 

new restrictions. Thus, once a member has in practice eliminated or 

ceased to apply a measure, the measure cannot be reintroduced or reapplied 

under Article XIV. Any such reintroduction or reapplication of the 

measure is regarded as a new introduction, subject to approval by the 

Fund in accordance with Article VIII. 

4. Publication of information regarding a member's exchange 

controls or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report does not 

constitute or indicate Fund approval of such controls or restrictions. 

The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions, 

which was entitled Annual Report on Exchange Restrictions until 1978, 

contains information on the trade and payments aspects of a member's 
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restrictive system, as well as on the member's exchange arrangements. 

This information is published without reference to whether or not any 

particular measure, if subject to Article VIII, has or has not been 

approved. 

5. In this connection, I wish to express our displeasure and 

regret that an earlier informal inquiry by a lawyer with your firm 

along the same lines as the present request was used without our 

knowledge as the basis for an affidavit, submitted by your firm in 

legal proceedings, that attributed certain statements to a member of 

the Fund's staff. While the statements were accurate, this is an 

unprecedented procedure and ·the affidavit does not constitute an author

itative statement of the Fund's position on the questions concerned. 

The appropriate course is for a formal request, such as you are now 

making, to be made of the Fund if the intention is that the response 

is to be used in a formal legal proceeding. 

Mr. Joseph P. Griffin 
Wald, Harkrader & Ross 
1300 19th Street, N.w. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Sincerely yours, 

George P. Nicoletopoulos 
Director 

Legal Department 
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440385 FUND UI 
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JULY,6,1983 

H.E.J.DELAROSIERE 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
WASHINGTON D.C. 

I WISH TO INFORM YOU THA MR.A.MANAVI-RAD 

ORIG: MED 
CC: MD 

DMD 
MR. SALEH-KHOU 
ETRD 
EXR 
FAD 
LEG 
RES 
SEC 
MR.N.CARTER 
~ 

--~JD,,,-~r'7 Jl F~ ~~- C..,~ ~tf-JU"\ 
OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN WASHINGTON NEXT WEEK TO DISCUSSQ..,b - ~v ~\r~ 
MAT~ERS OF MUTUAL INTEREST WITH YOU AND MEMBERS OF THE FUND~s 
STAFF. I WOULD VERY MUCH APPREICATE IT IF YOU COULD ALLOW ~~ 
TIME TO SEE HIM AND IF THE FUND~s STAFF CAN COOPERATE WITH 
HIN FOR AMICABLE RESOLUTION OF THE EXISTING ISSUES. 

BEST REGARDS,M.NOORBAKHSH,OOVERNOR,BANK MARKAZI IRAN. 

" 

_( __ _ 
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'ff ice emorandu11i JUL 8 1983 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT : 

The Acting Managing Director 

C. David Finch -l(} 

Iranian Restrictions 

DATE: July 8, 1983 

Mr. Agah of Mr. Salehkhou's office had earlier requested and, 
with your approval, been provided with staff responses to a sample of 14 
other inquiries regarding the position of members' exchange controls under 
the Fund's Article VIII. Mr. Agah has now requested copies of the original 
inquiries, to ascertain the "substance" of those in relation to the present 
inquiry in question concerning Iran. With your approval, the attached 
material will be provided to him. 

Attachments 

cc: The Managing Director (on return) ✓ 
Mr. Nicoletopoulos 
Mr. Shaalan 
Mr. Carter 



TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT : 

ce emorandum 

Mr. Agah DATE: July , 1983 

Peter J. Quirk 

Inquiries Regarding the Position of Members' Exchange 
Controls Under the Fund's Article VIII 

In response to your telephoned request, I am attaching documenta

tion of the inquiries which led to the responses by the staff attached to 

my memorandum of June 2, 1983. Please note that the inquiry regarding the 

United States to which Mr. Van Houtven's January 16, 1980 telex was addressed 

was received by telephone. 

Attachments 



BAl~Q.UE DE FRANCE 

Foreign Department 
Foreign Relations 

GLG/nv 

Dear Sir: 

ED -56, 132 
Trc_~_s J.. 2.ted by U. 't.i l son 
Re \· i.e -.,·e d b y J . Merry 

Paris, Apri~ 30, 1970 

In a letter dated April 27, 1970, a copy of which is enclosed 
herewith, the Director of Public Prosecution at the Paris Court of 
Appeals as){ed us for some specific infonnation concerning Algeria , -s 
accession to the International Monetary Fund and the implications 
with regard to the exchange c?ntrols set up by that country~ 

. . . . .; 

As we believe that we a.re not qualified to ans:wer thes~ 
questj ons, we should be very erateful if you ~ould be kind enough 
to pa~s this matter on to the Fund's Legal Adviser, and to provide 
us with.the background information for an answer to the inquiry 
submitted to us. 

~ 

Thanking ;you in anticipation, 

Mr. G. Plescoff 
Executive Director 
International Monetary Fund 
Washington, D. C. 204 31 

., 
· I 

Very truly yours, 

The Director 

/s/. 
P. BARRE 
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PUBLIC IB03~CU:i'OR ' S O??IG 
PA..~IS COURT O? APP:::ALS 
Civil Di vi ~ ion 

No. 619/70 

The Director of Public Prosecution 
at the Paris Court of Appeai·s 

to 
The Governor of the Banque de France 
Foreign Department 
Paris 

Subject: Alge!ia's accession to the lMF 

P~r:s, April 27, 1970 

Ref.: Appeal No. 108130. MAIRE v. ARNAUD--Twenty-second Chainber 
of the Court-~Department of the ~blic Prosecutor 

In connection .,,;ith the case MAIRE v. ARNAUD, now before the 
Twenty-second Chamber of the Court, and involving the concept of 
public policy inasmuch as it concerns a capital transfer considered 
unlawful under ;internatio~al conventions, I should appreciate it if 
you would prov1.de_me with the following information: 

(1) Is it correct that, as has been alleged during the hearing, 
the Republic of .Algeria ·is a member of the IMF, having signed the 
·Bretton Woods Agreements? 

- ' 

(2) If so, · on what date did Algeria accede, and on what date did 
its accession be~ome effective? 

. (3) Did Algeria's accession involve any reservations o~ 
restrictions whatsoever ~nd, in particular, can the exchange control . · 
regulations decreed by Algeria be considered as having been approved 
by the Fund, in which case Article : VIII, Section 2 of the Bretton 
Woods Agreements might be aJ>plicable, subject to the Court's final 

! ' interpretation? • 1 . 
I should also appreciate your sending me, if possible, a copy 

of the documents conc~ rning Algeria's accession to the IlrrF. 

I think I should advise you that these proceedings will be 
reopened before the Court on May 29, 1970. 

The Director of Public Prosecution 1 
i 

j 
·i 

i 
I 

/s/ 
(illegible) 
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International: +61 2 236 5365 
Facsimile (FX 4300): (02) 221 2389 

Telex: 22867; Cables: Travinto 
DX: 355 Sydney 

Your reference Our reference 

JMG 

Canberra Office: 
16 National Circuit, Barton. · 
ACT. 2600. 
Telephone (062) 73 2514 
Telex: 61684 
DX: 5680 Caf\t>erra 

12th October, 1982. 

)'J- ft--, , u I ;;i._ 5 I <ff ~ 
Cl 

r.-ir. J. Go 1 d , 
Ge~eral Counsel, 

(. Legal Department, 
~ International Monetary Fund, 

Washington, D.C. 20431, 
U.S.A. 

( 
j 

'l 

Dear Sir, 

AUSTRALIA AND I.M.F. 

Would you please inform us whether at any time the International 

Monetary Fund: 

(i) has made any declaration under Article VII, 
i 

Section 3(a) in respect 0£ the currency ,of 

Australia; and 

(ii) has approved the imposition by Australia of 

any restrictions on the making of payments 

and transfers for purrent international 

tran~actions (other ·than remittances -to 

Rhode;sia) · • 
.:; 

Further; would you forward ·us a bibliography of current I.M.F. 

publications. 

Yours faithfully, 

_:_tb,A- L\u 
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n-,u MA.S CIL) NAL D STUART M•Cf"ARLANC 

.. [lLR ci wvN M ORG A N 

GUARDIAN A SS U R A N CC: BUILDING 

34 HUNTE R STREET 
SYDNE Y 

T ELEP HON E: 2B 0 6 2 I 

TELEGR AM S -& C ABLES: 

;;0 5 5 Ci l LLI C S JOHNSTON£ MORGANS, SYDNEY 

c;CO J'"J'" R C Y IC.CITH OC A R 

D AVID MALCOLM WCLLCS L CY PAIN 

G.P. O . B O X 427. SYDNEY 

C.D.£. 2 5 4 

O U R A C r C A C N C C 

GKD/MI October 4, 1973 • 

Joseph Gold Esq., 
General counsel and Director, 
Legal Department, 
International Monetary Fund, 
19th and H. streets, N.W., 
WASHINGTON DC20431,.,USA 

near sir, 

we request for the purpose of litigation pending in 
Australia the following information in relation to the 
Australian Banking (Foreign Exchange) Regulations:-

(1) Are the following provisio~s of the Banking (Foreign 
Exchange) Regulations maintained or imposed 
consistently with the Bretton woods Agreement 
within the meaning of Article VIII section 2 (b); 

Regulation 5 I 

' Regulation 6 
Regulation 7 
Regulation 8 
Regulation 9 
Regulation 33 
Regulation 34. 1-

In relation to Regulation 34 we also refer you to the 
definition of foreign s-ecurity i~cluded in Regulation 4. we 
draw your attention to the amendment made the 11th September, 
1970 to Regulation 4 by statutory Rules 1970 No. 130. 

(2) 

(3) 

Has the fund - determined whether payments of premiums 
of life insurance policies are current transactions 
or capital transactions within the meaning of the 
Articles of Agreement and, if so, what pas been its 
determination in relation thereto. ' 

Has the fund made any determination under Article 
XVIII (a) of the meaning of Article VIII 2 (b) and, 
if so, what has been its determination. 

The re~evant dates for present purposes are all dates between 
21st September, 1960 and 15th February, 1971. 

For your information we enclose a copy of the Banking (Foreign 
Exchange) Regulations as in force on 15th February, 1971. 



.... 

Joseph Gold Esq., October 4, 1973 

Th i s i s the document ma rked "A" as . amended by statutory Rules 
1970 No. 130 (Document 11 B). Between 21st September 1960 
and 15th February 1971 there were only two amendments ~ 
to the relevant Regulations, being those ·made by statutory 
Rules 1965 No. 168 and 1967 No. 70 (Documents 11C11 and "D"). 
so that you can see the form in which the relevant Regulations 
were prior to - the amendments made by 11 c 11 and "D" we enclose 
the relevant part of the Regulations in the form they took 
in 1955 (Document "E") and the amendment thereto made on 
14th January, 1960 (Document 11F 11

) • 

. Yours faithfully, 

(jA-, . - . l : I 1 {-~.-..._. ) .:-. :;c..-· ------ "--'--·U 
. ,,,, 

1 
I ; 

·Encl. 

'· 
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rr... Doc u::-.en · "us~ a 1 n .c.nerc:i ce to-. c . E. C. ) . 
Codes of Liberalisation of Current Invisible Operations and of 

DAP. /INV /71 /1 '1 - 6 - Ca.pi ta.l Movements " 

April 28, 1971 

Dt3p~_Lif
1
e_ass~an~:: __ full_reservation_on_Ee..::-a~=aEh_2(b) 

o-::, ___ art _____ of --~he _::-!:surance __ Annex .. 

12. For the purpose of Aust~alian exchange control, li:fe ~ 
assurance is regarded as being in the nature of' an investment 

~ premium payments are treated as capital rather than current trans 
:1 fers. Consistent with policy relating to port.folio investment 1J abroad, foreign exchange would not normally be provided to 

It enable an Australian resident to take out personal life assurance
1 i with an overseas insurer. Australian residents are, nevertheless 

J allowed to remit funds to - cover premium payments on policies !~ entered into during a period in which they were not•classified as 1 

,~ Australian residents • .r· 
~~3~ Australia.therefore wishes to lodge a reservation in 

respect of paragraph 2(b) of ·Part I of' the Insurance Annex to the 
Current Invisibles Code which liberalises transactions and trans
fers _between proposers and insurers resident in different Member 
countries. Seventeen Member _countries have reservations 0n this 
paragraph. 

P.i?, _ Ins~rance _ business · OEe~ations __ abroad: __ f'ull 
~~~~~~~~~~~ ! 

' 14 .. · Pr_esent regulations governing the business operations in 
·.Australia :of insurers from Member countri~s might make it 
necessary ~or her to lodge reservations on certain paragraphs in 
P1rt III o:f the Insurance .Annex, especially those relating to 
guarantees an~ to controlle·d investipents_ and deposits. 

15. Howev~r, the regulations go.;ebning non--life insurance are 
at present under review and new legislation is in the course of 
prepar~tion. On 8th September, 1970 the Prime Minister said· that 
the Au~tralian Government "regards th~ subject as one of urgency 
and .. ~ will press ahead with all pos~ible speed"- He added 
howevet that "the· preparation of a comprehensive legislation 
scheme : will be a large and complex operation" a...71.d that he was 
unable ; to "indicate a likely timetabl~ f"or -tl;l.e introduction of 
leg?-slation11

• ( 1) 
J • 

16. Since the ·scope of this legislation is still open and no 
advanc_e commitment can be entered into _;with -regard to ·the ultimat 1 

· decision$ of' Parliament, it would seem '!appropriate if, for the · 
time bei~, Australia lo4ged a global ieservation on all 
provisions of _Parts III and IV. It is )understood, neverthel·ess, 
that in the course of the current review due consideration. will 

-be given·! to those provisions -in or'der to ·.-1imit as much as ·possibl, 
the sco1>~ of any reservations which might ul timat-eYy have to be 
maintcµned. 

(1) Statement for the Press, P.M. No. 

:\ 
I 
I 
I 

86/1970. 
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1 In this context it is recalled that Australi~ has _. 
J;ctically no rest:ictions··on international_ direct ins~ance or 

Pe-insurance operations· and accepts international competition. 
~cept :for life assu:ance·, A':1.strc;lian residents are q1:1-ite free t 
take out insurance with foreign insurers. , - . -~-r ~ ~ -.,,r-., __ ,:... 

E/1 ,1iPr~nt
1

ed_films: ___ limited _reservation_ on_paragraph_ 9 
or-·t e ~ i ms Annex . - - - --- - ·-. -- - --- - - - - --

18. Under the item Printed films Australia maintains two kin 
of restrictions only in respect of television, li~eralisation or 
which is dealt with in paragraph 9 of the Films Annex to the 
Current Invisibles Code. As a rule only advertisements recorded 
and processed by Australians may be shown on Australian televisi 
and there are regulations designed to ensure that a specified 
percentage of Australian television programmes is of Australian 
origin and that during popular viewing times not less than a 
specified minimum of Australian programmes will be tel~vised~ 

19. ·Tb.is is part of the Government's policy to promote the 
steady development of the Austral-ian television industry. It is 
considered essential to the proper training of the country's 
resources of writers, producers, directors, actors and technical 
staff in the industry. · 

20. _Details of the regulations will be found in Annex II to 
the present document. · 

21. The restrictions on foreign-pronuced advertising and the 
television screen quota requirements favouring programmes of 
Australian origin make it necessary £or Australia to lodge a 

·1imited reservation on paragraph 9 of the Films Annex. 

Financial as~_istance to production of cinema films 

22. Australia has recently set up -a Film Development 
Corporation designed to provide financial assistance to producer 
of Australian films. 

23. It is not possible, at this time, to be specific about t 
extent to which the Corporation will be subsidising the producti 
of Australian films. Nevertheless, it will certainly not do so -1 
an extent likely to conflict with the present_ provisions of . 
paragraph 2 of the Films .Annex which lays down that subsidies to 1 

the production of full-length feature Iilms or other aid having c 

similar effect shquld be -abolished to the extent that they signi1 
ficantly distort international competition in export narkets. Nt 
would there be conflict with any amendments to these provisions ' 
that are about to be considered by the Invisibles Committee. 
Details concerning ~he functions and powers of the Corporation 
will be found in Annex III_ to the present document. 
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Extract from ''Australia 
Excha.n~e Control" E. C . He.fORANDUM CQ 

LI FE ASSl~-4.NCE 

1. Banks are authorised to sell to residents of Australia the 
appropriate foreign currency to cover payment to overseas insurers 
of renewal premiums on life and endowment assurance policies 
provided 

(a) each transaction is in accord with past practice .. 
(i.e. same amount involved and-payment has previously 
been approved from AUBtralia}, and 

the renewal premium notice or other documentary 
evidence of the amount due ie produced. 

2. The authority in paragraph 1 hereof does not include payment 
of initial or increased premium.son life and endowment policies or 
the purchase of annuities. Any a .pplications for the payment of 
such premiums or any other pre.miums not covered by the above authority 
should be referred to Exchange Control for determination, accompanied 
where a premium on ari existing policy is involved, by the following 
information:-

{a) when and where the policy was taken out; 

{b) the residential status of the assured at that time; 

{c) from what funds premiums have previously been paid. 

i 
3. Any applications for foreign currency to cover payment of 
~ssurance · claims {except where E.C . . Yemorandum CR - "Distributions 
irom Deceased Estates" - would apply), surrender proceeds, loans or 
advances against policies, or trans1era of reserve values of 
policies, should also 7be referred tb Exchang~ Control for 

- determination. 

28. 8.59 
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20th Sept~rnber, 1973 

Your Reference • 
Our Reference TWM: CON 

Mr Joseph Gold, 
General Counsel and Director 
of Legal Department, 
International Monetary Fund, 
WASHINGTON, 25 D.C. 

Dear--Sir, 

)' / '_;/' 
TWMagney~C~ 1-i L 

Solicitors 
5th Floor 

181 Elizabeth Street 
Sydney NSW 

Telephone 261606 
Telegrams & Cables 

Tacdar Sydney 
CDE284 

Postal Address 
PO BoxE132 

St James NSW 2000 

Thomas W Magney 
Clive H C Craven 

David J Rohr 

Orig:_ -LEG 
cc: Mr.· L. Bra·nd 

We refer to your ·1etter to this £rim .dated June 7th, 
1973 in answer ~o our letter of ~ay 11th, 1973 to the Execu
tive Directors of the International Monetary Fund~ 

We enclose a copy of the Australian Banking (Foreign 
Exchange) Regulations as in force in 1972. These comply with 

·· the consolidated Regulations" published in 1968 and the Amendment 
thereto contained ,_in Statutory Rule No. 130 of 1970. 

We refer to paragraph (b) ot your letter of June 7th, 
1973. Would you please inform us whether in the view of the 
Fund the following provisions of the· Australian Banking 
(Foreign Exchange) Regulations are maintained or imposed 
consis~ently with the Articles of the Fund Agreement, that is 

cv.eo say~}_Regulations s; 8, 9, 34 and 4-J.4! . 
~ t.ri ~ 
~ ~ ,.i , 
a:= C> 

lI1 .=-:::· ~ 
M .c'.10 : 

U'v> : 
er) ::::-- \ 

=3~ ·. 
- • J -.-o 1

1· 
C""J -:.:: . 

0 . .. 
t- u. ·_: i 
c-> . j 

c::> 4 ~ 

Encl. 

' ! 

Yours faithfully, 
T. W. MAGNEY & CO. 

Per: 
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COUNSEL 

Joseph Gold, General Counsel 
General Counsel's Office 
International Monetary Fund 
Washington, D.C. 20431 

Dear Mr. Gold: 

I spoke with Mr • . Surr of your office this 
morning with respect to certain questions in connection 
with rates of exchange maintained by Ghana. Mr. Surr was 
extremely .helpful and suggested that I make this formal 
request for information from your office. 

The· -IMF Annual Report for 1976 indicates at 
pages _71 and ·73 that the cou~try of Ghana maintains a 
multiple currency practice and/or a dual exchange market. 
I would appreciate it i_f you wotjld supply me with des
criptions of the terms "mul tipl~ c~rrency pr.act ice!'. and 
"dual exchange market" and an explanation of . how these 
terms differ. j 

Secondly, I would like tio have a brief history 
and description of any multiple c9rrency practice and/or 
dual exchange market maintained qi Ghana since 1971. Mr. 
Surr has indicated that Ghana's gurrent multiple currency 
practice arises out of the offic~al rate of exchange, an 
export bonus program~ and . a travel tax. Specifically I 
would like to ·know when each of these measures was insti
tuted and what the variations in effective exchange rates 
have been since 1971. 1 



- 2 -

Thank you very much for your kind attention to 
this matter. Should you have any questions with regard ~ 
to the above, please do ·not hesitate to call me at 872-6289. 

Sincerely, 

;..--~ ·, ,. ·--. .......__ --\'\ , " 
' ,"\.lJ..,\,"-\ f\ . \ Hj"\. ~) 
Marie N. Doland · 



IRVIND COOP£R6MlTH 

RICHARD 0 . COOPERSMITH 

COO PERSMI T H & C OOPERSMITH 

COUNS E LLO R S AT LAW 

21 7 BR □ AOWAY 

NEW YO R K , N . Y . 10007 

· Olo■Y 9 · 0050 

August 9, 1982 

~ µ ~ <i""I /6/ ~'-

( 

George Nicoletopoulos, Esq, 
Director of Legal Dept. 
International Monetary Fund 
Washington, D. C. 20431 

Dear Mr. Nicoletopoulos: 

At the suggestion of Bob Effros, I am requesting whatever 
assistance you can furnish me in connection with a matter 
which I have before the Iran-United States -·Claims Tribunal. 

In January, 1979, my client, an American citizen, acquired 
two (2) bank checks in Iran, each dated January 15, · 1979 
drawn by International Bank of Iran on the Chase Manhattan 
Bank NA New York, New York, payable in United States Dollars 
to my client's account at Chemical Bank, New York, New York. 
These checks were not paid by reason of "insufficient funds". 

On behalf of our client we filed a claim with the Iran-United 
States ctaims Tribunal and this matter is scheduled for trial 
the first week in September. The Respondents, International 
Bank of Iran and the Islamic Republic of Iran, have raised 
a defense that the "binding circ_ulars ·of Bank Markazi Iran" 
make payment of these checks unauthorized and illegal. 

/ 

( We have been unable to obtain the circulars of Bank Markazi 
Iran and all our conversations with Iranian -lawyers and former 
residents indicate either that (a) foreign exchange . transac t ions 
were quite common place and in fact rates of exchange were ' 
published daily in the newspaper and/or (b) if there were such 
regulations prohibiting transactions such as this, the pro
hibition would be upon the bank issuing -the check and would 

1 not effect right of the payee or subsequent holder to payment. 

We would appreciate any information you may be able to .furnish 
. to us with -respect to Bank Markazi. circulars 7 together with any 
other rules or regulations~·- regarding foreign- exchange ± n Iran 
in the mont_hs of January, February and March, - -1979. 

We thank you in advance for the courtesy of · ~ prompt reply. 

RDC:EK 

- j .;- _, , 
Y--
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Dr. Steplwn Leibfried 
··.·······•···· ····································•·········· 

~B - F :-cM:c~ich 9. l Berlin 33, V ;~ 't-Holf-Str. 8 

lni,e:cn~tionul Nonet'ary Fund 
\·'ashing-ton, D.C. 

L. 

USA 

·.· .. 

.J 

ff•l\C'l'l'll!\: A1.·t. Vlll :.! ( u) 1 of tho ArticloH of ./\u;roouiord; on U,o IrdJ<!r · 
nntionnl Moneto.ry li\ind nnd exchange control rogulo.ti.ona of tlJO fund 

,: 111<?,cr Isrncl 

Dear Sirs, 

ior a pending lega) decision we need immediate inforn~ntional help 
11ertnining to excha~ge control regulations of jour member Israel .. 
Could yon 

,. ) .1urn1s11 us with 'the lletulation of M[\ch 6, 196Q1 which you mention 
1n your 12th A.nit- Rep. · on Exchan~e H.estrictions on p. · 199_ 
~,) furnish with those norms you refer to there as a rule from which 
t hese exemptions are granted; i.e. there must be·n norm stating 
that all currency has to be surrendered. 
c) in rnish us with such Israel oJ:change law which controls the 
free e :-: change of Israel money bnck into f oreir;n currency, ' since 
only if such is the case the"new irn11iigrnnt law"will have to be 
ju~Jed to be a "control" =regulation. 

l f possible furnish us wilh hebrew and english versions, but hebrew 
versions will suffice, if that is the only form available. 

;>l~~r--e inform us also as to whether the norms sub a) are still in 
force. In case they are not, we would need the norms presently 
in Iorac. 

I wonld be grateful for in~ediate reply as the case 
will have to be decided in some weeks 

~'hank you very much for your help 

Stephan Leibfried 

· c 
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STUDIO LEGALE PELLEGRlNI-CISLAGH( 6 R ~ 0 ,_ 

- I .: : I 

CABLE : EUROLAW - TELEX ; 35-439 EUROLAW 

G . PELLEGRINI· CISLAGHI 
J.S.BRESNER 

R. OE FALCO 
S. FRIGERIO 

International fvbnetary Fund 
Board of Executive Directors Our ref.: prot.6828/rg/005 

Milan , February 6th, 1980 

By air nail 

700, 19th Street N.W. 

Washington - D.C. 20431 

U. S. A. Jorig: ETR - -~ -~ u_qcl &)~(,.. 
cc: MR. DiNI 

EUR 
MR. MCLENAGHAN. 

rear Sirs, 

re: Italian Exchange Control Regulations 

Accortling to your declaration given on the 19th of June 1949, we 
would like to ask for your assistance in connection wit-h problems 
which have arisen in relation to the application of Article VIIJ, 
·section 2 (b) of the agreement of the International M::metary Fund. 

; 

Being an international law firm, we are . often confronted with pro 
blerns in givb-lg adviqe to our clients in ·connection with the appii 
cation of the Italiatj Exchange Control Regulations. These regula-
tions must be applieq by non - Italian jurisdictions of different 
European Countries w}1ere exchange controls do not exist, for exam 
ple: Switzerland and ;the Federal Republic of Germany. 

i 
We find it difficult ;to find accurate advice on this question 
without knowing whether J;taly has imposed or rraintained its Exchan 

• ! • • -

ge Control Regulations l consistently with the agreement of the 
International llinetary Fo/ld. 

I . . } 
In your declaration given on the 19th· of June 1949 you offered 
your assistance in connection with such questions and consequently 
we ask you kindly to give us your valued opinion on the following 
questions : 

1. 

U) 

Did Italy notify the Fund of its intention to avail itself 
of the transitiqnal arrangements in section 2 of Article 
XIV in accoroande·with section 1 relating to the Italian Ex 
change Control ~egulations existing when Italy entered into 
the agreement ? i 

j 
! 
J 

=:, 
C'.J 

• I • 
.: : r ::: :-
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2. Did and does Italy consult the Fund each year in connection 
wi-th the maintenance of its Exchange Control Regulations? 

3. Are the airendments introduced to extend the scope of -the Ex 
change Control Regulations issued after Italy's entrance in. 
·to the agreement covered by the provisions of Article XIV, -
sections 2 and 3 or are they regulated by the provisions of 
Article VII, section 3? 

4. Should the above mentioned airendments fall under Article VII 
of the agreement: did the Fund fonnally declare the Italian 
Cl.lrr'ency scarce and did Italy ili.troduce these ~dments ba
sed on this formal declaration of scarcity? · 

5. · If Italy did not fulfil these requirements: did the Fund give 
i-ts approval to the Italian Exchange Control Regulations ac
cording to Article VIII, section 2 a? 

6. And in· general: does the Fund hold tha~ the Italian Exchange 
Regulations are in accordance with the Agreement? 

As we have to provide urgent advice pe~ding on this issue, we would 
~atlr appreciate your kind attention to our queries at your earliest 
cbnvenience. 

}i;J/i/~1;:_ 
/Walter -~ 

Rechtsanwalt 
Studio Legale Pellegrini-Cislaghi 

- - 1 
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212 973·3300 

CABLE 

COUDERT BROTHERS 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

ZOO PARK AVENUE 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10017 

WASHINOTON , 0 . C . 
ONE FARRAGUT SOUARE SOUTH 
WASHINGTON . D . C . zoooe 

SAN FRANCISCO 
THREE EMBARCADERO CENTER 
SUITE zeeo 
SAN FRANCISCO. CA. Q-4111 

PARIS ~ 

!52. AVENUE DES CHAMPS·E.LYSEES 
7!5008 PARIS 

LONDON 

.. TREDUOC" NEW YORK 
-49·!51 BOW LANE 
LONDON EC-4M 90L 

BRUSSEL!S 

TELEX orig: ETR RUE BELLIARD, 20, BOX II 
B·IO""O BRUSSELS 

HOMO KONO 
I NTL, RCA ZZ•373 

ITT ""'2""73«5 

wu1 eee78""' 

DOMESTIC: ,.,.e.,.39 

20 CHATER ROAD 
HOMO KONG 

SINGAPORE 
s SHENTON WAY 
SINGAPORE I 

TOKYO 

TELECOPIER 

212 g7:,-e3z9 

TANAKA~ TAKAHASHI 
SHUWA DAINI TORANOMON BLDG. 
21-19, TORANOMON l·CH.OME 
MINATO· KU, TOKYO 10!5 

RIO ~CL~6NAci;:HTO, REZENDE, 
NEVIANI E GUERRA 
AV. ALMIRANTE BAR~OSO, 81 
20000 RIO DE JANEIRO, R. J. 

International Monetary Fund 
Washington, D.C. 20431 

September 8, 1978 

Re: Italian Exchange Controls 

Gentlemen: 

I am a member of the American Bar Association 
Cqmmittee on Foreign Investment in United States Real 
Estate. The Committee has asked me to investigate . the 
re,ach of Law No. 159 of April 30, 1976, which is dis
ctjssed briefly in your 28th Annual Report on Exchange 
Restrictions 1977. 

The only other reference in English which I 
can discover to this Law is the 2-sentence paragraph 
(125,671) in the Cormnerce Clearing House Connnon Market 
Reporter. The Representative Office in the USA of the 
Ufficio Italiano Dei Cambi was good enough to send me 
the Italian text .of Law -No. 159, together with the 
Italian text of Law No. 689 by which UIDC specified 
the methods . and procedures to be followed for repatria- -
tion ~ illegal :foreign assets, ·but was not able to 
provid~ me with either an English language translation 
or an £nglish language surrnna:ry of the Law. 

•t i . c:·: 
ii , : 

:1/ 
'f 

-.---
<::-;:-

I write in the hope that IMF has -had occasio~.:.:;; 
c .>--- . ...._ - : 
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International Monetary Fund 
September 8, 1978 
Page -2-

COUDERT BR OTH E RS 

to make an English translation of these Laws and would 
be willing to forward copies to me for use by the 
Committee in its reports to members of the American Bar 
Association. Naturally, mention will be made of the 
IMF's Annual Reports and assistance ·in this ·r~gard. 

Sincerely., 

~A~-~~ 
David Alan Richards 

DAR:sw 



AV O C AT A LA C O U R 

95 . c OULEVARD RASPAIL 

PARIS .VI ':' 

TEL • LITTRE 62·28 

Paris, le 4 _Juillet I97J 

Monsieur JOSEPH GOLD 
Conseiller General du 
FONDS MONETAIRE INTERNATIONAL 
Washington DC 

Aff. ZAVICHA BLAGOJEVIC c/ LA BANQUE DU JAPON 

I 
Monsieur le Conseiller General, 

J•ai 1 1 honneur de vous informer qu 1 il res~lte 
d 'une nouvelle analyse juridique de vos de·clarations des 
5 Fevrier et 13 Mars I97J, q~e les residents des Etats 
Menibres du Fonds Honetaire International ne pouvaient et 
ne peuvent invoquer dcvant · les tribunaux · l 1 application de 
I 'Article VIII, s ·ection 2 (b) dos lors que la juritliction 
des Statuts du Fonds ne couvre pas la procedure des appro
bations des contrats de changes - transactions courantes 
internationales. 

En effet, ou bien la procedure de 1 1 approbation 
des contrats de changes - transactions courantes interna
tionales - tombe sous la juridiction des'Statuts du -Fonds 
Monetaire International et ,dans ce cas les actes de rcfus 
d'approbation tombent egalem~nt ~ous une telle . juridiction, 
ont ,Ealeur juridique devant le~ Tribunaux et perme~tent 
l'application, lorsqu'il est {~voque, de !'Article. VIII 
Se.ction 2 (b) a l' encontre de tels contra ts de chances, OU 

bi~n la procedure de 1 1 app robation de telp contrats ne tombe 
pa~ sous la juridiction des Statuts du Fonds et dans ce 
;cas il ne saurai t y avoir. application par les t;i bun aux 
de l'article VIII, Section 2 (b) l'une exclut done for-
mellement l'autre. · 

Par VOS declarations precitees, l'efficacite des 
Statuts du Fonds est ~ravement mise en cause mais 1a situa
tion pourrait devenir normale si le Fo~ds, qui pretend - · 
ne pas pouvoir revenir sur une t~lle decision, adoptait un~ 
position juridique logique en confirmant que la procedure ·de · 
l'approbation des contrats de changes - transactions cou
rantes internationales - ne tombant pas sous la juridiction 
des Statuts du Fonds, nul ne peut juridiquement invoquer 
devant les Tribunaux !'application de 1 1 article 8, Sec-
tion 2 (b) a l'encontre de tels contrats de changes, et~nt 
donne que l'acte de refus d 1 appPobation ne tombe pas sous 
la juridiction des Statuts du Fonds. · 

• • • I 
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Je precise que si votre ·rep on se allai t a 1' en
contre du Droit ~rive International, elle sera aussitOt 
.transmise au Doyen LOUSSOUARN qui preside actuellement 
le Jury l l'Academie de Droit International de la Haye. 

Ence qui concerne l'affaire ZAVICIIA BLAGOJEVIC 
c/ LA BANQUE DU JAPON vous connaitrez prochainement la 
decision des juridicti~ns franc;aises• Mais je peux, d'o
res et· deja, vous informer que la Cour de Tokyo a elle- . 
mtme condanm,, par arr~t, le Gouvernement du Japon pour a
voir utilise une telle pr~tique. Jene vois pas dans ces 
conditions, comment LA BANQUE DU JAPON pourrait echapper 
aux Juridictions Franc;aises 

Dans 1'attente d'une _prompte reponse, et en 
vous . remerciant par avance, je vous prie .·.ct' agreer, 
Monsieur le Conseiller General, l'expression de ma haute 
et deferente consideration. 

f a. Nonsieur le Gouverneur de LA !BANQUE DE FRANCE pour :Monsieur VIENOT 

J. Un Certificat de Coutume signe par les 2 plus eminents juristes du · 
Japan 

I 

I 

• I 

I. 
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CERTIFICATE 

We the undersigned: 

Yoshio KANAZAWA, former Professor .of the Faculty of 

Law, University of Tokyo; Professor of _the Faculty of Law, Seikei 

University, Tokyo; Dean of the same Faculty of Law; and Chairman 

of Japanese Association of Economic Law, 

Sueo IKEHARA, Professor of . Private International Law 

at the Faculty of Law, University of Tokyo; and Acting ·Chairman 

of .Japanese Association of Private International Law, and· 

Isao TAKAHASHI, Attorney, hereby jointly certify the 

following: 

I. .That, according to the general practice imposed by 

II. 

THE BANK OF JAPAN, in 1966 and 1967, applications for 

required approval of agreements concerning current or non~ 
' 

current international transactions .or payment~ thereunder ; 

were de facto unreceivable by the Japanese foreign exchange 
, 

authorities, especially by THE BANK OF JAPAN, unless the 
applicants submitted themselves to .oral contacts, various 

p~eliminary sessions and discussions prior to making 

applications for the approvals. 

That such practice of preliminary oral contacts, sessions 

and various discussions · being not provided by any law or 

cabinet or ministrial ordinance of Japan, any .conditional or 
. . 

unco~ditional ~efusal of sbch required approval issued by 
. . 

THE BANK OF JAPAN through such informal procedure, is illicit i ~ 

III. That, according to the foreign exchange control laws of 

Japan, in 1966 and 1967, each payment under an international 

service contract, the amount of which payment was not fixed at 

the time of filing an application for the required approval, 

required individual approval of such payme~t when the amount 

became fixed and the· payment was made; global approval of such 

payments _. be_fore the amounts were fixed would not have been 

issued even if the applicant had applied for such global 

approval. 
~~ 

t. 
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IV. That, under foreign exchange control laws and cabinet 

v. 

ordinances of Japan, in 1966 and 1967, THE BANK OF JAPAN 

had no right to refuse acceptance -of app~ication for · required 

approval of an agreement concerning current or non-current 

international transactions or payments thereunder even if it 

was not clear whether the agreement was a service agreement 

or an agreement to -establish an overseas branch office for 

a Japanese corporation. 

That THE BANK OF JAPAN cannot juridically invoke the 

jurisdiction immunity in a Japanese court on a~ act that it 

accomplished in violation of the foreign exchange control 

laws Of cabinet ordinancesof Japan prescribi~g the procedure 

for the application$ of the approval of contracts or- the 

p?Yffients, the contracts constituting international 

transactions. 

On thit 21st day of February, 1973, in Tokyo. 

j 
./ 

l 

,JM.£,,0' t?LJ~ 
Sueo Ikehara 

/ ._ 
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JCRAY J . STAOCHLIC 
JOHN r. WALSH 
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SPCCIAL COUNSEL 

SAGE . GRAY TODD a SIMS 
TWO WORLD TRADE CENTER 

100TH FLOOR 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10048 

(212) 83Q-91!50 
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r .. 

MCLBCR CMAMDCAS 

WILLIAM V. "CltNAN 

,. COUNSEL . 
F"LAGSHIP Cl!:NTl!:A 

777 l!IRICKl!:LL AVl!:NUII!: 

MIAMI• F"LORIOA 33131 

TELEPHONE: (30!5) 3!58 -1eee 
Tl!:Ll!:X: !51-878!5 

December 9 , 1982. 

Legal Department 
International Monetary Fund 
700 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

Re: 19 8 2 Mexican_ -Currency Control 
and Bank Decrees 

Gentlemen: 

Would you please advise us . if Mexico has given notice 
of the referenced decrees to the _ International Monetary Fund . 
pursuant to Article XIV, Section 2, ·of the Articles of Agreement 
of the International Monetary Fund and otherwise complied with 
the Agreement in ·connection with those decrees~ 

. Very truly yours, 

JJH:am 
.; 

,j 
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BOARD □ F GOVERNORS 
OF" THE 

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551 

. ~~~ . . . o..-.-,cE OP- THE GENERAL COUNSEL 

·- 1li, •• • ...... 

George P. Nicoletopoulos, Esq. 
Director, Legal Department 
International Monetary Fund 
Washington, D.C. 20431 

May 10, 1982 

Rei The Chase Manhattan Bank, N. A. 
v. Vishipco Line, et al., No. ·sl-1591 

; 

Dear Mr. Nicoletopoulosa 
.i 

This is to request an opinion from the International Monetary 
l 

Fund concern~ng the exchange control regulations that were in effect 
in South Vietnam on April 24, 1975. This request is made on behalf . 
of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System as . part of its 
efforts to furnish its views to the Department of Justice in connection 
with the above-captioned case. 

Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A. (•chase•) has filed a petition 
for a writ of certiorari in this case. / The petition, filed February 26, 
1982, se·eks review of a decision of thb United States Court of Appeals 
for t;he Second Circuit, 660 F.2d 854 (~981), holding, inter alia, that 
the ~ct of state doctrine does not bar/ recovery by certain Vietnamese 
nationals against Chase's home office for payment of foreign currency 
depo8its held by, and payable only at, Chase's branch office in Saigon, 
South Vietnam, notwithstanding the fact that the Saigon branch has been 
expropriated by the government of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. 

i 

On April 19, 1982, the Sup~eme Court invited the United States 
to •file . a brief amicus curiae expres1ing its views in this case. In 
order to properly express our . views, 1we would appreciate it if you could 
provide us with the text of_ any exch~nge control regulations in effect _ _ 
in South v~etnam on April 24, 1975, and, if so, whether within the meaning 
of Articl~ VIII, ·section 2(b) of the Articles of Agreement of the International 

- ., 
i 

I 
I 
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Monetary rFun:nd, those regulations were maintained or _imposed consistently 
with that ~ Agrgreement. 

TEfuank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Bradfield 
General Counsel 

) 
. I 

! 
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
OF' THE 

••••• f ••••••• 

.· -- -=-= . . ~~~.;"'~ . FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM . . 
: c5 !~~~~~~~~ ..... i: . "" . WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551 

. . . . . . 
• ~g:a~ • . . 

••• a£,: •• • ...... 

George P. Nicoletopoulos, Esq. 
Director, Legal Department 
International 1-bnetary Fund 
Washington, n.c. 20431 

OP:-l"'ICE or THE OENEAAL COUNSEL .. 
May 18, 1982 

Re: The Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A. v. Vishipco 
Line, et al., No. 81-1591. 

Dear George: 

This is in response to the telephone request of May 13, 1982, 
by John Surr of your staff for additional information concerning our 
request of May 10, 1982, concerning the existence of exchange control 
regulations in South -Vietnam. 

we are specifically interested in whether any exchange control 
regulations were in effect in South Vietnam on November 27, 1974, April 24, 
1975 and April 30, 1975 that would have (1) prohibited Vietnamese individuals 
and corporations from holding U.S. dollars, (2) would have restricted 
such persons from taking piastres out of South Vietnam or (3) would 
have prohibited a bank opera~ing in South Vietnam from paying a deposit 
denominated in piastres in U.S. dollars. 

Mr. Surr indicated that this additional information is necessary 
in order for the IMF to provide a certification whether within the meaning 

-of Article VIII, section 2(b) of the Articles of Agreement of the International 
Monetary Fund, any such regulations were maintained or imposed .consistently 
with that agreement. · 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Bradfield 
General Counsel 
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
OF THE 

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
WASHINGTON. D. C. 20551 

OF,-ICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL 

October 20, 1982 

George P. Nicoletopoulos, Esq. 
Director, Legal Depar~~ent 
International Monetary Fund 
Washington, D.C. 20431 

Dear George: 

Re: The.Chase.Manhattan .. Bank, ... N •. A. v. 
V.ishipco, et al., No. 81-159.}. 

This is to request a certification from the International 
Monetary. Fund concerning certain foreign exchange control regulations 
that were in effect in South Vietnam. This request is made on behalf 
of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System as part of its 
continuing interest in the above-captioned case. 

We specifically request certification as to whether any exchange 
control regulations were in effect in .South Vietnam: 

(1) 

(2) 

On November 27, 1974, April .24, 1975, and April 30, 1975, 
that would have prohibited_ a bank in Saigon from paying 
a time deposit denominated in pias_tres to an individual 
Vietnamese national in United States dollars, except 
to travellers in the amount of $5,000. 

On April 24, 1975, and April 30, 1975, that have prohibited 
-1 

a bank in Saigon ;from paying a piastre denominated demand 
deposit in U.S. qollars to a corporation organized under 
the laws of South Vietnam and headquartered in Saigon 
that was engaged0J in the merchant shipping busin~ss. 

J 
·1 

In addition,· we request a certification whether within the meaning of 
Article VIII, section 2(b) of the Articles of Agreement of the International 
Monetary Fund, any such regulations were maintained or imposed consistently . 
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George P. Nicoletopoulos, Esq. -2-

with that agreement.J It my understanding that Robert Effros of your 
depar~~ent has received a cable from Vietnam which stated that exchange 
control regulations were in effect in Vietnam from 1963 and such regulations 
have been in effect without change. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

I 

l . 

l 

Sincerely, 

Michael Bradfield 
Gener.al Counsel 

-
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OF" THE 
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George P. Nicoletopoulos 
Director, Legal Department 
International Monetary Fund 
Washington, D.C. 20551 

Dear George: 

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20551 

OF"F"ICE OF" THE GENERAL COUNSEL 

December 21, 1982 

✓--

Thank you for your letter of November 24 providing 
certifications with respect to certain exchange control regulations that 
were in effect in Vietnam. 

I am forwarding the certifications to Chase Manhattan Bank for 
their use in any further proceedings in the Vishipco case. Al:though the 
Supreme Court recently denied •cert• in this matter, the certification 
may prove helpful to Chase in the District Court, where I expect that 
there will be a determination as to damages. 

I very much appreciate your help in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Bradfield 
General Counsel 

r 
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FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK 

NEW YORK , N . Y. 10045 

AREA CODE 212 791-5022 

ERNEST T l:,ATRIKIS 

Dc"Un Gc;{,._~1. CouNsc1. 

Robert C. Effros, Esq. 
Assistant General Counsel 
International Monetary Fund 
Washington, D.C. 20431 

Dear Bob: 

April 2, 1982 

Enclosed: is a copy of our motion and brief in the 

Vishipco case. We: are still interested in learning whether 

Vietnamese exchange control restrictions were in place during 

the relevant periods. 

Yours sincerely, 

Ernest T. Patrikis , -

Enclosure 

' 
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Re: Opinion from the IMF Concerning the Application 
of· A·rticTe VIII to Viet-Nam Decree· Law 017. 

Dear Mr. Gold: 

This firm has had discussions with Mr. James F. Evans of 
your office concerning· an oral request_ to the fund put forward 

or 
of 
16 

in behalf of our clients, for a formal or informal opinion 
for a letter expression o~ views covering the application 
Article VIII{2) {b) of the Articles of the Fund to Article 
of Viet-Nam Decree Law No. 017, promulgated on September 3, 
1966·.1/ 

Our clients are Viet~amese contractors who have been 
denied price adjustment payments by the United States pursuant 

l ' 
_I The U.S. Army translation into . English reads as follows: 

"Unless they are duly authorized. by the Finance Commissioner, 
any persons permanently residing in Vietnam, or Vietnamese 

{ continued) 
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to price adjustment clauses in contracts which these contractors 
concluded in Viet-Nam with United States agencies. It has 
been the consistent position of the United States since 1967 
that the contract clauses in question are illegal under 
Vietnamese law and that pursuant to Article VIII(2) (b) of the 
Bretton Woods Treaty the United States may not honor its own 
contractual obligations to these Vietnamese firms. 

We have asked Mr. Evans if the Fund would state its view 
whether .Article VIII(2) (b) has any application to a decree law 
of a member country which states, as does Article 16 of the 
Vietnamese decree, that citizens of that country must (in the 
absence of special permission to the contrary) contract only 

2 in the currency of that country. Your writings on the subject/ 
indicate that such clauses are really not contemplated at all -
by the Article VIII prohibition and represent what you call 
cours force provisions rather than exchange contracts. Mr. 
Evans has orally and informally agreed with this position but 
has stated that it is your v~ew that a request for -a Fund opin
ion should come from a member country, in our case from the 
Government of the United States through the Treasury Department, 
and that the Fund should not reply to a private inquiry. With 
respect to this aspect of the matter we should like to persuade 
you to the contrary by means of the f -ollowing two arguments: 

(1) Our clients have been in litigation with the 
United States over this IMF matter for the past five years. 
The matter has proceeded through a~ministrative adjudication 
before the Armed Services Board of' Contract Appeals and is now 
before the United States Court of Claims. The Department 0£ 
Justice represents the United States before the Court of Claims. 
In this capacity and for all litigational purposes, the Depart~ 
ment exercises absolute control over all United States agencie$. 
It is simply not possible for us to circumvent the Department · 
and to approach Treasury or State directly. Opposing counsel ; 
in the Department of Justice has shown no inclination whatever 
to have the matter referred through bureaucratic channels to 

(fn 1 continueq.) 

2; 

and alien corporate bodies established in Vietnam, are not 
authorized to make any agreement involving a currency other 
than the Vietnamese piaster." We understand that the French 
text, filed with the Fund, p~9duces a similar but not an 
identical reading. 

"The Cuban Insurance Cases and the Articles of the Fund", 
1966, at p~ 36. 
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the Fund. The Department of Justice and the United States 
military are perfectly satisfied to keep using (or, in our· 
opinion, to keep misusing) Article VIII(2) {b) for their own 
purposes. Thus, your suggestion · is simply not open to us to 
bypass the Department of Justice and to make -a direct approach 
to the Department of Treasury. 

(2) We think that the Fund is not aware to what 
outrageous en~s the United States has been misusing Article 
VIII(2) (b). You will note from the enclosure accompanying 
this letter that the United States has reinstituted the use 
of the very same price adjustment clause which is at issue in 
the litigation now before the Court of Claims. The United 
States has done so despite the fact that it has for these past 
seven years proclaimed that payment may not be made under the 
clause because of the IMF Article VIII prohibition.· 

This is a patent misuse by a member nation of the 
Fund of Article VIII, and it is a misuse in such a cynical 
fashion that we cannot believe that the Fund can (or would 
wish to) sit passively by without at least furnishing for the 
benefit of the bar and the courts an informal and unbiased 
statement as to the proper scope of a key provision in its 
own Articles. Surely the Fund has an interest--and an important 
one--in preventing what can only be described as a conscious 
dis_tortion of the basic charter of the Fund by one member nation -1 

to secure short-term monetary benefit at the expense of numerous · 
small businesses and unsophisticated firms of another member 
nation. 

i In these circumstances we urge you to respond directly to 
our inquiry in order to promote uniformity of meaning and clar
ity ~n the interpretation · and application of Article VIII{2) (b) 
and to avoid the promotio~ of ends clearly not contemplated by 
the Article.s to the detriment of the nationals of another 
member state. 

The Fund has already corresponded with us on other points 
at issue in this litigation • . The Fund also issued in 1949 an 
announcement that it would grant advi_sory opinions on Article 
VIII(2) (b) que~tions. The foimal precedents therefore exist 
for _ granting our request. 

We hope that you provide us with the assistance we request. 

- -sincerely yours, _ 

-✓-~£7v(}::-MaJ.::iah EyJan 
ME/jl 

Enclosure 
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DEPUTY MANAGING DIIIIECTOII 

, 

MEMORANDUM 

To: 

From: 

Mr. Salehkhou 

William B. Dale~ 

Subject: Attached Letter from U.S. Law Firm, 
Wald, Harkrader and Ross 

As I° informed you orally in our discussion on Thursday, 
June _9, 1983, and again in our brief oral exchange on Friday, June 
17, .I would have no difficulty in your communicating officially to 
your Iranian authorities the text of the attached letter to the 
·Fund dated March 24, 1983. 

You will note that the precise and. limited questions to. 
which the letter requests an authoritative resp~nse from the Fund, 
are as . . follows: · 

"First, since 1974, has Iran .sought or received approval 
from the International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article VIII 
of the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) . to impose exchange 
controls or currency restrictions on the making of payments for 
current international transactions, or to engage in or permit 
any of its fiscal agencies to engage in any discriminatory 
currency agreements or multiple currency practices; or 2) to 
reimpose transitional arrangements of which Iran availed itself 
under Article XIV? Second, does publication of information 
regarding a country's exchange controls or currency restric
tions in the Fund's Annual Report constitute or indicate Fund 
approval of such controls or restrictions?" 

~ The questions posed in the letter under reference are 
concerned with matters of fact, rather than with legal conclusions 

•·. as such. I would like to indicate to you two elements of the Fund's 
prac_tice that have been well and firmly established for many years. 
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1. Questions of fact, such as . those posed by the -
attached letter, have been responded to by the staff without 
reference to the Executive Board. It has only been when the 
question is whether a particular exchange practice is or is not 
consistent with the obligations under the Articles of Agreement 
(which is a legal, as opposed t"o a factua_l, conclusion) that 
the respons~ has been p~aced before the Executive Board. 

· -~~ 2. The view and practice of the staff since very 
early in the Fund has been that information concerning the facts 
pertaining to the legal status of the exchange restrictions of 
member countries is inherently public information that i •s not 
confidential. This view and practice .has not been challenged in, 
or by, the Executive Board. Accordingly, factual information on 
these matters is so routinely provided by the relevant staff 
members that detailed records ,on oral contacts on these matters 

·are not systemmatically recorded. That is why the documentation 
sought by y~ur office has not been fully satisfactory to you. 

. . 

/ '~" . - As to point 1: above, it is our intention to place the 
draft response to the attached letter before the .Executive Board. 
That is a substantial departure from established practice in such 
cases. 

~ As to point 2~ above, we are not in a position to provi6e 
docum~ntation on the point, for the reason cited, but the ·provi
sion of factual information orally, by telephone or in person, is 

· in fact quite common. In relation to the present instance, you 
~ay be . interested that I had a personal discussion on this matter 
with Mr. Hans Flickenschild on Friday, June 10. Mr. Flickenschild 
informed me that, contrary to what I had earlier supposed, the 
affidavit of Mary Duffy Becker was based on, not only an initial 
telephone call from her to him, but more particularly on a 
subsequent vis~t by her to his office. 

Attachment 

Managin 
Mr.-. . Fin 
r. Sh·a 
r. Nicoletopou 
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VALD, BAIDADII I ROSI 
1300 •i•t•ath Street.•••• 
Vuhinctoa. D.c • . 20036-1697 

Georp •• Bicoletopouloa. laq. 
Director of tbe Legal Departaeat 
Interaational Monetary Pund 
700 19th Street. ■.v .• 'loaa 8-320 
Wuhington. D.C. 20431 

Dear llr. Bicoletopouloa: 

.. ' -· .":?1\~ .·--·>,< 
• · I •• • •, • • ,! •;.. ~ _. "'i • • ••• . •: • 

\ ~ ,~ _L, • ·~ : · ;_\ ~::: ~ • :· ,/ ';_~~ ,... • • 

- . . ,•-

March 24. 1983 

. . 
!Ilia law fira repreaenta a United State• corporation with a claia 

qainat the Ialaic Republic of Iran penclina before the Iran-u.s. 
Claiu Tribunal in !be Hague. In our Rearing Keaorial filed on 
Deceaber 1. 1982, •alleged.in a general -DDer. that cartain Iranian 
exchange control.a and ~rency rutrictiou are violative of Iater- · 
national Moaet~ry Fund replationa. 

Ia a late filing, aerved on ua le•• than a week before our 
rebruaEy 28, 1983, hearias before the Tribunal, lank Narkui for the 
firat tlaa clai•d that achaqe reatrictiou •[bad) been approved by 
the International PIIIMl ancl [had) hen advertiaecl in the fund'• (1980) 
Annual laport.• lfe attach relevant page• of lank Narlcaai'• wrial 
for your 1nfomat1oa. lecauae filinp vi.th the Tribunal are not 
public. • requaat tbat you uae theae Iranian doc:uaenta only for 
confidential in-houae p~H•• 

Becauae ve only had four vorkiq day• to prepare a reaponae, and 
given that we were la London preparing vltne••••• our only alternative 
vaa to have one of our Waahlngtoa attorney• telephona the Exchange 
Control Divlaion at the Fund to confirm our underatandiq that lank 
Markazi '• arguanta wre erroaaoua. Keasra. llaoa Pllc:kenachlld and 
Peter Quirk of that D1v1aion, who were extremely helpful, informed ua 
that: (1) Ir.an had not aought or rec.ived Fund approval to i■po•• 
exchange coatrola or currency reatrictiou under Article llII of the 
Pund'• Article• ainca 1974 (when. to cite the Fund'• 1975 Annual 

, Report, •exchange reatrictiona were aboliahed in principle bJ Iran•); 
(2) Iran bad not sought or received Pund approval to reiapoae 
transitional control.a or reatrictiona originally authorized under 
Article XIV; and (3) publication of information regardiq a country'• 
exchange controla or currency reatrictiona in the Pund'• Annual Report 
doe8 not conatitute or indicate approval of auch controla or 
reatrictiona bJ the runc1. We aublitted thia information to the 

., .. 
>; 
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Trillunal ia. tba fona of aa affidari.t b., llary Daffy .. car. tba 
Vubinato11 attorney no eo11tactecl •••ra. rlicluaucbil•.- ancl Quirk. 
A copy of tbat affidari.t la attac:becl to thia letter • 

.. \ 

l1olf that • have returaecl to Waahinatoa, • wou1• lib to con- . 
fina .thia illfomation tbrGUp foraal cbaanela. llr. Quirk recaaaa11clecl 
·that w uk your office for a written reapoue ~o the followiq 
queatlona: Pint, ainca 1974. bu Iran aoupt or receivecl approval 
fr• the International Honet&J"Y fund purauant to Article VIII of 
the Articlu of Aar•-nt of the Puncl: 1) to iapoae exc:hanp controls 
or airrenc:, rutrictiou 011 the uklq of payaenta for current inter
national tranaaction•• or to engage in or peralt any of it• flacal 
qend•• to •naaa• in any dlacrlllinatory currency agre-~t• or 
aultiple currenc:, practicaa; or 2) to reillpo•• tra~itional arrang
•nt• of which Iran availed itaelf under Article XIVT Second, doea 
publication of infomation regarding a country'• uc:haqe control.a or 
c:urrenc:., rutrictiou in the Pund'• Annual leport conatitute or 
indicate Fund approval of auch control.a or reatrictlouT 

V. thank you in advance for your cooperation. Pl-• call if you 
have any queatiou (828-1606). 

(Signed) ·Joaeph P. Griffin 

Bncloaurea 

, ' 
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TO: H.E.J.DE LAROSIERE 
MANAGIN DIRECTOR, INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND, 

WASHINGTON D.C. 

WE HAVE RECEIVED YOUR UNDATED TELEX IN REPLY TO OURS OF MAV 
10,1983 AND WE THANK YOU FOR IT. WE ARE, HOWEVER, SORRY TO 
HAVE TO SAY THAT IN THESE COMMUNICATIONS WE SEEM TO KEEP 
RECEIVING MANY ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS WE HAVE NOT ASKED AND NONE 
TO THOSE WE HAVE. 
IT IS NOW MORE THAN TWO AND HALF MONTH SINCE WE FIRST 
RAISED THE POINTS WITH YOU AND THIS WE CONSIDER AS 

DMD 

MR.SALEH-KHOU 

LEG 

MED 

MR. N. CARTER 

AN UNNECESSARILY LONG PERIOD FOR RESPONDING TO SUCH QUERIES. 
WE, THEREFORE, HEREBY REPEAT THE POINTS WE ALREADY MADE ABSOLUTLV 
CLEAR IN OUR PREVIOUS TELEXES IN THE HOPE THAT VOLi WILL LET US 
HAVE YOUR CLEAR RESPONSE TO THEM AT YOUR EARLIEST• 

1- IN THE AFFIDAVIT OF MARV DUFFY BECKER OF WALD, 
HARKRADER AND ROSS IT IS SAID THAT MR.H.M. FLICKENSCHILD OF 
YOUR ETR DEPARTMENT HAD CHECKED'' THE RELEVANT RECORDS 
OF THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND AND FOIJND THAT IRAN HAS 
NEITHER SOUGHT OR RECEIVED APPROVAL FROM THE FUND TO IMPOSE 
OR REIMPOSE EXCHANGE CONTTROLS OR CURRENCY RESTRICTIONS SINCE 
JANUARY 1978. ✓~. W.&..}\RE OF THE OPINION THAT THE FUND~s RECORDS ON 
,:HE COMMUNICATIONS OF .. THE MEMBERS WITH __ THiLEOND INCLOOINO -·-
INFORMATION CONCERNING WHETHl::R o,r-·NCiT IRAN HAS SOUGHT OR 
RECEIVED APPROVAL OF THE FUND FOR IMPOSING ANY CURRENCY CONTROLS, 
ARE . U~PUBLISHED INFORMATION fALLINO UNDER THE CONFEDENTIALITV 
REQUIREMENTS OF THE BOARo~s RESOLUTION DATED SEPTEMBER 25,1946 
AND AMEN"l:fEo· ON JUNE 22,1979. ACCORDINGLY WE ASK YOU ONCE AGAIN 
W~ETHER OR NOT THE RELEASE QF THE SftlD. INEQ~~!\!~-~~S BASED 
ueoN-~R EXPRESS AUTHORIZATION. 
. 2- !f THE. SAID .. INFORMATioi,f WAS RELEASED ueoN YOUR 

EXPR1;_~$___0Y,L~ORIZATION, WE REQUIERVBWRLSNATION AS TO 
WHY,_SAID DISCLOSURE OF CONEIDENTJA'---1.NFORMATION QAS AUTHORIZED 
AND -FOR ~-~WHAT REASON WE HAVE NOT BEEN I NFORMED--BYT-HE FUND OF 
SUCH AUTHORIZATION AND DISCLOSURE. --- -- ·. _ __.. ~ 

3- IN CASE THE INFORMATION WAS RELEASED .WJTHOUT 1· ~.D'l. ~V: 
YOUR EXPRESS AUTHORIZATION AND WITHQUJ KNOWLEDGE OR ANY ~ · L 
INDICATION THAT IT WOULD BE INCORPQRATEDJN_AN _AFFIDeVIT TO . Wr s~ll "1'·' 
BE USED IN A LEGAL PROCEED I NO, WE CONS I DER IT APPROPRIATE THAT ""'- h :\ l4,~ ... \ , ~. v \~ 
VO.Y_J:J:iQULP. .. R_E~L-~~J"_ .IJ:ilS.._f.ACT JO It:IE-.lRAN..--:U.~l.IEILS_t_ATES CLAIMS L.. 
TJilBUN.AL ASK I NG THE TR I BUNAL TO IGNORE MARV DUFFY BECKER" s """'r - C "'L~ ~v 
AFFIDAVIT AS A DOCUMENT WHICH MAY BE USED BV THE TRIBUNAL IN ✓ .... &~'- w, . , 

ADAPTING A DECISION. ~fl~v. ~ .\C, , -~c..l -
I THANK YOU IN ADVANCE FOR YOUR COOPERATION. 

IMF OFFICIAL CABLE 
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3. IN RESPONSE TO YOUR POINT 3, THE FIRST ASPECT IS 
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@ Office Memorandum 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT : 

Mr. Dale 

A. F • Mohammed L 
Persian Gulf 

DATE: 

F, 

,. IJN 2 .. 1983 

June 28, 1983 

I am attaching a memorandum responding to Mr. A Salehkhou's of 

pril 20 (copy attached). The response h b as een cleared with 

Messrs. Nicoletopoulos , Shaalan and Van Hout 
in my mind whethe I ven. There is a question 

r should stop at the end of the fi t 
although 

1 
rs paragraph 

am encouraged by 11 . my co eagues to take M S 1 
substance of r. a ehkhou to the 

the matter as well. 



Office Memorandum 

TO 

FROM 

Mr. A. F. Mohammed 

Ghassem Salehkhou ~-

DAff: April 20, 1983 

SUBJECT: Incomplete Use of the Name of the p·er•sian Gulf 

Pursuant to my Advisor's obj·ection to the Editor of the 
Morning Pre·ss for the incomplete use of the name "Persian Gulf" 
in its April 11, 1983 issue, to which this office is yet to be 
provided with a satisfactory explanation, I am forwarding this 
memorandum on behalf of my authorities in the Islamic Republic 
of Iran, to call for necessary correction, and, most importantly 
for avoidance of its repetition in the future. 

Application of incomplete or fictitious names for the 
"Persian Gulf" by the Fund is especially puzzling when I noted 
that the former Head of the Middle Eastern Department, Mr. John W. 
Gunter, had explicitly pronounced in his January 15, 1973 memo
randum that, "It is, of course, well established that the proper 
name for the body of . water in question is the Persian Gulf." 

I would like to see, however, that we, here in the Inter
national Monetary Fund, as one of the affiliates and specialized 
agencies of the United Nations, respect geographical, historical 
and territorial facts concerning member countries, as the mother 
organization does (see, e.g., the attached copy of "Weekly News 
Summary", WS/1122, April 8, 1983 published by the Department of 
Public Information, Press Section of the United Na.tions)and numerous 
other UN documents. Thus, I strongly urge the staff of the Fund to 
remain independent and free of any association with all politically 
motivated issues and controversies, especially those publicized by 
some controlled media. 

cc. Governor Nourbakhsh 

Attachment. 



Mr. Salehkhou 

A. F. Mohammed 

Use of the Term "Persian Gulf" 

June , 1983 

This is in response to your note dated April 20, 1983 objecting 
I/ I/ II ,, 

to the use of the incomplete name of the Persian Gulf in the Morning Press. 

First, I should like to emphasize that the Morning Press is a summary of 

the news that is designed to give the flavor of the world's press as it 

affects the work of the Fund. Since the purpose of this daily news 

summary is to transmit as rapidly as possible the tone and color of the 

original news item, no attempt is made to carry out a comprehensive 

editing for either form or substance. The Morning Press is, therefore, 

not a guide to the formal usage of the Fund in .such matters; it is not 

regarded as a publication and its circulation is carefully controlled. 

As an international organization the Fund is acutely aware of 

national sensitivities and tries to find neutral terminology. Hence, 

the word ."Gulf" has increasingly been used in Fund documents, including 

Staff Memoranda. It is also the Fund's practice, at least in publica

tions, to try to avoid this word altogether and where possible to refer 

to the countries around the Persian Gulf by their proper names. 
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Office Memorandum 
The Managing Director 

DATE: TO The Deputy Managing Director 

C. David Finch~ 

June 15, 1983 
,,:- \ -.1 /1' 

I f V 
{ / FROM 

J 
( , 

SUBJECT: Iranian Restrictions 

C- \ l c l.t_ o\ e,x:. ('7 
In response to the questions r. Dale aske concerning my 

memorandum of June 6, ]983 to him on this s , we have examined the 
exchanges of correspondence written to and by Fund staff regarding out
side inquiries of members' exchange practices. 

With regard to the first question, there is no remaining record 
of an instance in which information was provided by the staff on the 
telephone in advance of the written response. In three instances out of 
the 13 inquiries cited in the list attached to my June 6 memorandum an 
Executive Director is known to have been informed on the ongoing inquiry 
(Algeria, Australia in 1973, and Mr. Erb was advised of the Vishipco 
case involving Viet Nam). There are two instances in which the records 
state that the cases indeed reached the court. But, from the files, it 
is not possible to determine whether or not the information provided by 
the Fund staff was used in court proceedings. 

Mr. Agah of Mr. Salekhkou's office has requested copies of the 
conmrunications cited in the list of precedents. With your approval, 
these will be provided. As a courtesy to those making the inquiries we 
would suggest that references to their identities be deleted from the 
copies before transmittal to Mr. Agah, but this would not be essential. 

Attachments 

cc: Mr. Nicoletopoulos 
Mr. El Selehdar 
Mr. Carter 

J 



@;· Office Memorandum 

TO 

MOM 

~= 

'lbe Acting Managing Director 

C. David Finch £/ 
Iranian leatrictiona 

DA11: June 6, 1983 

Nr. Salehkhou's office had amae tiae ago contacted us aeeking 
precedent• involving the proviaion of inforaation to interested outside 
parties regarding the position under the Fund's Articles of exchange 
controls aaintainecl by a ■e■ber. Mr. Agah of that office vaa provided 
copies of aeveral hecutive Board papers and a related telex with specific 
ruponaea. Hr. Agah replied with a request for further precedents •as 
aiailar aa posaible to the cue in question• (the Wald, Harkrader and 
lo•• inquiry). 

In response to this latter inquiry, we have searched the files 
and bave coapiled the attached •-ple listing of past instances in which 
the ataff replied directly to such factual inquiries, without further 
BKecutift loard authorization beyond that provided by the 1949 decision. 
1'be Nay 17 telex of the Managing Director to Governor Rourbakhah noted 
tbat the lnforaation ia freely provided to all who aak, and a responae to 
llr. Agah'a request. is now ti■ely. If you approve, the attached -orandua 
will N aent to Hr. Agah. 

Attaclllllent 

cc: 'lbe Managing Director 
llr. Bvana 
Nr. n ·Selehdar 
Kr. Carter 

• 

. .... ... .... . ... .. 

4, . . ;f~d>l. 
-~,t/JL_ . . ~ 

.... 
~ 



TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT : 

Office Memorandum 

The Acting Managing Director 

C. David Pinch ..tiJ ~ -
Iranian Restrictions 

DATE: June .6, 1_983 

Mr. Salehkhou's office bad some time ago contacted us seeking 
precedents involving the provision of information to interested outside 
parties regarding the position under the Fund's Articles of exchange 
controls aaintained by a aeaber. Mr. Agah of that office was provided 
copies of several Executive Board papers and a related telex with specific 
responses. Mr. Agah replied with a request for further precedents •as 
similar as possible to the case in que~tion" (the Wald, Harkrader and 
loss inquiry). 

In response to this latter inquiry, we have searched the files 
and have compiled the attached amaple listing of past instances in which 
the staff replied directly to such factual inquiries, without further 
becutive Board authorization beyond that provided by the 1949 decision. 
The May 17 telex of the Managing Director to Governor Nourbakhsh noted 
that the inforution is freely provided to all who ask, and a responae to J 
Mr. Agah'~ request is now tiaely. If you approve, the attached 11e11orandua 
will be sent to Mr. Agah. , 

Attachment 

cc: 'l'he Managing Director (on return) 
Kr. Evans 
Kr. El Selehdar 

&,/Hr. Carter 

~ . -i·. 
~ -~"' 

;. _! ...... il½~· '.··· 
<fa,, 

.~._ .. ___ _ _ _ • 4 ..... - - -----~----;._,:1 



' 
Office Memorandum 

TO 

FROM 

SUBJECT : 

Mr. Agah DATE: June 6, 1983 

Peter J. ~irk 

Inquiries Regarding the Position of Members Exchange 
Controls Under the Fund's Article VIII 

In response to your request, the attachment lists precedents 
additional to those provided to you on April 1 and April 4, 1983. These 
precedents relate to instances in which, as authorized by Executive Board 
Decision No. 446-4, adopted June 10, 1949, the staff provided to outside 
parties information regarding a members' exchange arrangements, and the 
status of these arrangements under the Fund's Articles. 

Attachment 



ATTACHMENT 

Instances• of Responses by the Fund Staff to Outside 
Inquiries Regarding Members' Exchange Practices 1/ 

Algeria (May 18, 1970) 

Letter from the staff to the Bank of France setting forth Algeria's 
membership status and its general obligations regarding the exchange system 
under the Articles of Agreement 

Australia (October 25, 1982) 

Letter from the staff to a law firm (i) setting forth Australia's 
membership status and its general obligations regarding the exchange system 
under the Articles of Agreement and (ii) stating that, with one particular 
exception, Australia has at no time imposed exchange restrictions subject 
to Article VIII, Section 2(a). 

Australia (November 21, 1973) 

Two letters from the staff to a _law firm advising, inter alia, that a 
particular measure is not an exchange measure. 

Ghana (January 24, 1978) 

Letter from the staff to a law firm (i) outlining the Fund's policies 
with regard to its approval jurisdiction over multiple currency practices 
and (ii) describing such practices maintained by Ghana since 1971. 

Iran (August 16, 1982) 

Letter from the staff to a law firm with references to the description 
of Iran's exchange and trade system in the 1980 AREAER. 

Israel (January 16, 1974) 

Transmittal to a law professor of certain Israeli exchange control 
regulations. 

Italy (March 6, 1980) 

Letter from the staff to a law firm (i) setting forth Italy's member
ship status and its general obligations regarding the exchange system under 
the Articles of Agreement and (ii) stating that only one exchange measure 
maintained by Italy was subject to approval under Article VIII at the time 
and that ,that measure had been given temporary approval. 

)._/ Listed alphabetically by countries whose exchange systems were the 
subject of inquiries. 
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Italy (September 22, 1978) 

Transmittal of translations of Italian legislation to a law firm on 
an unofficial basis. 

Japan (August 1, 1973) 

Letter from the staff to. a law firm setting forth Japan's member
ship status and general obligations regarding the exchange system under 
the Articles of Agreement. 

Mexico (December 29, 1982) 

Letter from the staff affirming the temporary approval by the Fund 
under Article VIII of certain multiple currency practices and exchange 
restrictions. 

United States (January 16 and 20, 1980) 

Two telexes sent by the staff in reply to inquiries from a law firm 
stating (i) that the U.S. had sought approval under Decision No. 144-(52/51) 
for certain restrictions on the aaking of payments and transfers by persons 
subject to its jurisdiction which involve the Government of Iran, its 
instrumentalities or controlled agencies and (ii) that such approval had 
been given to the extent that those restrictions fell within the scope of 
Article VIII, Section 2(a). 

Viet Nam (June 25, 1982) 

Letter from the staff to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York trans
mitting a copy of foreign exchange regulations and expressing the opinion, 
informally, that such regulations remained in effect at the same time of 
writing. 

Viet Nam (April 10, 1974) 

Letter from the staff to a law firm expressing informally the opinion 
that a certain exchange control provision does not constitute an exchange 
restriction within the meaning of Article VIII, Section 2(b). 





( . Of /ice Memorandum AY 2 5 1983 

DATE: May 25, 1983 

Mr. Benge Nilsson, Legal Assistant to the President of the Iran
U.S. Claims Tribunal, called from The Hague to pose questions concerning 
Article VIII and Article XIV. He stated that the Tribunal was con
sidering the application,under Article VIII, Section 2(b), of certain 
Iranian measures to exchange contracts calling for the conversion and 
transfer of rials to U.S. dollars in the United States. 

He asked first whether Iran still had not accepted the obligations 
of Article VIII. I confirmed that Iran still availed itself of the 
transitional arrangements under Article XIV, but explained the relation
ship of Article VIII and Article XIV, in particular, with respect to the 
difference between the introduction of restrictions under Article VIII 
and the maintenance and adaptation of measures for balance of payments 
reasons under Article XIV. 

The second question was whether Article VIII, Section 2(b) applied 
even if Iran had not accepted Article VIII. I responded that Article VIII, 
Section 2(b) applied regardless of whether Iran had availed itself of 
Article XIV or not. 

The third question was whether certain measures imposed by Iran 
in 1978 were maintained consistently with the Articles of Agreement. 
My response was that to be able to answer this type of question, we 
usually needed to have the measures in question identified • . In any 
event, that while the staff was prepared to assist interested parties 
on an informal basis, if the information was to be used in litigation, 
we expected that a formal written question be put to the Fund so that 
the issue could be placed before the Executive Board. I informed him 
that a similar question had been form~lly asked of the Fund by a law 
firm representing one of the claimants before the Tribunal and that we 
expected a response would be sent within a few weeks. He said that 
this was a useful piece of information and did not press the question. 
Mr. Nilsson did not know whether the Tribunal would decide to make a 
formal request to the Fund for a response to his question regarding the 
1978 measures. 

cc: Managing Director (on return) / 
Mr. Finch 
Mr. Ray 
Mr. Carter 



TO 

FROM 

Mr. Ni~ter ~ '.>{l'it'J.. 
George P. Nicolet~poulos ~ 

DATE: May 19, 1983 

· SUBJECT: Memorandum to the Executive Board on Iranian Restrictions 

We have amplified paragraph 3 in the proposed reply and 
the relevant paragraph in the covering meioorandum in response 
to the Managing Director's enquiry regarding the basis for the 
view that a member may not reintroduce rest_rictions under 
Artic~e XIV. The basis for that view is the text of Article 
XIV, Sect_~~~,. 2 a~~~-~~-~~~~ :-#A -~-P.P~.Y.---~-b~ .. _fJ~.d..~tfit'?J!~~~-
its history. ) " . 
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, INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 

Islamic Republic of Iran: Inquiry under Article VIII, Section 2(b) 

Prepared by the Legal Department 

(In consulta~ion with the Exchange and Trade Relations 
and Middle Eastern Departments) 

Approved by George P. Nicoletopoulos 

May 19,·· 1983 

A law firm has made certain inquiries with respect to the exchange 
system maintained by Iran; in particular,· a written response has been 
requested to the following questions: · 

"First, since 1974, has Iran sought or received approval from 
the International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article VIII of 
the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) to impose exchange 
controls or currency restrictions on the making of payments 
for current international transactions, or to engage in or 
per~it any of its fiscal agencies to engage in any 
discriminatory currency agreements or multiple currency 
practices; or 2) to reimpose transitional arrangements 

· of which Iran availed itself under Article XIV? Second, 
does publication of intormation regarding a country's 
exchange controls or currency restrictions in the Fund's 
Annual Report constitute or indicate Fund approval of such 
controls or restrictions?" 

The entire letter is set out as Attachment A. The "relevant pages of 
the Bank Mark.azi's memorial" and the affidavit by Mary Daffy Becker 
referred to in the second and third paragraphs of this letter have 
not been reproduced, but are available for perusal in the office of 
the Secretary. 

To comply with this request, it is proposed that the draft 
response trom the Director of the Legal Department, which is set torth 
as Attachment B, be sent to the requesting law finn. The proposed 
responses are set torth in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of the proposed 
letter, as follows: · 

"2. Ir8:n has n_ot sought or received approval from the Fund 

since 1974 tor the imposition of any exchange measures that 

are subject to Fund approval. As noted above, whether or not 
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any particular measure is or is not subject to approval under 

Article VIII can only be answered with respect to the measure 

in question. 

J. Under Article xrvj a member may maintain and ~ to 

changing circumstances those exchange restrictions, including 

multiple currency practices and discriminatory currency arrange

ments, that the member had when it joined ·the Fund. The Fund has 
~ c,c e.e-v..ri~ «.!>anJ_ kc,.:4, ~ f~~ l °., t94, ) 

determined that this power of~ member relates to actual 

restrictions. Legislation or regulations of a 

character under wh~~-~ r~_st~i~ ~-i~-n~1 _,.a:e ~~~o::~~~ )a_:_:_-~,~ 
regarded as restrictions __ for ~-his · purpose·. ~forcement 

of such legislation or regulations would constitute the 
r,.t, ,.,) 

int~~u~tion of zrestric~ _s- Thus, once a i'De,uber has eliminated 

or ceased to apply a measure, 
-..:- ,...__ ..... - ------ ..__ - - --- -- ........ 

the m~asure( c~ be reintroduced 

or reapplied under Article XIV. Any such reintroduction or 

reapplication ot the measure is subject to approval by the Fund 

in accordance with Article VIII. 

4. Publication ·of infot'tllation regarding a member's exchange 

controls or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report 

does not constitute or indicate Fund approval of such controls 

or restrictions. Th~ Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements 

and Ex~hange Restrictions, which was entitled Annual Report 

on Exchange Restrictions until 1978, contains information on 

the trade and payments aspects of a member's restrictive system, 

as well as the member's e~change arrangements. This information 
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is published without reference to whether or not any particular 

measure, if subject to Article VIII, has or has not been approved." 

It is recommended that the Fund respond in accordance with 
Attachment B, and the following draft decision is proposed for 
adoption by the Execut~ve Board: 

"The Director of the Legal Department is authorized to 

transmit the letter which is set forth as Attachment B 

to EBD/83/ /." 
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WALD, HARKRADER & ROSS 
ll)O Nineteenth Street, N .w. 
Washington, o.c. a:>036-1697 

George P. Nicoletopoulos, Esq. 
Director of the Legal Department 
International ·Monetary Fund 
7110 19th Street, N.W, Room 8-32) 
Washington, D .c. 2)4 31 

Dear Mr. Nicoletopoulos: 

March 'lA, 1983 

ATTACIL\fENT A 

This law firm represents a United States corporation with a claim 
against the Islamic Republic of Iran pending before the Iran-U.S. · 
Claims Tribunal in The Hague. In -our Hearing Memorial filed on 
December 1, 1982, we alleged, in a general manner, that cert~in Iranian 
exchange controls and currency restrictions are violative of Inter
national Monetary Fund regulations. 

In a late filing, served on us less than a week before our 
February 28, 1983, hearing before the Tribunal, Bank Markazi for the 
first time clal~ed that exchange restrictions "[had) been approved by 
the 1nternatlonal Fund and [had] been advertised in the Fund's (193)] 
Annual Report... We attach relevant pages of Bank ~1arkazi' s memorial 
for your information. Because filings with the Tribunal are not 
public, we request that you use these Iranian documents only tor 
confidential in-house purposes. 

Because we only had four working days to prepare a response, and 
given that we were in London preparing witnesses, our only alternative 
was to have one of our Washington attorneys telephone the Exchange 
Control Division at the Fund to ·confirm our understanding that Bank 
Markazi's arguments were erroneous. ~essrs. Hans Flickenschild and 
Peter Quirk of that Division, who were extremely helpful, informed us 
that: (1) Iran had not sought or received Fund approval to impose 
exchange controls or currency restrictions under Article XIII of the 
Fund's Articles since 1974 (when, to cite the Fund's 1975 Annual 
Report, "exchange restrictions were abolished in principle by Iran"); 
(2) Iran had not sought or received Fund approval to reimpose 
transitional controls or restrictions originally authorized under 
Article XIV; and (3) publication of information regarding a country's 
exchange controls or currency restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report 
does not constitute or indicate approval of such controls or 
restrictions by the Fund. We submitted this information to the 
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- 5 

Tribunal in the form of an affidavit by Mary Duffy Becker, the 
Washington attorney who contacted Messrs. Flickenschild and Quirk. 
A copy of that affidavit is attached to this letter. 

Now that we have returned to Washington, we would like to con
firm this information through formal channels. Mr. Quirk recommended 
that we ask your office for a written response to the following 
questions: First, since 1974, has Iran sought or received approval 
from the International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article VIII of 
the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) to impose exchange controls 
or currency restrictions on the making of payments tor current inter
national transactions, or to engage in or permit any of its fiscal 
agencies to engage in any discriminatory currency agreements or 
multiple currency practices; or 2) to reimpose transitional arrange
ments of which Iran availed itself under Article XIV? Second, does 
publication of information regarding a country's exchange controls or 
currency restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report constitute or 
indicate Fund approval of such controls or restrictions? 

We thank you in advance for your cooperation. Please call it you 
have any questions (828-1©6). 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Joseph P. Griffin 

Enclosures 
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Dear Mr. Griffin: 

This letter is in response to the questions that you have raised 

in your letter of March 24, 1983. 

!. As a preliminary observation to your questions, I should 

point out that a member needs to seek the approval of the Fund only 

for those exchange measures that fall within the definition of 

Article VIII, Sections 2(a) and 3 of the Fund's Articles of Agreement, 

and the maintenance of which is not otherwise authorized by the 

Articles. Thus, approval is not required for exchange measures 

maintained in accordance with the provisions of Article XIV, Section 2, 

or for exchange controls that are necessary to regulate international 

capital movements, as long as these controls do not restrict payments 

for current transactions or unduly delay transfers of funds to settle 

c<nJiitments, as provided !:>y Ar-ticlc VI, Secti,Jn ). 1,.Jhether a p:1r

ticular measure is an exchange ;neasure, and whether it is an exchange 

measure that would be subject to approval under Article ~III, can 

only be answered after an examination of the measure in question. 

2. Iran has not sought or received approval from the Fund 

since 1974 for - the imposition of any exchange measures that are subject 

to Fund approval. As noted above, whether or not any particular 

measure is or ·is not subject to approval under Article VIII can only 

be answered with respe.ct to the measure in question. 
~t-b tv..... 'L. X 3. Under Article xrvj a member may maintain and adapt to 
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changing circumstances those exchange restrictions, including multiple 

currency practices and discriminatory currency arrangements, that Ahe ) 
( \o 7 C')C<. t,V\.\'"°, ~ ~C.H1 ~ 1 ~ I' l ~ t:_ 

member had when it joined the Fund. The Fund has deter:nined zthat 

this power of a member ~elates to actual restrictions. Legislation 

or regulations of a stand-by character under which restrictions are 
1.,__ C..C~eU-.-u._ <-J'.~ ~ 

not enforced are not regarded as restrictions for this purpose. (_ he 

enforcement of such legislation or regulations would constitute the 
~w 

lntroduct:on of / restrictions. Thus, once a member has eliminated or 

ceased to apply a measure, the measure cannot be reintroduced or 

reapplied under Article XIV. Any such reintroduction or reapplication 

of the measure is subject to approval by the Fund in accordance with 

Article VIII. 

4. Publication of infor:nation regarding a :nember's exchange 

controls or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report does not 

constitute or indicate Fund approval ~f such controls or restrictions. 

The Annual Report on Exchange Arrange~ents and Exchange Restriction~, 

which was entitled Annual Report on Exchange Restrictions until 1978, 

contains information on the trade and pay,nents aspects of a member's 

restrictive system, as well as the member's exchange arrangements. 

This information is published without reference to whether or not any 

particular measure, if subject to Article VII[, has or has not been 

approved. 

5. In this connection, I should express our displeasure that an 

earlier informal inquiry by a lawyer with your firm along the same 
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lines as the present request was used without our knowledge as the 

basis for an affidavit, submitted by your firm in legal proceedings, 

that attributed certain statements to a member of the Fund's staff. 

While the statements were accurate, _this is an unusual procedure. The 

normal course is for a formal request, such as you are now making, to 

be made of the Fund if the intention ls that the response is to be 

used in a formal legal proceeding. 

Mr. Joseph P. Griffin 
Wald, Harkrader & Ross 
lDO 19th Street, N .W. 
\.lashfagtnn, n .c. 2)0 36 

Sincerely yours, 

George P. Nicoletopoulos 
Director 

Legal Department 
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INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 

May 20, 1983 

Mr.yr: 
The attached paper has been 
amended as discussed. -
cc: Deputy Managing Director 

James G. Evans, Jr. 



INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 

Islamic Republic of Iran: Inquiry under Article VIII, Section 2(b) 

Prepared by the Legal Department 

(In consultation with the Exchange and Trade Relations 
and Middle Eastern Departments) 

Approved by George P. Nicoletopoulos 

May , 1983 

A law firm has made certain inquiries with respect to the exchange 
system maintained by Iran; in particular, a written response has been 
requested to the following questions: 

"First, since 1974, has Iran sought or received approval from 
the International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article VIII of 
the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) to impose exchange 
controls or currency restrictions on the making of payments 
for current international transactions, or to engage in or 
permit any of its fiscal agencies to engage in any 
discriminatory currency agreements or multiple currency 
practices; or 2) to reimpose transitional arrangements 
of which Iran availed itself under Article XIV? Second, 
does publication of information regarding a country's 
exchange controls or currency restrictions in the Fund's 
Annual Report constitute or indicate Fund approval of such 
controls or restrictions?" 

The entire letter is set out as Attachment A. The "relevant pages of 
the Bank Markazi' s memorial" and the affidavit by Mary Duffy Becker 
referred to in the second and third paragraphs of this letter have 
not been reproduced, but are available for perusal in the office of 
the Secretary. 

To comply with this request, it is proposed that the draft 
response from the Director of the Legal Department, which is set forth 
as Attachment B, be sent to the requesting law firm. The proposed 
responses are set forth in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of the proposed 
letter, as follows: 

"2. Iran has not sought or received approval from the Fund 

since 1974 for the imposition of any exchange measures that 

are subject to Fund approval. As noted above, whether or not 
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any particular measure is or is not -subject to approval under 

Article VIII can only be answered with respect to the measure 

in question. 

3. Under Article XIV, Section 2, a member may maintain and adapt 

to changing circumstances those exchange restrictions, including 

multiple currency practices and discriminatory currency arrange

ments, that the member had when it joined the Fund. The Fund has 

determined by Executive Board decisions taken in January, 1949 

(see The International Monetary Fund 1945-1965, Volume I: 

Chronicle, pages 248-250) that this power of a member relates to 

actual restrictions. Legislation or regulations of a stand-by 

character under which restrictions are not enforced are not 

regarded as restrictions for this purpose. In accordance with the 

decisions referred to above, the enforcement of such legislation 

or regulations would constitute the introduction of new 

restrictions. Thus, once a member has eliminated or ceased to 

apply a measure, the measure cannot be reintroduced or reapplied 

under Article XIV. Any such reintroduction or reapplication of 

the measure is subject to approval by the Fund in accordance with 

Article VIII. 

4. Publication of information regarding a member's exchange 

controls or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report 

does not constitute or indicate Fund approval of such controls 

or restrictions. The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements 

and Exchange Restrictions, which was entitled Annual Report 
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on Exchange Restrictions until 1978, contains information on 

the trade and payments aspects of a member's restrictive system, 

as well as the member's exchange arrangements. This information 

is published without reference to whether or not any particular 

measure, if subject to Article VIII, has or has not been approved." 

It is recommended that the Fund respond in accordance with Attach-
ment B, and the following draft decision is proposed for adoption by 
the Executive Board: 

"The Director of the Legal Department is authorized to 

transmit the letter which is set forth as Attachrrent B 

t O EB D/ 8 3 I I . " 
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WALD, HARKRADER & ROSS 
ll)O Nineteenth Street, N .w. 
Washington, D .c. a:>O 36-1697 

George P. Nicoletopoulos, Esq. 
Director of the Legal Department 
International Monetary Fund 
700 19th Street, N. W, Room 8-3 2) 

Washington, D.C. 2)431 

Dear Mr. Nicoletopoulos: 

March 24, 1983 

ATTACHMENT A 

This law firm represents a United States corporation with a claim 
against the Islamic Republic of Iran pending before the Iran-U.S. 
Claims Tribunal in The Hague. In our Hearing Memorial filed on 
December 1, 1982, we alleged, in a general manner, that certain Iranian 
exchange controls and currency restrictions are violative of Inter
national Monetary Fund regulations. 

In a late filing, served on us less than a week before our 
February 28, 1983, hearing before the Tribunal, Bank Markazi for the 
first time claimed that exchange restrictions "[had] been approved by 
the I nternational Fund and [had] been advertised in the Fund's [198J] 
Annual Report." We attach relevant pages of Bank Markazi's memorial 
for your information. Because filings with the Tribunal are not 
public, we request that you use these Iranian documents only for 
confidential in-house purposes. 

Because we only had four working days to prepare a response, and 
given that we were in London preparing witnesses, our only alternative 
was _to have one of our Washington attorneys telephone the Exchange 
Control Division at the Fund to confirm our understanding that Bank 
Markazi's arguments were erroneous. Messrs. Hans Flickenschild and 
Peter Quirk of that Division, who were extremely helpful, informed us 
that: (1) Iran had not sought or received Fund approval to impose 
exchange controls or currency ~estrictions under Article XIII of the 
Fund's Articles since 1974 (when, to cite the Fund's 1975 Annual 
Report, "exchange restrictions were abolished in principle by Iran"); 
(2) Iran. had not sought or received Fund approval to reimpose 
transitional controls or restrictions originally authorized under 
Article XIV; and (3) publication of information regarding a country's 
exchange controls or currency restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report 
does not constitute or indicate approval of such controls or 
restrictions by the Fund. We submitted this information to the 

- - - - - - - ----------------- --
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Tribunal in the form of an affidavit by Mary Duffy Becker, the 
Washington attorney who contacted Messrs. Flickenschild and Quirk. 
A copy of that affidavit is attached to this letter. 

Now that we have returned to Washington, we would like to con
firm this information through formal channels. Mr. Quirk recommended 
that we ask your office for a written response to the following 
questions: First, since 1974, has Iran sought or received approval 
from the International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article VIII of 
the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) to impose exchange controls 
or currency restrictions on the making of payments for current inter
national transactions, or to engage in or permit any of its fiscal 
agencies to engage in any discriminatory currency agreements or 
multiple currency practices; or 2) to reimpose transitional arrange
ments of which Iran availed itself under Article XIV? Second, does 
publication of information regarding a country's exchange controls or 
currency restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report constitute or 
indicate Fund approval of such controls or restrictions? 

We thank you in advance for _your cooperation. Please call it you 
have any questions (828-1({.)6). 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Joseph P. Griffin 

Enclosures 
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Dear Mr. Griffin: 

This letter is in response to the questions that you have raised 

in your letter of March 24, 1983. 

1. As a preliminary observation to your questions, I should 

point out that a member needs to seek the approval of the Fund only 

for those exchange measures that fall within the definition of 

Article VIII, Sections 2(a) and 3 of the Fund's Articles of Agreement, 

and the maintenance of which is not otherwise authorized by the 

Articles. Thus, approval is not required for exchange measures 

maintained in accordance with the provisions of Article XIV, Section 2, 

or for exchange controls that are necessary to regulate international 

capital movements, as long as these controls do not restrict payments 

for current transactions or unduly delay transfers of funds to settle 

commitments, as provided by Article VI, Section 3. Whether a par

ticular measure is an exchange measure, and whether it is an exchange 

measure that would be subject to approval under Article VIII, can 

only be answered after an examination of the measure in question. 

2. Iran has not sought or received approval from the Fund 

since 1974 for the imposition of any exchange measures that are subject 

to Fund approval. As noted above, whether or not any particular 

measure is or is not subject to approval under Article VIII can only 

be answered with respect to the measure in question. 

3. Under Article XIV, a member may maintain and adapt to 
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changing circumstances those exchange restrictions, including multiple 

currency practices and discriminatory currency arrangements, that the 

member had when it joined the Fund. The Fund has determined by 

Executive Board decisions taken in January, 1949 (see The International 

Monetary Fund 1945-1965, Volume I: Chronicle, pages 248-250) that 

this power of a member relates to actual restrictions. Legislation 

or regulations of a stand-by character under which restrictions are 

not enforced are not regarded as restrictions for this purpose. In 

accordance with the decisions referred to above, the enforcement of 

such legislation or regulations would constitute the introduction of 

new restrictions. Thus; once a member has eliminated or ceased to 

apply a measure, the measure cannot be reintroduced or reapplied under 

Article XIV. Any such reintroduction or reapplication of the measure 

is subject to approval by the Fund in accordance with Article VIII. 

4. Publication of information regarding a member's exchange 

controls or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report does not 

constitute or indicate Fund approval of such controls or restrictions. 

The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions, 

which was entitled Annual Report on Exchange Restrictions until 1978, 

contains information on the trade and payments aspects of a member's 

restrictive system, as well as the member's exchange arrangements. 

This information is published without reference to whether or not any 

.particular measure, if subject to Article VIII, has or has not been 

approved. 
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5. In this connection, I · should express our displeasure that an 

earlier informal inquiry by a lawyer with your firm along the same 

lines as the present request was used without our knowledge as the 

basis for an affidavit, submitted by your firm in legal proceedings, 

that attributed certain statements to a member of the Fund's staff. 

While the statements were accurate, this is an unusual procedure. 'The 

normal course is for a formal request, such as you are now making, to 

be made of the Fund if the intention is that the response is to be 

used in a formal legal proceeding. 

Mr. Joseph P. Griffin 
Wald, Harkrader & Ross 
1300 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Sincerely yours, 

George P. Nicoletopoulos 
Director 

Legal Departrent 
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Mr. N LYter 'o-l. '-::::c· :, ?4 ~ 
George P. Nicoletopoulos ~f';v'L-

TO 

FROM 

DATE: May 17, 1983 

SUBJECT : Telex to Iran 

Attached is the telex to the Governor of the Bank Markazi 
\., \,.,, Iran incorporating the change made by the Managing Director in · 

r \ V u-· the draft that he has already approved. May I take it that he . , 
\fb ~ -rP --\~-~·-1 has also agreed to the circulation to the Executive- Board of ', 

0 
__ ..,,t. '> . \ "'~" the draft me100randum that we sent to him on the proposed rep10. 

f.,,.... i ,.., ... r to the law firm (subject, of course, to the changes that he a 
,"·\ . ! c- , .J made in the draft text)? 

f \ ~ 

~"~ 
.J ,,.,.r,r 

\t 0- ,1..- • 

\ 0~ 

cc: The Deputy Managing Director 
Mr. Finch 
Mr. Shaalan 

I 
I,... -



William 8. Dale 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

. ~ ·(c"«j ?' ( 

Office Memorandum !"-½ ~rv/ 
~ j '), ~ / · t . ./ 

The Acting Managing 

James G. Evans, Jr. 

Islamic Republic of 
for Information on Exe 

.. \,, " v~ ,.. J.,, 
1 I ~ " • "'1 f'~ i✓ ( 

LI" ..... . / tlV''\ ,,r . . / . . r" / . 
I) V tr • • / _., v 

rr l . -·• ,.,,; J ' 

May 12, 1983 v" .. J __ •I • ✓ 
r,)'"" i-' .> ; :"..,- , \..-4 

" • ,,J . / ' _;, 

,✓ J - • ;/' \'"' 
II ,;· V I"',,, ' 

v"" , ,. .,rt""' 

~ -- ) ·v•' r / 
\,; , :\ ./ '' (7 ✓ / 
vfy / , - y 

Attached are documents on two matters relating to the subject. } /t~I" 
The first is· a draft telex to the Governor of the Bank Markazi, Iran, ~ . , 
responding to his telex of May 10, 1983. While in the May 10 telex, the ..... .. · l. , 
Governor initially concedes that information regarding a member's exchange..~ -~• \~, 
arrangements and their status under the Articles is not confidential, , ~,/ ;-v/\ 
he asserts t'iis applies only if the information has not been "published". \ I 
The basis for this assertion is "the confidentiality requirements of 
resolution dated September 25, 1946 as amended on June 22, 1979", and 
that the staff member concerned had to check the relevant records of the 
Fund to ascertain whether Iran had sought or been given approval "to 
impose or reimpose exchange controls or currency restrictions since 
1978." 

The "resolution of September 25, 1946 as amended on June 22, 
is assumed to be a reference to Rule N-6, which reads: 

Persons on the staff of the Fund, and persons 
formerly on the staff of the Fund, shall not, at any 
time, without the express authorization of the 
Managing Director: (i) reveal any unpublished 
information known to them by reason of their 
service with the Fund to a person not authorized 
by the Fund to receive the information; or (ii) use, 
or allow the use of, unpublished information kno)m 
to them by reason of their service with the Fund 
for private advantage, directly or indirectly, or 
for any interest contrary to that of the Fund as 
determined by the Managing Director. 

The proper response to the assertion that Rule N-6 applies is 
that by Executive Board Decision No. 446-4, adopted June 10, 1949, the 
Fund has authorized the information in question to be made available to 
those who ask for assistance and advice as to whether exchange 
control regulations are being maintained or imposed consistently with 
the Fund Agreement. And this is the response proposed in the draft 
telex. 

Also of pressing importance is the second item, a draft paper 
for the Executive Board transmitting the request by the law firm of 
Wald, Harkrader & Ross for written answers to the questions that were 
the subject of the earlier affidavit filed by that firm with the Iran-U.S. 
Claims Tribunal. The litigation and letter were the subjects of a more 
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recent letter dated May 11, 1983 from Ms. Lucy F. Reed, which, with an 
attachment, was sent to you and distributed to interested departments 
yesterday. The paper and the draft proposed response are, I hope, self
explanatory. 

Attachments 

cc: The Managing . Director (on return) 
Mr. Ray 
Mr. Mook.erjee 
Mr. Quirk 
Mr. Carter ✓ 

I 
·• 
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GOVERNOR M. NOURBAKHSH 

BANK MARKAZI 

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN 

IN RESPONSE TO YOUR TELEX OF MAY 10, 1983, I AM GLAD 

THAT WE CAN NOW AGREE THAT INFORMATION CONCERNING A 

MEMBER'S EXCHANGE SYSTEM IS NOT AND CANNOT BE CONSIDERED 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION UNDER THE ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT. 

INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEMBER'S EXCHANGE SYSTEM AND 

WHETHER THAT SYSTEM IS BEING MAINTAINED CONSISTENTLY WITH 

THE ARTICLES HAS BEEN PROVIDED FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS TO 

ALL WHO ASK, IN ACCORDANCE WITH EXECUTIVE BOARD DECISION 

NO. 446-4 OF JUNE 10, 1949, WHICH GIVES THE REQUISITE 

APPROVAL AND PRIOR AUTHORIZATION FOR THE TRANSMITTAL OF 

THE FACTS OF EVERY MEMBER'S EXCHANGE SYSTEM, INCLUDING 

WHETHER OR NOT ASPECTS OF A MEMBER'S EXCHANGE SYSTEM 

REQUIRE APPROVAL UNDER ARTICLE VIII AND WHETHER THIS 

APPROVAL HAS BEEN GIVEN. 

AFTER YOUR MARCH 17 TELEX CONCERNING THE AFFIDAVIT 

FILED WITH THE U.S.-IRAN TRIBUNAL BY A WASHINGTON LAW 

FIRM, WE INQUIRED INTO THE MATTER BY TELEPHONE AND IN 

I 



THE CONVERSATION THE LAW FIRM WAS INFORMED THAT THE 

PROCEDURE IT HAD FOLLOWED WAS NOT THE NORMAL ONE EXPECTED 

TO BE USED TO ELICIT INFORMATION FOR SUBMISSION IN 
• 

LITIGATION AND THE USE OF THIS PROCEDURE WITHOUT OUR 

KNOWLEDGE HAD CAUSED THE FUND EMBARRASSMENT. THERE IS 

AS YET NO WRITTEN COMMUNICATION FROM THE FUND TO THE 

LAW FIRM WHICH SUBMITTED THE AFFIDAVIT, AS THE WRITTEN 

RESPONSE TO THEIR REQUEST FOR ANSWERS TO SPECIFIC 
w,l\ ~ 

QUESTIONS I--S---N-OW-B--EI-NG SUBMITTED TO THE EXECUTIVE BOARD. 

REGARDS. 

DE LAROSIERE 

INTERFUND 

I 
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CABLE 538139 
IRAN ROOM 
214255 ?ZBK IRGOOD DAY SIR 
THIS IS BANK MARKAZI IRAN CALLIN 

ORIG: ETR 
WE SENT YOU A MESSAGE FEW MINUTES AGO NOW WE REPEAT IT 
AGAIN 
WE SENO YOU A CORRECT TELES 
PLS AVOID DUPLICATION 
+++++++++++++++++++++++ 

CC: MD 

mm 
!·lR. SALEH--KHOU 

LEG 

mm 

TO: M.E.J. DELAROSIERE 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
WASHINGTON D.C. 

HR. FLICKEHSCllILD 

MR. N. CARTER 

I AM IN RECEIPT OF YOUR TELEX DATED MAY 6,1983 IN 
REPLY TO OURS OF MARCH 17 AND MAY 3,1983 AND I WISH TO THANK YOU 
FOR THE PERSONAL ATTENTION YOU HAVE PAID TO THE POINTS RAISED 
IN OUR TELEXES. 
I CONSIDER IT NECESSARY, HOWEVER, TO BRING SOME FURTHER 
POINTS TO YOUR ATTENTION IN ORDER TO CLARIFY THE ISSUDS 
DISCUSSED ,IN PARTICULAR, IN OUR TELEX OF MAY 3,1983 AND ASK 
FOR YOUR FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF THE MATTER. 
1- WE CONCUR WITH YOUR POINT THAT INFORMATION REGARDING 
A MEMBER'S EXCHANGE ARRANGEMENTS AND THEIR STATUS UNDER 
THE FUND'S ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT ARE NOT CONFIDENTIAL. BUT IN 
OUR OPINION THIS APPLIES TO SUCH INFORMATION IN SO FAR 
AS THEY HAVE BEEN PUBLISHe:n;--TREUNPUBLISHED INFORMATION FALING 
utm~FiDENTIALITYt<EtlUIREMENTS OF RESOLUTION DATED 
sEPTEMBER 2s;·i94b--~-As AMEi\lo~. ciN -~~•N.~--~ . 19. 
MOREOVER,---wE WOULD LIKE TO POINT OUT TffAT7'R THIS PARTICULAR 
CASE THE OFFICER CONCERNED IS SAID, IN THE OFFWDOVIT OF 
MARY DUFFY BECKER, TO HAVE CHECKED'' THE RELEVANT RECORDS OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND AND FOUND THAT IRAN HAS 
NEITHER SOUGHT NOR RECEIVED APPROVAL FROM THE INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY FUND TO IMPOSE OR REIMPOSA EXCHANGES CONTROLS OR 
CURRENCY RESTRICTIONS SINCE JANUARY 1978''. 
AS EMPHESISED IN OUR TELEX OF MAY 3,1983, THIS IS EXACTLY THE 
ACT WHICH WE CONSIDER A BREACH OF THE PRINCIPLES OF CONFIDENTIA
LITY UNDER THE ABOVE REFERED RESO~UTION OF SEPTEMBER 25,1946 
AS AMENDED ON JUNE 22,1979. 
IN OUR OPINION THE FUND'S RECORDS ON THE COMMUNICATIONS OF THE 
MEMBERS WITH THE FUND, INCLUDING INFORMATION CUNCERNING WHETHER 
OR NOT IRAN HAS SOUGHT OR OBTIANED THE APPROVAL OF THE 
FUND FOR IMPOSINS ANY CURRENCY CONTROLS, MAY NOT BE RELEASED 
TO THIRD PARTIES, EVEN ON AN INFORMAL BASIS, WITHOUT THE 
PR I OR AUTHOR I Z AT I ON .. OF .. THE FUND. 
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IMF OFFICIAL CABLE 
ACCORDINGLY, WE ASK AGAIN WHETHER OR NOT THE RELEASE OF SAID 
INFORMATION WAS BASED UPON YOUR EXPRESS AUTHORIZATION. 
2- IN CASE THE INFORMATION WAS GIVEN TO THE RELEVANT -LAW FIRM 
WITHOUT YOUR EXPRESS AUTHORIZATION AND, AS YOU HAVE STATED 
IN YOUR TELEX, WITHOUT THE KNOWLEDGE OR ANY INDICATION THAT IT 
WOULD BE INCORPORATED IN AN 0FFIDAVIT TO BEE USED IN A 
LIGAL PROCEEDING, WE CONSIDER IT APPROPRIATE THAT YOU 
SH0ULF REFLECT THIS FACTS TO THE IRAN-UNITED STATES-CLAINS 
TRiaONAL_ ASKlNG . T.HE.._iB_I~UNA~. TO I"o~o8E-_MQRY~.~tiUF'~.--£!8~~ER'S 
Aff l_ij.ruLl-l-AS.-A--- DOCUMENT WHICH MAY BE USED BY THE 
TRIBUNAL IN ADOPTING A DECISION~ ----·· .. --·--·- -- . ·•---"' 
3- WE WOULD ALSO ··-· APPROCIATE IT IF YOU COULD ARRANGE FOR 
SENDING US A COPY OF YOUR COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE RELEVANT 
LAW FIRM COMPLAINING ABOUT THEIR IRREGULAR PROCEDURE FOR THE 
USE OF THE SAID INFOR~~TI0N GIVEN TO THEIR LAYEEEE LAWYER. 
4- WE ALSO APPRECIATE VERY MUCH YOUR STATEMENT THAT PROPER 
PROCEDURE WOULD BE FOLLOWED IN RESPONDING TO THE ENQUIRES 
FOR INFORMATION REGARDING THE C0NSISTANCY OF PARTICULAR EXCHANGE 
CONTROL REGULATIONS MAINTAINED BY MY COUNTRY. 
WE HOPE THAT YOUR RESPONSE WILL BE SUCH REFLECTION OF THE 
FACTS THAT I I W0_U_h!!..! __ H0PEF OLL't'-;M I J" I GBI.E~_.Il:tE. DAMAGE. CAUSED BY 
INDISCRETENESS OF ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE FUND'S STAFF. ____ . _ __ __ ---- ----- --- - ~- ·--·-- - --. 
BEST REGARDS M.N0URBAKHSH, GOVERNOR, BANK MARKAZI IRAN. 
214255 MZBK IR 
440040 FUND UI 

REPLY VIA ITT 

? 
TIME: os:02 05/10/83 ??? 
CONNECT TIME: 804 SECONDS 



INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 

Islamic Republic of Iran: Inquiry under Article VIII, Section 2(b) 

Prepared by the Legal Department 

(In consultation with the Exchange and Trade Relations 
and Middle Eastern Departments) 

Approved by George P. Nicoletopoulos 

May , 1983 

A law firm has made certain inquiries with respect to the exchange 

system maintained by Iran; in particular, a written response has been 

requested to the following questions: 

"First, since 1974, has Iran sought or received approval from 

the International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article VIII of 

the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) to impose e~change 

controls or currency restrictions on the making of payments 

for current international transactions, or to engage in or 

permit any of its fiscal agencies to engage in any 

discriminatory currency agreements or multiple currency 

practices; or 2) to reimpose transitional arrangements 

of which Iran availed itself under Article XIV? Second, 

does publication of information regarding a country's 

exchange controls or currency restrictions in the Fund's 

Annual Report constitute or indicate Fund approval of such 

controls or restrictions?" 

The entire letter is set out as Attachment A. The "relevant pages of 

the Bank Markazi's memorial" and the affidavit by Mary Duffy Becker 

referred to in the second and third paragraphs of this letter have 

/ 
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not been reproduced, but are available for perusal in the office of 

· the Secretary. 

To comply with this request., it is proposed that the draft 

response from the Director of the Legal Department, which is set forth 

as Attachment B, be sent to the requesting law firm. The proposed 

responses are set forth in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of the proposed letter, 

as follows: 

''2. Iran has not sought . or received approval from the Fund 

since 1974 for the imposition of any exchange measures that 

are subject to Fund approval. As noted above, whether or not 

any particular measure is or is not subject to approval under 

Article VIII can only be answered with respect to the measure 

in question. 

3. Under Article XIV, a member may maintain and adapt to 

changing circumstances those exchange restrictions, including 

multiple currency practices and discriminatory currency arrange-

ments, that the member had when it joined the Fund. Once a 

member has eliminated or ceased to apply a measure, the measure 

~be reintroduced or reapplied under Article XIV. Any such 

~duction or reapplication of the measure is subject to 

approval by the Fund in accordance with Article VIII. 

4. Publication of information regarding a member's exchange 

controls or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report 

does not constitute or indicate Fund approval of such controls 

or restrictions. The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements 

and Exchange Restrictions, which was entitled Annual Report 

I 
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on Exchange Restrictions until 1978, contains information on 

the trade and payments aspects of a member's restrictive system, 

as well as the member's exchange arrange~ents. This 

information is published without reference to whether 

or not any particular measure, if subject to Article VIII, 

has or has not been approved." 

It is recommended that the Fund respond in accordance with 

Attachment B, and the following draft decision is proposed for 

adoption by the Executive Board: 

"The Director of the Legal Department is authorized to 

transmit the letter which is set forth as Attachment B 

to EBD/83/ /." 

I 
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WALD, HARKRADER & ROSS 
1300 Nineteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036-1697 

George P. Nicoletopoulos, Esq. 
Director of the Legal Department 
International Monetary Fund 
700 19th Street, N.W, Room 8-320 
Washington, D.C. 20431 

Dear Mr. Nicoletopoulos: 

March 24, 1983 

ATTACHMENT A 

This law firm represents a United States corporation with a claim 

against the Islamic Republic of Iran pending before the Iran-U.S. Claims 

Tribunal in The Hague. In our Hearing Memorial filed on December 1, 1982, 

we alleged, in a general manner, that certain Iranian exchange controls 

and currency restrictions are violative of International Monetary Fund 

regulations. 

In a late filing, served on us less than a week before our 

February 28, 1983, hearing before the Tribunal, Bank Markazi for the 

first time claimed that exchange restrictions "[had] been approved by 

the International Fund and [had] been advertised in the Fund's [1980] 

Annual Report." We attach relevant pages of Bank Markazi's memorial for 

your information. Because filings with the Tribunal are not public, 

we request that you use these Iranian documents only for confidential 

in-house purposes. 

Because we only had four working days to prepare a response, and 

given that we were in London preparing witnesses, our only alternative 

/ 
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was to have one of our Washington attorneys telephone the Exchange 

Control Division at the Fund to confirm our understanding that Bank 

Markazi's arguments were erroneous. Messrs. Hans Flickenschild and 

Peter Quirk of that Division, who were extremely helpful, informed us 

that: (1) Iran had not sought or received Fund approval to impose 

exchange controls or currency restrictions under Article XIII of the 

Fund's Articles since 1974 (when, to cite the Fund's 1975 Annual 

Report, "exchange restrictions were abolished in principle by Iran"); 

(2) Iran had not sought or received Fund approval to reimpose 

transitional controls or restrictions originally authorized under 

Article XIV; and (3) publication of information regarding a country's 

exchange controls or currency restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report 

does not constitute or indicate approval of such controls or 

restrictions by the Fund. We submitted this information to the 

Tribunal in the form of an affidavit by Mary Duffy Becker, the 

Washington attorney who contacted Messrs. Flickenschild and Quirk. A 

copy of that affidavit is attached to this letter. 

Now that we have returned to Washington, we would like to con

firm this information through formal channels. Mr. Quirk recommended 

that we ask your office for a written response to the following 

questions: First, since 1974, has Iran sought or received approval 

from the International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article VIII of 

the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) to impose exchange controls 

or currency restrictions on the making of payments for current international 

transactions, or to engage in or permit any of its fiscal -agencies to 

I 
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engage in any discriminatory currency agreements or multiple currency 

practices; or 2) to reimpose transitional arrangements of which Iran 

availed itself under Article XIV? Second, does publication of 

information regarding a country's exchange controls or currency 

restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report constitute or indicate Fund 

approval of such controls or restrictions? 

We thank you in advance for your cooperation. Please call if you 

have any questions (828-1606). 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Joseph P. Griffin 

Enclosures 

/ 
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Dear Mr. Griffin: 

This letter is in response to the questions that you have raised 

in your letter of March 24, 1983. 

1. As a preliminary observation to your questions, I should 

point out that a member needs to seek the approval of the Fund only 

for those exchange measures that fall within the definition of 

Article VIII, Sections 2(a) and 3 of the Fund's Articles of Agreement, 

and the maintenance of which is not otherwise authorized by the 

Articles. Thus, approval is not required for exchange measures 

maintained in accordance with the provisions of Article XIV, Section 2, 

or for exchange controls that are necessary to regulate international 

capital movements, as long as these controls do not restrict payments 

for current transactions or unduly delay transfers of funds to settle 

commitments, as provided by Article VI, Section 3. Whether a par

ticular measure is an exchange measure, and whether it is an exchange 

measure that would be subject to approval under Article VIII, can 

only be answered after an examination of the measure in question. 

2. Iran has not sought or received approval from the Fund 

since 1974 for the imposition of any exchange measures that are subject 

to Fund approval. As noted above, whether or not any particular measure 

is or is not subject to approval under Article VIII can only be 

answered with respect to the measure in question. 

3. Under Article XIV, a member may maintain and adapt to 

I 
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changing circumstances those exchange restrictions, including multiple 

currency practices and discriminatory currency arrangements, that the 

member had when it joined the Fund. Once a member has eliminated or 

ceased to apply a measure, the measure cannot be reintroduced or 

reapplied under Article XIV. Any such reintroduction or reapplication 

of the measure is subject to approval by the Fund in accordance with 

Article VIII. 

4. Publication of information regarding a member's exchange 

controls or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report does not 

constitute or indicate Fund approval of such controls or restrictions. 

The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions, 

which was entitled Annual Report on Exchange Restrictions until 1978, 

contains information on the trade and payments aspects of a member's 

restrictive system, as well as the member's exchange arrangements. 

This information is _published without reference to whether or not any 

particular measure, if subject to Article VIII, has or has not been 

approved. 

S. In this connection, I should express our displeasure that an 

earlier informal inquiry by a lawyer with your firm along the same 

lines as the present request was use~ without our knowledge as the 

basis for an affidavit, submitted by your firm in legal proceedings, 

that attributed certain statements to a member of the Fund's staff. 

I 
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While the statements were accurate, this is an unusual procedure. The 

normal course is for a formal request, such as you are now making, to 

be made of the Fund if the intention is that the response is to be 

used in a formal legal proceeding. 

Mr. Joseph P. Griffin 
Wald, Harkrader & Ross 
1300 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Sincerely yours, 

George P. Nicoletopoulos 
Director 

Legal Department 

I 
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TO 

1(2/\-N 

-----Office Memo randum 

DATE : May 11, 1983 

FROM 

The Acting Man/'.gi 

James G. Evans, J. 

SUBJECT : Iran / 
i 

I assume Ms. Reed will be quite anxious to receive 

a response to the request made by Mr. Griffin, of the Wald, 

Harkrader & Ross law firm, sent to us on March 24. 

Attachment 

cc: Mr. Palmer 
Mr. Ray 
Mr. Quirk / 
Mr. N. Carter 



LUCY F. REED 

D I RECT OIAL 

( 202) 828-1577 

BY HAND 

Mr. James Evans 

LAW OFFICES 

WALD, HARKRADER & ROSS 
1300 NINETEENTH STREET, N. W. 

WASHINGTON, D . C. 20036-1697 

( 202) 828-1200 

May 11, 1983 

Legal Department 
International Monetary Fund 
700 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20431 

Dear Mr. Evans, 

1600 ONE DALLAS CENTRE 

DALLAS,TEXAS 75201 

T ELEPHONE ( 214 ) 741-924 1 

2 4 UPPER BROOK STREET 

LONDON, WIY IPD, ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE 629- 1076 

Enclosed please find a copy of an Affidavit which we 
received today from the Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal, in which 
Al Manavi Rad (Director in Charge of the International 
Department of Bank Markazi) disputes our interpretation of 
the IMF Articles and challenges the validity of the Mary Duffy 
Becker Affidavit filed by us with the Tribunal. 

While we have had to file our Posthearing Memorial today 
without the benefit of your response to our letter of March 
24 requesting confirmation of the information in the Becker 
Affidavit (which Messrs. Flickenschild and Quirk assured Ms. 
Becker was not confidential), this new -- and apparently 
baseless -- Affidavit from Bank Markazi increases the impor
tance of a prompt response to our March 24 letter. 

We hope to be able to discuss this matter with you this 
afternoon. 

Sincerely yours, 

Lucy F. Reed 

LFR:rm 

Enclosure 
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No. . .. 61.j_£_ ________ _ 
Date . .. 9 ...... ,-,. .. 5(-;} .... 

I 

EMBASSY OF THE /SLAMIC REPUBLIC OF /RAN Encl . .. ................................ . 

Agent Bureau 
The Hague 

IN THE NAME OF GOD,MOST COMPASSIONATE,MOST MERCIFUL 

Honourable Judge N. Mangard 
Chairman 
Chamber Three 
Iran-United States Claims 
Parkweg 13 
The Hague. 

Re: Case No. 38 

Sir, 

Attached please find affidavit I .... c ls 1 4.o Cw-> I . ··· ..:...... .._, i..s-\,-1 '-t- ~. 
of Mr. Ali Manavi-Rad a member of 
the Exchange Control Commission in .J ->j.J 1 ~.J \..h:, u~~-> ~<.S~ 
Iran concerning relationship of Bank <.S } .J" ~ ~ ..1-:i ~.J ~~.J-> 0 ~ I 
Markazi (Central Bank of Iran) and ~~ 1 J ILII- _. L 
International Monetary Fund, which <.S -> -> .JJ -> ~~ U:H '-'" ..>.:,...Q • 

rebuts allegations brought up by ~ ~ r A 4.... )lS' • .j,jm u ~ I~ 
Claimant in the above-mentioned case. e _ 

• -> ->~ 

Also attached hereto is a copy ~ ~~~ ~ A.:-JJ b-,._ • .,. 
of the said Bank's telex No. 37220846 

4 
... L .. . , . I • oS • 

dated 17. 3. 83 to the President of .l,... -> ·· '-'-' ..>.:,...Ql.,,,)"4:!-'.J u ~.J..., ~ 
IMF • • ..> ~ ~ ~ I 

Your kind attention is drawn to~~.J~.,~~A.:-~rli.ul~ 
the text and purport of the referred u; b ... •->.;-tr l:, "5 ~ ..::.....~ 
exhibits. • ..>)~ 

i • 

Yours sincerely, 

_.,,., 
Mohammad. K. Eshragh· 
Deputy Agent of the , 
Islamic Republic of Iran 
to the Iran-United States 
Claims Tribunal. 

.. , ... , <~ 
~'.;- f-':!.J"' 

<.S.) ~ ~., ~ ~ ~ ~ r ti. r:, \i 
<.S., w -><..S .JJ \ ->• t ..> I -> .J ..> u ~ I~ )L. I 

-•~~~~,., u~' 
IRAN UNITED STATES 
CLAI MS TRI BUNAL 

.s,1. .. ..,..,, ... , .. , .. 
e.-.. ... ~1,1-.:,!,.,I 

FILED -

No. 33 

irH / L l ~ 

5 MAY 1983 
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r'ran-United States Claims Tribunal 

The llague, The Netherlands 

Scherin2 Corporation, 

Claimant, Claim No. 38 

V. Chamt-,-r No. 

The r~tamic Republic of Cran 

Respondent, 

Affidavit of Ali Nanavi-Rad 

rA 

f 

•~ ..,;,.~ L., 1, .;,i Ir I .SJJ I.J u 1,.,,.J 

....J.._ ~~ 

~ 

u Ir I ~)I.. I ..SJ,.._ 

I.A,,,, 1,.-

T, ,\li Manavi-Rad of No . 80 , Farr:tkhi Ya:::di, ut.,,L.,.. A• •JW,rL;..;...,,.alJ ,s,-..- .rl.c•.._,. 
Passd:tran Ave. Tehran [ran make oath and say .Jt.,,.;..S',-,ul_,.,l,ul~- u 1Jl.a..l,, ul.,,1.-,.s.J.,.,. ~JJ 

1- The facts and matter~ to which r depose.a...a.,.t-,S~-.. L;.~,_.;.,. IJ.a &.S ..,.,.:-1.,..,.;.. LA._, 
in this Affidavit are true and are within my own ,s~1.,...T...;)I... ..S,s.aJ!,..J.a j, •-..la-I, ~ 1.a--=

knowl<'dge unless r state otherwise . l"JI.J ..,al.ST,...,_,.;, l+,;,T...,_ ....,L-

Z- I am a banker and hnve heen 

employed hy Bank Markazi Iran (the Central Bank 

of Iran} since 19f>6 . In .'farch 1979, r became 

Director G~neral i n charge of fnternational 

and Exchange Control matters . tn about May 19Rl 

my title changed to that of Director in charge 

of the International Department. From ~larch 

1979 ( have hcen and remain a member of the 

E~chan~e Control Commission ln (ran, the ruling 

body in matters of exchange Control . 

J .J ~ ~ \ , H J l. j I J _,I.SJ I~ l.. .._,. u .># _ r 

,,v,..,.J1...1..J.a . 19 1 • .,,_. ...,1_;...1 J.,S.,..~l.. 19 1~1 

. 19 ~._.,..._ JJ 1.,...J u._., ~ I ..,.-J,. I.,,;_,_~-

1J I.a I~ l.,J""J..,..-...;, .._,._ 1,A1 &.. •l.. _,,~Joa 

~~~ I ,v, 'IJ'"J I..• l..j I . 19~ ..... ,..._ ~ I ..,.

J.a .sr--S~ t.11! _,. ..Su I_,., IJ.a jJ 1..,;,.J U... ...,,,_...s 
._,-jL., .J,...~ '-""IJ.a J •.a,.....:.t.-. jJl Jr--S J,:.L-

•~L.-

3- Bank Markazi (ran is, in accordance with ul,--1 ..:.,.,.,1,-i ._;.,J. ,,;,,1.,.,1 ..s.;.S'.,..~l..-r 

the law~ of r r:in, the authori ri ty enchar~ed with J..,...S ~ J.,....,....,;,. I J_,..i.. ~J L-:..,;. 1 u ~ I ..,- ,. 
the power to regulate the e~chan~e control . .a,1.a u1.,...,1J.a 1J jJI 
re2ulations of Iran . 

/ -1- For over 10 ye:irs ( h11Ve acted :u Bank ..!.;. L., J.,. IJ u 1,-- ...,.. J l. , • JI.;.,_ .,:, ..... _., 

M:trkazi Tran correspondent with t.he J- J,~, J,-,, ~I...,_ ..;,...:..i... ul,r,1 ,sj,,S,_. 

(nternational Monetary Fund (the Fund) and been in..;,-. ___ l.. ._.1.,...1 .sj,,S.,..~l.. J...1,J J,.:.- •J;S 
ch:tr~e of the relations between said Rank and 

the f- 11nd . 

Cl 

( ' 

r·• ... , 
t 

-~ 
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s- ( have read a copy of the AffiJavit of 

• ~ary Duffy B~cker sworn in these procedlngs and 

I make this Affidavit primarily to answer Mary 

Duffy Becker's statements with re2ards to 

Iranian Exchang Control regulations in re~ation 

to the relationships with the International 

Monetary Fund. 

,.a ,S..- ~ I.a ..SJ I.. w L...!,- j I .,s 1..,.._ .._,. -~ 

.J,.._J;,,.;.. J r 1•.a~ ....JU.. I.J ;,..-:,.. ,.sljA.a L., J.L,...:.J! 

~ 1,..._. ~,,S.... L, w L...!,-.;.,; I r--J-;. j I..,. ~ I 

l-.,. .I. L..., IJ.a .,S... ~ I.a ..J.J l.. w L...J',- J.a .,,,s;.. 
JJ..a....-.. I.,, J..,IJ.JU-,_.;. J.a ul_,.1 jJI J.,....S..,;,,IJ~ 

.~t....,.. J,-t ~I~ 

p 

0 

k 

F 

6- Tn accorance with the Articles of 

Agreement of the Fund to which Jran is also 

a signatory, the member countries of the Fund 

have been granted the option (Articles Vilt and 

XIV) either to bind themselves to the 

imposition of no exchange controls or currency 

restrictions in accordance with Article VTTl or 

to avail themselves of the transitional 

arrangements of Section 2 of Articls XIV to 

maintion and adopt to changing circumstances the 

restrictions on payments and transfers for 

current international transactions . 

j--,,lw IJ 1.,.1 ..s 1....1...,,u ..;,...- &.IL-'-' .;..J. -~ 

•~ •.a l,aJ I...,..;.. I J,..w. ~ ..s lAJ~ ._. , .;... I •.a..-J 

1.J.a_,., wL-L.I >. •.al. .;.J,l...S (If J >. .al_;.) ~I 

~I..,;, 1$jJI 1,$l+,.;....a,~ L., J,,..S J1...&1,..M.._.~ 
•.a L.... T ~ ,,_;.,. ..;...;,. ..;., l-;..,.- j l•.a U;... IL. t..., 

,~1.a..,.,..aJ,. J.a ·~ ~J1,$l+-;-.a,--.. 4.eL..l.1 '' 

,~ IJ~l.:.,,,,-,1$Jl.P..,;,,~1.-..;.,,,.l.,..;.,)ll.i.:.,;.I 

.____,,,_,.. .J..,1.r..;.,)I,.._;. \.i ~ I &. ~,:- L, IJ ~T 

.,...SJ.,.,~ 

7- Jn accordance with Section I C\f Articale ...s._.,. ..;, ... w L... I... I 1, •.al.. 1 ..,. .;.,J. _y 

XTV of the ,\rticles of .\greement of the L,_, >. •.al...a.,,-.J.a .a,...~~l..;..l.....J.S.. •!..w;I jl 

International ~lnnetary Fund ench memh<>r is jl,,S..- ul,...._ ..:J1.,..1 J ~t-.,.. .;,....:- t)IJ.1..,, 1., 1f 

required to notify the Fund of its choice of ,,.....,.....;,...,;,,L....;..,.;.J le.al.a.;...1 _;,~v-,. I.$!.. I 

Article VIII or Article XIV and Iran has as a ,.~ I J,..w....,,1.,--.:.1,.., ;t.....-1 lj \f •.al. T ~ 

found in![ member of the Fund cho5en. by • ..;... I •.a,._ 

notificntion to the Fund, to avail itself of the 

trnn~itional arrangements of Saction 2 of snid 

Article XIV. 

8- Subsequent to the above referred 

notific3tion [ran has never notified the Fund 

that it is prepared to accept the ohligations of 

Article VIJJ. This fact is also reflected in 

the 19R2 ~nnual Report of the Fund regardin~ 

Exchange Arran~ements and F.xchange Rc~trictions, 

in the Table of Summery Features anJ Exchange and 

Trade Systems in Member Countrie~. p~~c 498 . 

, _;,._..;~ t.,..:... .a,_..._ l;..;..;.1,-~ I~ t.....:--' 

•.a L.... T u..;... I e-, I.;. t~ I ._;,....:- "" :,S,,.. w I_,.. I 

J.,,__ I u-,1 I • ~ l- A •.al.. t,_;.,...;., I....,._;. J,_,.,,:._, 
J ~ . .r' N ,,.,. .,.a jJ ... I \>.T J l. V".J I:,$ 

,~L-.....;..,.;, -)1.;J,~J.a j,,,1,-,N•~j.,1 .,sl+,.:...,.a,--.. 

~ .. _,,- ..S l..aJ,_;.S J.a ..SJ I.,,.;, J ..SjJ I IS l+-=--
• ...;... I~ fU 

7 
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9- rn accordance with the Articles of 

A1ree111ent of the Fund the impo~ition of exchange 

controls and currency restrict ions for countries 

act1na under Article xrv does not require the 

approval or authori:atlon of the Fund such 

approval or authoritation being required only 

for countries which have bound themeslves to 

the provisions of Article VTI{. 

10- {ran has in compliance with the 

requirements of Article xrv, submitted annual 

rep~rts to the Fund specifying the current 

exchange control and currency restriction~ which 

have been in turn included in the annual reports 
of the Fund. 

11- The only authority that the Fund, in 

(T') 

1 t.__. J_,.;.....S' J~ I._;,...,. ._.L..l..1 .;..Ji,-, 

cl.:- If •.al. e,;._,. ..slA;.,.:.S ;.a ..s;,Jl ..sl+,;.....a,~ 

L-..~,... ~ J •.J,- ..,,~ j,;~ t...-,.... 
.J,- u .JJ l.a.,;;,,JJ.,.. ..,- IA;,.:.S.aJ,- J.J J....i o,Jj,;~ 

• ~ 1•~.,S ~ A •~ l. t_,..,...;.. I~ '-' IJ 

...;.~)j,S°,1f •.al..,;,.l;.r'W..:.....~ IJ ;.J "'1.,.1 _I• 

..Jj;I ..sL+,.;......a,_.. J lA J_,.;.....S'._,,_;. ;.J .J'6" ._,~l. 

.,;,. ~J l:,.S;.J.....;.1_,.. J •.J.,S ,-.J-;, JJ~ ._, I; ..S; 1-

. .,..I•~~ J,~ ._,~l. 

accordance with Section 3 of Article XIV, has .;;...I IJ'lfl.JiJl.a J,..,.. •.al. e,,..,. ..slAJ,_;.S...,..:..,__,,,,_;, 
over countries acting under !laid Article i!I that ri~ ~L...:.:-1 .JiJt,.J.a ..s.....J,..J.a ~,,.._. J,~u 
the Fund may, if it deems !luch action necessary ~J ..s I;-, J.., I.,.:. u .,. L..;. I"~ I ..s,,_ ""' ..w..a ~ 
in excertion:tl circum!ltances, m:ikc . ~ L..-. ,4' t- ;,.j-- ..s !.+-;....a,~ 

rcpre~cntations to a memher that conditions are 

favor:tble for the withdrowal of such 

restrictions . 

The Fund has not, up to thi!I date, made 

any representations to this effict to [ran. 

12- Furthennnr~, up to th~ date hereof 

no notification implying any failure by (ran in 

its compliance with any of the provision!I of the 

Articles of A~reement of the Fund has been made 

by the Fund to [ran. 

13- [n accordance wi th the resolution of 

the Fund adopted on September 2S,19~6 and 

amended on .June 22, 19:' 9 , persons on the staff of 

the Fund shall not at any time reveal to third 

parties the 1mpubl ished contents of the f i les 

of the memher countr i,•c; which have come to their 

knoled!le by rea~on of their ,;erv i ce with the 

Fund . 
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~ Accordingly, the release of the 

information forming the base of the Affidavit 
JI.... ..S ~"~I •L:..;1, J,.,.:,..-:.1_,. '--.,J..:. 

of said Mary Duffy Becker by Mr. Hans v,----- u 1-w.J lS j I ..,S.., > 1 • · S: ,_. • f' ~ t. 
M. Flickenschild, a member of the staff' of the ~,-u-,L, , J,..:,...;. I.£~ I~ f'"" j I )i,ww.,.-

..s ~T J...,_;. ~ l- ;S,.- ~ l,1 ..SJ L. &.e L,~,_ 

Fund, is, regardless of the incorr<'ctne55 •.a,....;. la~ I u-'~ _,.i,.J;. ~ L..,- ~,-J°' ~~ I ..;,.; 

of the information so released, a breach of the .,S..,,,. ~ I.a JJ L. .._ L, ~,- u~ J ~ I ..,,-,. , 

confidentiality requirements of said resolution jl.__1 ~ JJJ'-' ul,-,1 ..S .1,1..,.t- .,,SJ ... ul,,__ 

thus invalidating the Affidavit of said Mary -~i- •,11..a.;..I ,..-:. .at...;,1 .J,1 ul 

Duffy Becker as a document which may be used by 

the Tribunal in adopting a decision. 

i··-~ 
ntrector in ~ge of 

The International Department 

Bank Markazi Tran 

EMBASSY OF SWITZERLAND Q lr-HEr>r?-r, OF rHE UNITED 
~Ti\ I : · nr:- Ar.1[i,11,A 

'5rrn '"' a11f1,,.nt,r ,, ;"!l "' !!in ':'" •I of 
•he lr;in,3n M ini.<;lry ,:-/ Fr- r"• •:in A/hir, 

........... ~.:.::.0. ~1.-'.!.t.~.f.~.TICA TION 

·····•· ... ~<?~.~r~~~.~ . O"1L v·. ~>:iE . SEA.t._ 
ANO NOT THE CONTEN 

.·.~.~-~~·~-·~~~.~~·?..~~.~~.~!.i~~i"1~1: 
Nr 

Fees .... _~A_:J~~R!!..:.2_~ 
T~n. 1 l "•~ 1:1dJ 

The Ambassador of Swilicrf.:Jnd 
byo. 

~-~ 
R.Rollinr 

At t11ch,. 
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Seen 11t the Royd rret.herlands Elnh<tssy for l•~<tliz,.tion of the 
•il!n~tOJre of Mr. Ahmad P-~hirn-D.,neah, Officer of the t!inlotry of 
Foreign Affairs of the Islamic Republic of Ir1U1. 

Tehran, lJth April 190] 

J .c. ''IUl Vliet, 
Ch--- .. 
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I 
H~A-. UNI•TEO STAT-ES CL1AU1S TR!'8UHAL1 BT !IIAIRY DUFFY B~CKE~ Of T·HE 
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OBJECTtO~S TO THE ~acvE 0,5C~I~ED CO~DUCT OF YOUR ABOWE REFERRED 

OFFt-CIAL', WE QEQUIK: yo·u1EJ?L'ANTIC,. AS TO w~ETHER OR· NOT 
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----0 ff ice Memorandum 

TO: 

FROM: 

The Acting Managing 

James G. Evans, Jr. 

SUBJECT: · Islamic Republic of 
for Information on Exe 

May 12, 1983 

· Y 1 2 1983 

Attached are documents on two matters relating to the subject. 
The first is a draft telex to the Governor of the Bank Markazi, Iran, 
responding to his telex of May 10, 1983. While in the May .10 telex, the 
Governor initially concedes that information regarding a member's exchange 
arrangements and their status under the Articles is not confidential, 
he asserts this applies only if the information has not been "published". 
The basis for this assertion is "the confidentiality requirements of 
resolution dated September 25, 1946 as amended on June 22, 1979", and 
that the staff member concerned had to check the relevant records of the 
Fund to ascertain whether Iran had sought or been given approval "to 
impose or reimpose exchange controls or currency restrictions since 
1978." 

The "resolution of September 25, 1946 as amended on June 22, 1979" 
is assumed to be a reference to Rule N-6, which reads: 

Persons on the staff of the Fund, and persons 
formerly on the staff of the Fund, shall not, at any 
time, without the express authorization of the 
Managing Director: (i) reveal any unpublished 
information known to them by reason of their 
service with the Fund to a person not authorized 
by the Fund to receive the information; or (ii) use, 
or allow the use of, unpublished information known 
to them by reason of their service with the Fund 
for private advantage, directly or indirectly, or 
for any interest contrary to that of the Fund as 
determined by the Managing Director. 

The proper response to the assertion that Rule N-6 applies is 
that by Executive Board Decision No. 446-4, adopted June 10, 1949, the 
Fund has authorized- the information in question _to be made available to 
those who ask for assistance and advice as to whether exchange 
control regulations are being maintained or imposed consistently with 
the Fund Agreement. And this is the response proposed in the draft 
telex. 

Also of pressing importance is the second item, a ~raft paper 
for the Executive Board transmitting the request by the law firm of 
Wald, Harkrader & Ross for written answers to the questions that were 
the subject of the earlier affidavit filed by that firm with the Iran-U.S. 
Claims Tribunal. The litigation and letter were the subjects of a more 

I 
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recent letter dated May 11, 1983 from Ms. Lucy F. Reed, which, with an 
attachment, was sent to you and distributed to interested departments 
yesterday. The paper and the draft proposed response are, I hope, self
explanatory. 

Attachments 

cc: The Managing . Director (on return) / 
Mr. Ray 
Mr. Mookerjee 
Mr. Quirk 
Mr. Carter 

I 
·• 



GOVERNOR M. NOURBAKHSH 

BANK MARKAZI 

ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN 

IN RESPONSE TO YOUR TELEX OF MAY 10, 1983, I AM GLAD 

THAT WE CAN NOW AGREE THAT INFORMATIO·N CONCERNING A . 

MEMBER'S EXCHANGE SYSTEM IS NOT AND CANNOT BE CONSIDERED 

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION UNDER THE ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT. 

INFORMATION CONCERNING ANY MEMBER'S EXCHANGE SYSTEM AND 

WHETHER THAT SYSTEM IS BEING MAINTAINED CONSISTENTLY WITH 

THE ARTICLES HAS BEEN PROVIDED FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS TO 

ALL WHO ASK, IN ACCORDANCE WITH EXECUTIVE BOARD DECISION 

NO. 446-4 OF JUNE 10, 1949, WHICH GIVES THE REQUISITE 

APPROVAL AND PRIOR AUTHORIZATION FOR THE TRANSMITTAL OF 

THE FACTS OF EVERY MEMBER'S EXCHANGE SYSTEM, INCLUDING 

WHETHER OR NOT ASPECTS OF A MEMBER'S EXCHANGE SYSTEM 

REQUIRE APPROVAL UNDER ARTICLE VIII AND WHETHER THIS 

APPROVAL HAS BEEN GIVEN. 

AFTER YOUR MARCH 17 TELEX CONCERNING THE AFFIDAVIT 

FILED WITH THE u.s.-IRAN TRIBUNAL BY A WASHINGTON LAW 

FIRM, WE INQUIRED INTO THE MATTER BY TELEPHONE AND IN 

/ 



THE CONVERSATION THE LAW FIRM WAS INFORMED THAT THE 

PROCEDURE IT HAD FOLLOWED WAS NOT THE NORMAL ONE EXPECTED 

TO BE USED TO ELICIT INFORMATION FOR SUBMISSION IN 

LITIGATION AND THE USE OF THIS PROCEDURE WITHOUT OUR 

KNOWLEDGE HAD CAUSED THE FUND EMBARRASSMENT. THERE IS 

AS YET NO WRITTEN COMMUNICATION FROM THE FUND TO THE 

LAW FIRM WHICH SUBMITTED THE AFFIDAVIT, AS THE WRITTEN 

RESPONSE TO THEIR REQUEST FOR ANSWERS TO SPECIFIC 

QUESTIONS IS NOW BEING SUBMITTED TO THE EXECUTIVE BOARD. 

REGARDS. 

DE LAROSIERE 

INTERFUND 

I 
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CABLE 538/39 
IRAN ROOM 
214255 ?ZBK IRGOOD DAY SIR 
THIS IS BANK MARKAZI IRAN CALLIN 

ORIG: ETR 
WE SENT YOU A MESSAGE FEW MINUTES AGO NOW WE REPEAT IT 
AGAIN cc r-m 
WE SEND YOU A CORRECT TELES 
PLS AVOID DUPLICATION 
+++++++++++++++++++++++ 

MAY,10,1983 

TO: M.E.J. DELAROSIERE 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
WASHINGTON D.C. 

I AM IN RECEIPT OF YOUR TELEX DATED MAY 6,1983 IN 
REPLY TO OURS OF MARCH 17 AND MAY 3,1983 AND I WISH TO THANK YOU 
FOR THE PERSONAL ATTENTION YOU HAVE PAID TO THE POINTS RAISED 
IN OUR TELEXES. 
I CONSIDER IT NECESSARY, HOWEVER, TO BRING SOME FURTHER 
POINTS TO YOUR ATTENTION IN ORDER TO CLARIFY THE ISSUDS 
DISCUSSED ;IN PARTICULAR, IN OUR TELEX OF MAY 3,1983 AND ASK 
FOR YOUR FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF THE MATTER. 
1- WE CONCUR WITH YOUR POINT THAT INFORMATION REGARDING 
A MEMBER'S EXCHANGE ARRANGEMENTS AND THEIR STATUS UNDER 
THE FUND'S ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT ARE NOT CONFIDENTIAL. BUT IN 
OUR OPINION THIS APPLIES TO SUCH INFORMATION IN SO FAR 
AS THEY HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED, THE UNPUBLISHED INFORMATION FALINO 
IJl~tlEJrTRE-cONF-I DENT I AL I TY RE'QU I REMENTS OF RESOLU1TON DA TED 
SEEI.~t1~ER- -2s, 19"4~ .~s Ar-t_E_N.O.~ ~ !..ICffilE 22, 979. 
MOREOVER,. WE WOULD LI KE TO PO I NT ouTTFfA'TlR TH Is PART I CUL AR 
CASE THE OFFICER CONCERNED IS SAID, IN THE OFFWDOVIT OF 
MARY DUFFY - BECKER, TO HAVE CHECKED'' THE RELEVANT RECORDS OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND AND FOUND THAT IRAN HAS 
NEITHER SOUGHT NOR RECEIVED APPROVAL FROM THE INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY FUND TO IMPOSE OR REIMPOSA EXCHANGES CONTROLS OR 
CURRENCY RESTRICTIONS SINCE JANUARY 1978''. 
AS EMPHESISED IN OUR TELEX OF MAY 3,1983, THIS IS EXACTLY THE 
ACT WHICH WE CONSIDER A BREACH OF THE PRINCIPLES OF CONFIDENTIA
LITY UNDER THE ABOVE REFERED RESOLUTION OF SEPTEMBER 25,1946 
AS AMENDED ON JUNE 22,1979. 
IN OUR OPINION THE FUND'S RECORDS ON THE COMMUNICATIONS OF THE 
MEMBERS WITH THE FUND, INCLUDING INFORMATION CUNCERNING WHETHER 
OR NOT IRAN HAS SOUGHT OR OBTIANED THE APPROVAL OF THE 
FUND FOR IMPOSINS ANY CURRENCY CONTROLS, MAY NOT BE RELEASED 
TO THIRD PARTIES, EVEN ON AN INFORMAL BASIS, WITHOUT THE 
PRIOR AUTHORIZATION-OF THE FUND. 

mm 
:-m. SALEH--KHOU 

LEG 

MED 

HR. FLICKEHSCllILD 

MR. N. CARTER 



IMF OFFICIAL CABLE 
ACCORDINGLY, WE ASK AGAIN WHETHER OR NOT THE RELEASE OF SAID 
INFORMATION WAS BASED UPON YOUR EXPRESS AUTHORIZATION. 
2- IN CASE THE INFORMATION WAS GIVEN TO THE RELEVANT LAW FIRM 
WITHOUT YOUR EXPRESS AUTHORIZATION AND, AS YOU HAVE STATED 
IN YOUR TELEX, WITHOUT THE KNOWLEDGE OR ANY INDICATION THAT IT 
WOULD BE INCORPORATED IN AN OFFIDAVIT TO BEE USED IN A 
LIGAL PROCEEDING, WE CONSIDER IT APPROPRIATE THAT YOU 
SHOULF REFLECT THIS FACTS TO THE IRAN-UNITED STATES-- CLAINS 
TR I a_Q_NAL ____ ASKING~. THE. iB I ~UNA~. TO TONO~-MARY~~DUFTT"~lrA~KER ✓ s 
AFFIDfill.LT--.AS.-.A--- DOCUMENT WHICH MAY BE USED BY THE 
TR-IBiJNAL IN ADOPTING A -DECiSION: - ---·- ----·-· .. -
3- l,.JE WOULD ALSO ---· APPROC I ATE IT IF YOU COULD ARRANGE FOR 
SENDING US A COPY OF YOUR COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE RELEVANT 
LAW FIRM COMPLAINING ABOUT THEIR IRREGULAR PROCEDURE FOR THE 
USE OF THE SAID INFOR~ATION GIVEN TO THEIR LAYEEEE LAWYER. 
4- WE ALSO APPRECIATE VERY MUCH YOUR STATEMENT THAT PROPER 
PROCEDURE WOULD BE FOLLOWED IN RESPONDING TO THE ENQUIRES 
FOR INFORMATION REGARDING THE CONSISTANCY OF PARTICULAR EXCHANGE 
CONTROL REGULATIONS MAINTAINED BY MY COUNTRY. 
WE HOPE THAT YOUR RESPONSE WILL BE SUCH REFLECTION OF THE 
FACTS JHAT __ ll._HQ~LD2.__ HOPEF (JC['r,- Ml I I GATE It:£ DAMAGE CAUSED BY 
INDISCRETENESS OF ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE FUND ✓ s STAFF. __ :_ __ _ ~--- --- -- ·~- --- - - ·-·--- --
BEST REGARDS M.NOURBAKHSH, GOVERNOR, BANK MARKAZI IRAN. 
214255 MZBK IR 
440040 FUND UI 

REPLY VIA ITT 

? 
TIME: os:02 05/10/83 ??? 
CONNECT TIME: 804 SECONDS 
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INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 

Islamic Republic of Iran: Inquiry under Article VIII, Section 2(b) 

Prepared by the Legal Department 

(In consultation with the Exchange and Trade Relations 
and Middle Eastern Departments) 

Approved by George P. Nicoletopoulos 

May , 1983 

A law firm has made certain inquiries with respect to the exchange 

system maintained by Iran; in particular, a written response has been 

requested to the following questions: 

"First, since 1974, has Iran sought or received approval from 

the International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article VIII of 

the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) to i mpose exchange 

controls or currency restrictions on the making of payments 

for current international transactions, or to engage in or 

permit any of its fiscal agencies to engage in any 

. discriminatory currency agreements or multiple currency 

practices; or 2) to reimpose transitional arrangements 

of which Iran availed itself under Article XIV? Second, 

does publication of information regarding a country's 

exchange controls or currency restrictions in the Fund's 

Annu'al Report constitute or indicate fund approval of such 

controls or restrictions?" 

The entire letter is set out as Attachment A. The "relevant pages of 

the Bank Markazi's memorial" and the affidavit by Mary Duffy Becker 

referred to in the second and third paragraphs of this letter have 
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not been reproduced, but are available for perusal in the office of 

the Secretary. 

To comply with this request, it is proposed that the draft 

response from the Director of the Legal Department, which is set forth 

as Attachment B, be sent to the requesting law firm. The proposed 

responses are set forth in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of the proposed letter, 

as follows: 

"2. Iran has not sought or received approval from the Fund 

since 1974 for the imposition of any exchange measures that 

are subject to Fund approval. As noted above, whether or not 

any particular measure is or is not subject to approval under 

Article VIII can only be answered with respect to the measure 

in question. 

3. Under Article XIV, a member may maintain and adapt to 

changing circumstances those exchange restrictions, including 

multiple currency practices and discriminatory currency arrange

ments, that the member had when it joined the Fund. Once a 

member has eliminated or ceased to apply a measure, the measure 

cannot be reintroduced or reapplied under Article XIV. Any such 

reintroduction or reapplication of the measure is subject to 

approval by the Fund in accordance with Article VIII. 

4. Publication of information regarding a member's exchange 

controls or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report 

does not constitute or indicate Fund approval of such controls 

or restrictions. The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements 

and Exchange Restrictions, which was entitled Annual Report 

I 
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on Exchange Restrictions until 1978, contains information on 

the trade and payments aspects of a member's restrictive system, 

as well as the member's exchange arrangements. This 

information is published without reference to whether 

or not any particular measure, if subject to Article VIII, 

has or has not been approved." 

It is recommended that the Fund respond in accordance with 

Attachment B, and the following draft decision is proposed for 

adoption by the Executive Board: 

"The Director of the Legal Department is authorized to 

transmit the letter which is set forth as Attachment B 

to EBD/83/ /." 

I 
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WALD, HARKRADER & ROSS 
1300 Nineteenth Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036-1697 

George P. Nicoletopoulos, Esq. 
Director of the Legal Department 
International Monetary Fund 
700 19th Street, N.W, Room 8-320 
Washington, D.C. 20431 

Dear Mr. Nicoletopoulos: 

March 24, 1983 

ATTACHMENT A 

This law firm represents a United States corporation with a claim 

against the Islamic Republic of Iran pending before the Iran-U.S. Claims 

Tribunal in The Hague. In our Hearing Memorial filed on December 1, 1982, 

we alleged, in a general manner, that certain Iranian exchange controls 

and currency restrictions are violative of International Monetary Fund 

regulations. 

In a late filing, served on us less than a week before our 

February 28, 1983, hearing before the Tribunal, Bank Markazi for the 

first time claimed that exchange restrictions "[had] been approved by 

the International Fund and [had] been advertised in the Fund's [1980] 

Annual Report." We attach relevant pages of Bank Markazi's memorial for 

your information. Because filings with the Tribunal are not public, 

we request that you use these Iranian documents only for confidential 

in-house purposes. 

Because we only had four working days to prepare a response, and 

given that we were in London preparing witnesses, our only alternative 

I 
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was to have one of our Washington attorneys telephone the Exchange 

Control Division at the Fund to confirm our understanding that Bank 

Markazi's arguments were erroneous. Messrs. Hans Flickenschild and 

Peter Quirk of that Division, who were extremely helpful, informed us 

that: (1) Iran had not sought or received Fund approval to impose 

exchange controls or currency restrictions under Article XIII of the 

Fund's Articles since 1974 (when, to cite the Fund's 1975 Annual 

Report, "exchange restrictions were abolished in principle by Iran"); 

(2) Iran had not sought or received Fund approval to reimpose 

transitional controls or restrictions originally authorized under 

Article XIV; and (3) publication of information regarding a country's 

exchange controls or currency restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report 

does not constitute or indicate approval of such controls or 

restrictions by the Fund. We submitted this information to the 

Tribunal in the form of an affidavit by Mary Duffy Becker, the 

Washington attorney who contacted Messrs. Flickenschild and Quirk. A 

copy of that affidavit is attached to this letter. 

Now that we have returned to Washington, we would like to con

firm this information through formal channels. Mr. Quirk recommended 

that we ask your office for a written response to the following 

questions: First, since 1974, has Iran sought or received approval 

from the International Monetary Fund pursuant to Article VIII of 

the Articles of Agreement of the Fund: 1) to impose exchange controls 

or currency restrictions on the making of payments for current international 

transactions, or to engage in or permit any of its fiscal · agencies to 

I 
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engage in any discriminatory currency agreements or multiple currency 

practices; or 2) to reimpose transitional arrangements of which Iran 

availed itself under Article XIV? Second, does publication of 

information regarding a country's exchange controls or currency 

restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report constitute or indicate Fund 

approval of such controls or restrictions? 

We thank you in advance for your cooperation. Please call if you 

have any questions (828-1606). 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) Joseph P. Griffin 

Enclosures 

I I 
/ 
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Dear Mr. Griffin: 

This letter is in response to the questions that you have raised 

in your letter of March 24, 1983. 

1. As a preliminary observation to your questions, I should 

point out that a member needs to seek the approval of the Fund only 

for those exchange measures that fall within the definition of 

Article VIII, Sections 2(a) and 3 of the Fund's Articles of Agreement, 

and the maintenance of which is not otherwise authorized by the 

Articles. Thus, approval is not required for exchange measures 

maintained in accordance with the provisions of Article XIV, Section 2, 

or for exchange controls that are necessary to regulate international 

capital movements, as long as these controls do not restrict payments 

for current transactions or unduly delay transfers of funds to settle 

commitments, as provided by Article VI, Section 3. Whether a par

ticular measure is an exchange measure, and whether it is an exchange 

measure that would be subject to approval under Article VIII, can 

only be answered after an examination of the measure in question. 

2. Iran has not sought or received approval from the Fund 

since 1974 for the imposition of any exchange measures that are subject 

to Fund approval. As noted above, whether or not any particular measure 

is or is not subject to approval under Article VIII can only be 

answered with respect to the measure in question. 

3. Under Article XIV, a member may maintain and adapt to 

I 
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changing circumstances those exchange restrictions, including multiple 

currency practices and discriminatory currency arrangements, that the 

member had when it joined the Fund. Once a member has eliminated or 

ceased to apply a measure, the measure cannot be reintroduced or 

reapplied under Article XIV. Any such reintroduction or reapplication 

of the measure is subject to approval by the Fund in accordance with 

Article VIII. 

4. Publication of information regarding a member's exchange 

controls or exchange restrictions in the Fund's Annual Report does not 

constitute or indicate Fund approval of such controls or restrictions. 

The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions, 

which was entitled Annual Report on Exchange Restrictions until 1978, 

contains information on the trade and payments aspects of a member's 

restrictive system, as well as the member's exchange arrangements. 

This information is published without reference to whether or not any 

particular measure, if subject to Article VIII, has or has not been 

approved. 

s. In this connection, I should express our displeasure that an 

earlier informal inquiry by a lawyer with your firm along the same 

lines as the present request was used without our knowledge as the 

basis for an affidavit, submitted by your firm in legal proceedings, 

that attributed certain statements to a member of the Fund's staff. 
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While the statements were accurate, this is an unusual procedure. The 

normal course is for a formal request, such as you are now making, to 

be made of the Fund if the intention is that the response is to be 

used in a formal legal proceeding. 

Mr. Joseph P. Griffin 
Wald, Harkrader & Ross 
1300 19th Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

Sincerely yours, 

George P. Nicoletopoulos 
Director 

Legal Department 

/ 
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MAY, 10, 1 983 

!·1R. SALEH--KHOU 

LEG 

MED 

TO: M.E.J. DELAROSIERE 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
WASHINGTON D.C. 

HR. FLICKEHSCHILD 

MR. N. CARTER 

I AM IN RECEIPT OF YOUR TELEX DATED MAY 6,1983 IN 
REPLY TO OURS OF MARCH 17 AND MAY 3,1983 AND I WISH TO THANK YOU 
FOR THE PERSONAL ATTENTION YOU HAVE PAID TO THE POINTS RAISED 

. IN OUR TELEXES. 
I CONSIDER IT NECESSARY, HOWEVER, TO BRING SOME FURTHER 
POINTS TO YOUR ATTENTION IN ORDER TO CLARIFY THE ISSUDS 
DISCUSSED ,IN PARTICULAR, IN OUR TELEX OF MAY 3,1983 AND ASK 
FOR YOUR FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF THE MATTER. 
1- WE CONCUR WITH YOUR POINT THAT INFORMATION REGARDING 
A MEMBER'S EXCHANGE ARRANGEMENTS AND THEIR STATUS UNDER 
THE FUND'S ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT ARE NOT CONFIDENTIAL. BUT IN 
OUR OPINION THIS APPLIES TO SUCH INFORMATION IN SO FAR 
AS THEY HAVE BEEN PUBLISHED, THE UNPUBLISHED INFORMATION FALING 
UNDER THE CONFIDENTIALITY REQUIREMENTS OF RESOLUTION DATED 
SEPTEMBER -25,1946 AS AMENDED ON JUNE 22,1979. 
MOREOVER, WE WOULD LIKE TO POINT OUT THAT IN THIS PARTICULAR 
CASE THE OFFICER CONCERNED IS SAID, IN THE OFFWDOVIT OF 
MARY DUFFY BECKER, TO HAVE CHECKED'' THE RELEVANT RECORDS OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND AND FOUND THAT IRAN HAS 
NEITHER SOUGHT NOR RECEIVED APPROVAL FROM THE INTERNATIONAL 
MONETARY FUND TO IMPOSE OR REIMPOSA EXCHANGES CONTROLS OR 
CURRENCY RESTRICTIONS SINCE JANUARY 1978''. 
AS EMPHESISED IN OUR TELEX OF MAY 3,1983, THIS IS EXACTLY THE 
ACT WHICH WE CONSIDER A BREACH OF THE PRINCIPLES OF CONFIDENTIA
LITY UNDER THE ABOVE REFERED RESOLUTION OF SEPTEMBER 25,1946 
AS AMENDED ON JUNE 22,1979. 
IN OUR OPINION THE FUND ✓ s RECORDS ON THE COMMUNICATIONS OF THE 
MEMBERS WITH THE FUND, INCLUDING INFORMATION CUNCERNING WHETHER 
OR NOT IRAN HAS SOUGHT OR OBTIANED THE APPROVAL OF THE 
FUND FOR IMPOSINS ANY CURRENCY CONTROLS, MAY NOT BE RELEASED 
TO THIRD PARTIES, EVEN ON AN INFORMAL BASIS, WITHOUT THE 
PRIOR AUTHORIZATION OF THE FUND. 
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ACCORDINGLY, WE ASK AGAIN WHETHER OR NOT THE RELEASE OF SAID 
INFORMATION WAS BASED UPON YOUR EXPRESS AUTHORIZATION. 
2- IN CASE THE INFORMATION WAS GIVEN TO THE RELEVANT LAW FIRM 
WITHOUT YOUR EXPRESS AUTHORIZATION AND, AS YOU HAVE STATED 
IN YOUR TELEX, WITHOUT THE KNOWLEDGE OR ANY INDICATION THAT IT 
WOULD BE INCORPORATED IN AN OFFIDAVIT TO BEE USED IN A 
LIGAL PROCEEDING, WE CONSIDER IT APPROPRIATE THAT YOU 
SHOULF REFLECT THIS FACTS TO THE IRAN-UNITED STATES CLAINS 
TRIBUNAL ASKING THE TRIBUNAL TO IGNORE MARY DUFFY BACKER ✓ s 
AFFIDAVIT AS A DOCUMENT WHICH MAY BE USED BY THE 
TRIBUNAL IN ADOPTING A DECISION. 
3- WE WOULD ALSO APPROCIATE IT IF YOU COULD ARRANGE FOR 
SENDING US A COPY OF YOUR COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE RELEVANT 
LAW FIRM COMPLAINING ABOUT THEIR IRREGULAR PROCEDURE FOR THE 
USE OF THE SAID INFORMATION GIVEN TO THEIR LAYEEEE LAWYER. 
4- WE ALSO APPRECIATE VERY MUCH YOUR STATEMENT THAT PROPER 
PROCEDURE WOULD BE FOLLOWED IN RESPONDING TO THE ENQUIRES 
FOR INFORMATION REGARDING THE CONSISTANCY OF PARTICULAR EXCHANGE 
CONTROL REGULATIONS MAINTAINED BY MY COUNTRY. 
WE HOPE THAT YOUR RESPONSE WILL BE SUCH REFLECTION OF THE 
FACTS THAT IT WOULD, HOPEFULLY, MITIGATE THE DAMAGE CAUSED BY 
INDISCRETE~ESS OF ONE OF THE MEMBERS OF THE FUND'S STAFF. 

BEST REGARDS M.NOURBAKHSH, GOVERNOR, BANK MARKAZI IRAN. 
214255 MZBK IR 
440040 FUND UI 
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To: 

From: 

~~ > I c,,f.~;, ~ ~~ 
Office Memorandum 

~n MAY 6 1983 

The Managing D~re_5t_5.,, 
~'l, 

George P. Nicoletopoulos and 
Subimal Mookerjee )/1AA-

~ l v , , i . 

May 6, 1983 

Subject: Reintroduction of Exchange Practices Originally 
Maintained Under Article XIV 

A search of our files has revealed several cases in which 
member countries availing themselves of the transitional arrangements of 
Article XIV have reintroduced restrictions or multiple currency practices 
originally maintained under the dispensation provision of Article XIV, 
Section 2. In all of these cases, the reintroduced exchange practices 
were declared subject to Article VIII, and approval for their temporary 
retention was either granted or denied. Specific cases are attached. 

Attachment , 



ATTACHMENT 

CYPRUS 

Cyprus tightened significantly the exchange allocation for 
travel abroad that was maintained under Article XIV in August 1974 
(SM/75/283, pp. 9-10). As a result of the tightening, the res
triction was considered as falling under Article VIII and temporary 
approval was given in accordance with that Article (SM/75/283, Sup.l). 

INDONESIA 

With the elimination of advance import and financial guarantee 
deposits in December 1978 Indonesia's exchange system was free of 
restrictions (SM/79/193). However, a change in the administration of 
export taxes led to the emergence of new multiple currency practices 
which were approved under Article VIII on a temporary basis in early 
1983 (Executive Board Decision of January 7, 1983). 

MAURITANIA 

Mauritania abolished all exchange controls in 1967, and reimposed 
such controls from May 1968 to October 1968 before reintroducing and 
tightening exchange controls in November and December 1968 (SM/70/141, 
p.72). _ The measures were subject to approval under Article VIII but 
no approval was given by the Fund (Executive Board Decision of 
December 30, 1968). 

,__ PORTUGAL 

Except for one bilateral payments agreement, Portugal eliminated 
all restrictions maintained under Article XIV by 1971 (SM/71/27, 
pp. 52-55). Subsequently, restrictions on the availability of foreign 
exchange for travel abroad and for the remittance of profits and divi
dends were introduced (SM/76/186, p.11). The measures were subject to 
approval under Article VIII. Neither restriction was approved by the 
Fund (SM/76/186, Sup.2). 

SOUTH AFRICA 

In 1948 South Africa had in effect no exchange restrictions other 
than very minor procedural rules regarding sterling area payments and 
had informed the Fund officially that it did not maintain any restriction 
on making payments for current international transactions (Executive 
Board Document No. 136). It continued to avail 4self of Article XIV. 
In November 1948 South Africa introduced some restrictions on the making 
of payments and transfers for current international transactions (Exec
utive Board Document No. 371). It was asserted that, as the procedural 
and legislative authority for exchange restrictions was still in existence, 
the actions taken by South Africa constituted an adaptation rather than 
an introduction of exchange restrictions. At EBM 392 (1/10/49) the Fund 
determined that the measures were an introduction of new exchange res
trictions and approved their introduction under Article VIII. Under the 
same Article the Fund authorized the member to maintain these restrictions 
and adapt them to changing circumstances as needed to safeguard the 
member's external financial position. 
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SYRIA 

Syria maintained multiple currency practices under Article XIV 
at the time of the first consultation in 1952 (Executive Board 
Decision No. 164-(52/60). The free exchange market was abolished in 
February 1961 (SM/63/102, p.11) but reintroduced in June 1962' (SM/62/101, 
p.11). The new multiple currency practice, which was subject to approval 
under Article VIII, was not approved by the Fund (Executive Board Meeting 
No. 63/38 of June 28, 1963). 

ZAIRE 

Zaire maintained restrictions on the transfer abroad of salaries 
of foreign nationals in the form of an annual percentage limit that was 
first described in EBS/63/156 (p.8). This restriction was eliminated 
in 1968 (SM/70/156, p.64). It was reintroduced in 1971 (SM/73/122, p.14), 
and approved by the Fund (SM/73/122, Sup.I). Zaire also maintained a 

·prohibition of transfers abroad of investment income that was first des
cribed in EBS/63/156, (p.8). It was eliminated in 1969 (SM/70/156, p.63), 
and w~s reintroduced in 1973 (SM/75/225, p.51). The measure was subject 
to approval under Article VIII, but was not approved by the Fund 
(SM/75/189, Sup.2). 
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INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND . 

May 5, 1983 

TO The Managing Director 

FROM: George P. _ Nicoletopoulos ~ .. 
t 

Subject: Iran - Telex to 'Governor Nourbakhrsh 

The attached is a proposed draft 
reply to the telexes from Governor Nourbakhrsh 
of the Bank Markazi Iran. It has been agreed 
to by Mr. Dale. 



/ INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 

May 5, 1983 

TO The Deputy Managing Director 

FROM: George P. Nicoletopoulos ~ • 
Subject: Iran - Telex to Governor Nourbakhrsh 

I attach a draft of a re\>lY that, ·subject 
to your agreement, Messrs. Shaalan, Palmer, 
and I would recommend that the Managing Director 
send to the Governor of Bank Markazi Iran. 



Draft telex 

Governor Mohsen Nourbakhrsh 
Bank Markazi Iran 
Teheran, Iran 

I have delayed responding to your telex of March 17 because I wished 

to make a thorough review of the questions that you have raised. Having 

completed the review, I can now respond to that telex and also to your 

telex of May 3. 

1. I have not found anything in the conduct of the members of the 

staff that could be regarded as inconsistent with the rules of the Fund. 

InfoTI!lation regarding a member's exchange arrangements and other exchange 

measures, as well as thetr status under the Fund's Articles of Agreement, 

is not confidential information. Under the Fund's Articles of Agreement, 

each member must keep the Fund informed in detail of its exchange arrange

ments and measures, and changes in them as they are made. Because these 

arrangements and measures affect other members and have consequences, 

including legal consequences, for persons in their territories, the Fund, 

if it is to fulfill its purposes and to apply its Articles of Agreement, 

must be able to inform other members and other int,rested parties about 

these arrangements and measures and their status under the Articles. In 

this connection, I would draw your attention to a decision of the Fund 

which declared that the Fund stijnds ready t~ advise interested parties 

regarding the status under the Fund's Articles of Agreement of a member's 

exchange control regulations. (EB Decision No. 446-4 of June 10, 1949, 

pp. 201-202 of Selected Decisions, Ninth Issue) 

+-
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2. Consistently with the principle of public disclosure of 

information on members' exchange systems, it has been the practice of 

the Fund to respond informally to all requests for information con-

~ ---
cerning a member's exchange system and its status under the Fund's 

Articles. No member has expressed concern in the past about the manner 

~ 
in which we have been .dealing with such information requests. 

3. With regard to formal enquiries for information regarding the 

consistency of particular ex_change control regu1ations of members with 

the Fund's Articles that is to be used in litigation, the practice has 

been to prov.ide the information after clearing the response with the 

Executive Board. I can assure you that the same procedure will be followed 

with respect to formal enquiries regarding the consistency with the 
~, 

Fund's Articles of particular exchange control regulations maintained 

by Iran. 

4. As regards the affidavit prepared by a lawyer from the law firm 

of Wal4, Harkrader, and Ross, I should like to state that it was prepared 

without the knowledge of anyone in the Fund. I understand that an 

informal enquiry was made by this lawyer and it appears that she turned 

that informal enquiry into an affidavit without informing those to whom 

she talked in the Fund. However, the information given to her is accurate 

and will be confirmed in response to a formal enquiry from the law firm. 

Regards. deLarosiere 

j 
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CU IRMAY,3,1983 

T0:H.E. J.DELAROSIERE 
MANAGING DIRECTOR 

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND 
WASHINGTON D.C. 

CC: MR.G.SALEHKH0O, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

I REFER TO OUR TELEX DATED MARCH 17,1983 TO WHICH WE SEEM 

PG 
MED 

MR. FLICKENSCHILD 

MR. N. CARTER 

TO HAVE RECEIVED NO RESPONSE SO . FAR. I "WISH TO HEREBY RECORD 
AGAIN OUR OBJECTION TO THE CONDUCTS OF ONE OF YOUR 
OFFICIALS IN ALLOWING THIRD PARTIES TO HAVE ACCESS TO CERTAIN 
UNPUBLISHED INFORMATION REGARDING THE RECORDS OF THE 
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND ON IRAN'S COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE 
FUND. I CONSIDER THE CONDUCTS OF THE SAID OFFICIAL OF THE FUND 
A BREACH OF THE PRINCIPLES OF CONFIDENTIALITY AS CONTAINED IN 
THE REGULATION ADOPTED AS PART OF N-5 ON SEPTEMBER 25,1946 
AND AMENDED ON JUNE 22,1979 WHICH PROHIBITS THE PERSON ON THE 
STAFF OF THE FUND TO REVEAL AT ANY TIME SUCH .UNPUBLISHED 
INFORMATION THAT HAS COME TO THEIR KNOWLEDGE BY REASON OF THEIR 
SERVICE WITH THE FUND. IN OUR OPINION, REGARDLESS OF THE 
EXTENT OF THE NECESSITY OF THE APPROVAL BY THE FUND OF ANY 
EXCHANGE CONTROL REGULATION IMPOSED BY. IRAN, ITEMS OF INFORMATION 
SUCH AS WHETHER OR NOT IRAN HAS SOUGHT OR 0BT0INED THE APPROVAL 

lOF THE FUND FOR IMPOSING ANY SUCH CONTROLS SHALL . NOT . 
BE RELEASED TO ANY THIRD PARTY WIJH0UT PRIOR AUTHORIZATION OF 
THE FLJND.,., ACCORDINGLY WE HEREBY REPEAT OUR REQUEST THAT (I) IF 
THE RELEASE OF THE $AID INFORMATION HAS NOT BEEN BASED ON A PRIOR 
AUTHORIZATION OF THE FUND WE REQUIRE IHE FUND TO INFORM THE 
IR~N-0Ntl'ED STATES CLAIMS IBXBUNAL AT THE HAQUE, TAE NETHERLANDS, 
IN WRITING OF THE SAME. 
<II> IF !HE RELEASE OF THE SAID INFORMATION HAS BEEN AUTHORIZED 
BV THE FUND WE REQUIRE YOUR I 

EXPLANATION AS TO WHY SUCH ALITH0RI-
ZATIOM"AAs BEEN GIVEN AND FOR WH REASON IRA HAS NOT BEEN 
INF ED IN A BY THE FUND~ OF SUCH AUTHORIZA 
RELEASE. BEST REGARDS., M.N0URBAKHSH, GOVERNOR FOR 
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF IRAN, BANK ·MARKAZI IRAN. 
213120 MACU IR 

440040 FUND UI 



\ Office Memorandum 

MEMORANDUM May 2, 1983 

To: 

From: 

The Managing Director ~ 

~. '1~ 
George P. Nicoietopoulos, Donald K. Palmer, and 
A. S. Ray ~~ C ------

Subject: Iranian R~strictions 

The memorandum of April 22, 1983 to you on this subject 
noted that a more complete description of Iran's exchange system 
would be submitted to you in a separate memorandum. The attached 
memorandum contains such a description of Iran's exchange system. 

[

A copy of this memJrandum is being made available to Mr. Salehkhou 
in accordance with your promise to provide him with a copy of the 
memorandum. 

Attachment 
cc: The Deputy Managing Director 

Mr. N. Carter 





ATTACffi-1ENT 

Iran: Developments in Exchange System, 1974-83 

I. Pre-Revolution 

1. At least as far back as 1973, Iran maintained a liberal exchange 

control system. This was noted in the Staff Report for the 1973 Article 

XIV consultation discussions with Iran, held in June 1973, as follows: 

"The authorities have inc_reased considerably the exchange allowance for 

travel purposes. The mission noted that the strength of the balance of 

payments position permitted the authorities to remove the remaining minor 

restrictions on invisible payments. The Iranian representatives said that 

most of the remaining restrictions were not enforced; central bank approval 

was being maintained for surveillance of capital movements" (SM/73/209, 

8/22/73, pp. 10-11). The Executive Board Decision at the conclusion of 

that consultation noted: "In the recent past, the authorities have relaxed 

considerably the restrictions on current invisible payments" (SM/73/209, 

8/22/73, p. 18). 

2. In January 1974, the Central Bank authorized two exchange markets, 

a commercial (or official rate) market and a nonco mmercial (or free rate) 

market. The introduction of this exchange system was notified to the 

Executive Board on January 25, 1974 (EBD/74/24, 1/25/74). The official 

rate was applied to foreign exchange proceeds of the public sector (mainly 

oil revenues) and import payments. Invisibles payments and capital trans

actions not authorized for the commercial market were effected freely in 

the noncommercial market. All other transactions were allowed to take 

place in either market. The exchange system was reviewed by the staff during 

the 1974 Article XIV consultation discussions (November 1974). The mission 
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concluded that the lxchange system "effectively eliminated all the remaining 

exchange restrictions on current international payments as customers are 

permitted unlimited access to the noncommercial market for any purpose" 

(SM/75/24, 1/29/75, p.11). The Central Bank actively intervened in the 

noncommercial market so that the exchange rate in this market followed the 

official rate closely, within a 2 per cent spread. A multiple currency 

practice, therefore, did not arise. However, the 1974 Article XIV consulta

tion report stated: "In case exchange rates should move beyond the permis

sible margins and/or spread the Iranian authorities would be obligated to 

notify the Fund and to seek its approval" (SM/75/24, 1/29/75, p. 12). No 

such notifications were sent to the Fund. The Executive Board Decision that 

concluded the 1974 consultation stated: "Iran's strong balance of payments 

position has permitted the effective elimination of all e xchange restric

tions ...... (SM/75/24, 1/29/75, p.14). The 1975 Annual Report on Exchange 

Restrictions (ARER) stated that "Payments for all current invisibles may be 

made freely through the no ncommercial market. In addition, there are certain 

allocations at the official rate for travel, study, and medical treatment 

abroad" (ARER, 1975, p. 242). The analytical appendix to the ARER, 1975 

indicated Iran as not having restrictions on payments in respect of current 

transactions and capital transactions~ 

Apart from a bilateral payments agreement maintained with Romania, 

Iran eliminated all restrictions on payments and transfers for current inter

national transactions by 1974. 

3. According to the ARERs for 1976, 77, and 78, and Staff Reports 

and Recent Economic Developments (RED) papers for the 1975, 1977, and 1978 

Article XIV consultations·, the_ situation with respect to exchange measures 
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that might have been subject to Article VIII remained unchanged until 

November 1978. The ARERs for 1975-78 continued to report under the heading 

Payments for Invisibles, that "Payments for all current invisibles may be made 

freely through the noncommercial market. In addition, there are certain allo

cations at the official rate for travel, study, and medical treatment abroad." 

Analytical Appendices to these reports indicated Iran as having no restric

tions on payments in respect of current and capital transactions. 

The RED paper for the 1975 Article XIV consultation, held in November 1975, 

stated that "Payments for all current invisibles (except those types of 

insurance that must be taken out in Iran) may be made .freely through the free 

market. In addition, there are certain allocations at the official rate" 

(SM/76/13, 1/19/76, p.93). The RED paper for the 1977 Article XIV consulta-

tion, held in February 1977, stated: "There has been no change in the official 

exchange rate policy, nor has there been any change in regulations governing 

current payments" (SM/77/104, 5/10/77, p. 59). The RED paper for the 1978 

Article IV consultation, held in July 1978, stated that "Iran's regulations 

governing current payments are liberal." (SM/78/239, 9/28/78, p.49). The staff 

report for that consultation stated: "Sit;1ce the previous discuss ions no 

changes have been made in the regulations governing current payments, which 

continue to be liberal" (SM/78/235, 9/5/78, p. 7). The Executive Board decision 

also stated: "Iran maintains a liberal policy relating to current payments 

and transfers" (SM/78/235, 9/5/78, p. 11). In response to a question raised 

in the Board regarding the reference to a "liberal payments and transfer policy" 

in this 1978 decision, the Director of the Middle Eastern Department responded: 

"It was certainly correct to ·state in the proposed decision that Iran maintained 

a liberal policy relating to current payments and transfers. In fact, there 

I 
I 

I 
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were no restrictions on payments and tranfers. Iran had increased trade 

restrictions, but those were not payments restrictions. The tightening 

of trade restrictions had primarily taken the form of increases in import 

duties. It had been motivated partly by reasons of protection and partly 

by the authorities' desire to increase government revenues" (EBM/78/153, 

10/6/78, p. 23). 

II. Post-Revolution 

Iran has not received a Fund mission since 1978 for the purpose of 

conducting consultations under Articles IV and XIV. The Fund has, therefore, 

not had an opportunity to assess adequately the developments in Iran's 

exchange system since that date. Certain summary information relating to the 

exchange system -has been provided from time to time by the Iranian authorities 

for incorporation in the Fund's Annual Reports on Exchange Arrangements and 

Exchange Restrictions. A staff team also informally visited Teheran in 

February 1982, and obtained certain information concerning exchange regula

tions, in the form of Central Bank circulars. It was not able to ascertain 

determinatively, within the framework of the meetings held with the Iranian 

authorities at that time, if the authorization procedures described in 

the circulars were being implemented restrictively or not. The following 

descriptions incorporate this available information: 

1. The dual exchange market system was modified in November, 1978 

(EBS/78/693, 12/19/78). Effective November 14, 19?8, the Central Bank 

ceased to support the exchange rate in the noncommercial market. Effective 

May 5, 1979, a preferential exchange rate applicable to all export proceeds 

and to payments for transactions to be approved by the Central Bank on a 

case-by-case basis was introduced, and this change was notified to the 
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Fund (EBS/79/367, 6/29/79). It is not clear whether, as a result of the 

1979 change, the previous noncommercial market was abolished, and the 

exchange system consisted of the commercial market and the "preferential" 

exchange rate market, or the "preferential" exchange rate market represented 

a third market (EBS/80/121, 5/30/80). 

2. Also on November 14, 1978, Iran announced major changes in its 

exchange system, and the -notification to the Fund of these changes was 

issued to the Executive Board for information (EBS/78/693, 12/19/78). 

The main changes included the following: (a) certain invisible payments 

~ere shifted from the noncommercial to the commercial market; (b) certain 

foreign exchange transactions that could previously take place in the non

co mmercial market without limits, and in the co mme rcial market subject to 

certain limits, were totally shifted to the co mmercial market and specified 

limits imposed; (c) a monthly limit on foreign travel and study abroad was 

established; and (d) sales of all foreign exchange in the comme rcial market, 

with some minor exceptions, were subj e cted to the prior approval of the 

Central Bank. In noting that the changes in the e x change control measures 

appeared to be designed to halt capital outfl-0ws, EBS/78/693 stated that 

.. the staff will be in touch with the authorities to discuss the restrictions 

on the making of payments and transfers for current international transactions 

as well as multiple currency practices that may have arisen as a result of 

these measures ... Since 1979, analytical appendices to the Annual Report on 

Exchange Arrangements and Excha~ge Restrictions have indicated that Iran main

tains restrictions on payments in respect of current and capital transactions. 

3. Restrictions on invisible payments were intensified in 1979. 

In March, a monthly limit of US$1,000 for education abroad was established, 

and sales of foreign exchange for medical treatment abroad were subjected to 
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the approval of t'he Central Bank. In April, the amount of foreign exchange 

that could be remitted in payment for subscriptions to newspapers and 

periodicals, for membership fees in scientific and cultural institutions, 

and for miscellaneous expenses abroad without the prior approval of the 

Central Bank, was set at the equivalent of US$100. Since June 13, remit

tances up to the equivalent of US$500, at the unofficial rate of Rls 105 per 

US$1, were permitted f~r the following purposes: subscriptions to foreign 

publications, membership fees in scientific, cultural, and international 

institutions, purchases of books, educational expenses for pupils in ele

mentary schools (on a monthly basis), expenditures incurred in obtaining 

acceptance at foreign universities, and travel allowances for spouses 

accompanying a passport holder. Since July 8, persons in need of medical 

treatment abroad could obtain foreign exchange up to the equivalent of 

US$10~000 (divided equally between the official and unofficial rates), pro

vided they deposited Rls 30 against each dollar bought. Iranian nationals 

traveling abroad as individuals were entitled to buy the equivalent of 

US$2,000 at the official rate and US$2,000 at the unofficial rate. A family 

traveling abroad accompanying the holder of a . valid passport could obtain 

foreign exchange up to the equivalent of US$10,000 (divided equally between 

the official and unofficial rates), provided a deposit of Rls 30 was made 

against each dollar bought. The deposit could be reclaimed by the traveler 

on return to Iran. On October 6, the basic annual foreign exchange allowance 

for an individual traveler was reduced to US$750 at the official rate and 

US$1,500 at the unofficial rate, and the maximum annual allowance for a family 

(husband, wife, and two children) was set at US$6,000. The requirement that 

Rls 30 be deposited for each dollar bought was abolished. 
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4. In 1980, no changes were made by the Iranian authorities to the 

restrictions on current payments. In 1981, the basic annual foreign exchange 

allowance for travel was reduced to the equivalent of US$1,000 (from US$2,500), 

and the maximum limits on sales of foreign exchange to students study'ing 

abroad were reduced from the equivalent of US$1,000 a month (US$1,500 for 

married students) to the equivalent of US$750 a month (with an additional 

allowance of 35 per cent for married students). The dates of these changes 

are not known. 




